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enter after that time. The heat is tun>ad o~f. Aud Hey do

noh have me fac-li'as, as I understand it, or at. least.

mey ara not offered to us to conduct tLlese night hearings.

LMe have had three recuests froLLL tL1~» puolic for
evening hearings. Qua m the very limited scope of Uris

proceeding, due to Sate fact. Mat tha direct tes~ony is
presentod in wzi"ten form making it. difficult for a maIGber of

tha public to follow the proceeding, we have felt tha it is
probably mora appropriate to, in any event to conduct ~De

hearings during the daytime hours where the press will have

access g z~a 18863.8. 8" Ll hive access ~o all tna doculP~'its p clnd

be better prepared to report the proceedings to the public.

So therefore, wa have no> tried, even if it were

possible, to arrange ocher quarters fo" evening sessions.
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a word about <he document..

'>: ".~ou."A li.'ce "-o say

Th»s i: a quH~~~y assu':ance inspemion report at.

Brunswick. Ne received a copy on PRiday, due +o e:cpedi~ud

service by &e Scaffo Ne have no objection ho it. being

in~oducG~> in+o evid~»'eo L>4l'~~ YLQ Board sc'88 i( you vill see

$
S

it. is a lengthy document< no'asy to dissech

Our suggestion ta we Board»s that vie go ahead

and receive the dccummxh into evidence. Ne wouM 3.ike a,

sponsoring wimess, not because we are in a posi~mon at hhis

point to ask dehai3.ed questions about, the inspection bu~ we

n
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would lii:e 4o ask soma background auastions about the natura

of hi;.e insp chion and on Axe occasion of the inspection.

Ne would suggest to +~e Board, if this is agree-

able to other pres, thah we file with she Board as p~
of Me evidence i» nMis proceedina our response to that.

inspection report. which, by Cmmv'ssion regulations, is due

20 days after <we repoW, !fe w"1 +my and deal in our
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.":lR. I~HDS: Thank you,

'$P B" <$ '!'1QQ.'.c~ I"!8 . wo 'cass

t"me ana 0is-iri'ou'e them to . oun.';?." .

?'.P,=.„':::~»"? jQg 41$ $ '~(f ~ > <~ r.~ ~ g, «pq "(. to j--?9'(:

z=.por~ marke(.'s an e::hx.b.-" now, .'l". Rei.=?

RPi8 ." F88, ). a!!l preoar "<i to hKve li! f»!Brkeo as

an (.":hibi+ no,v.
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app 1 .a 'c anP i he stafx: Ore,no't"- n82.ng '»".*6 piBQle»a~!h3.'-»~~r.

Ops» em t BpQ X Ui!J.ni~c ". t vjcu ~ + ~p n~~~! pter... ~.r the~» f3~ Q» ~ pl

~ "st e.".hi it 'n "h, vi(?en0iaxy he-..-in(y on the cons'.r '=";::.on

," 'mii, was S'=azf E:;-hibit. 1>. ;;Iovevez ' your attapl;ment'o
the t( s'-imon)'ou h.wJe u=-eel "- -- ~:ov. o-@as a (a~n;"".rom ?fo,.

i thinJ. tha'i that is j„:."-L. as gooQ ae;";n~r, ho>re; QQphioan'c
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wb7 or the parties Lo advise us as to the legal s i..anna"'ds that

she)l d,o=.',.Q " Lac ..n '= .LG i: "vi&:r .-.«c'i .":=a 9 u ..;"..',. ',.-''r'-'ssed

theltlse ~ "Pcs to ~ 'ie Q~'. "~.K3 ~ 'j:hBt Fiasco" Y. 'jQ-'-:-''blat h'e nac ." n

m3.neo So Qnp a Qx'opp . 1 eked tha'6 v )Q an g" ve lls Gs to *Qga3.

standards that must be applied to 'i'e factual record in

this case vri13. be appreciated as ear y as you. can do it.
Hnd NBBloom
~%Landon rls

8

, 2I

22
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iMR. BHXS: Perhaps X could be mow= helpful 'f I
asked a Quest3.on of the panels

Do you m an i" burden: the e~..ent of hie burden

convincing beyond a reasollab" e do>~~ p preaonderanc '? 5'Jhen

you said standards ™~~

CHAXRNM Si~1XTH: Nell~ X was referring not to the

burden of proof or the quality of the evidence. X don'

think there's much of a pxoblem there. The unrelieved burden

rests upon the Aoplirant throughout The auality of the

evidence ."s not really in dispute. And X think we understand

~ that.

What legal standards are applied, th substantive

legal standards that are applied to the specific issues, is

more what we hao. in mind.

Understand, that was a reauest, and you 'aren'

26 re+uk ed o X would expect that in proposed findings you might

might want to embellish on anything you .eel about it. right
now~

29

ZO

DR. XZEDS: Xt might be better to, at the conclusion

ox the hearing,'o re-discuss this. X think th=t would be.

an appropriate tir~, at least in my mind, because then we

will havhad the results of c oss-ezaminati.on and seen at

least what U e part"es are thinking r d ilhat the .'3oard is
'inking c~bou'g P".ld Varieue t "ng;3 by 3 '1e ~ uest3.ons g Qr at

least by the nature o" the QQest3.one~ Therefore, Z'd
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certainly like to bring that point up before we conclude;

Would you remind'e of it, llr. Rais., in case I
3 forget?

&So KS I hope I remember

DR. LEEDS: Thank you.

CHAXE4~1AN SMITH: Now tnat the direct written

evidence and, proposed ezhibits have been filed, the Board

would like to hear from the 3kttorney General and Kz Pizwing

couns 1 for the consolidated intezvenors, in order, as to

whether you have a position on the remanded issues.

MR. HYHRS: Kr. Chairman, the Mtorney General at

this time does not, hav a 'posit,'on on these issues.

CHAINSÃ SMITH: 11r. Ezwin?

NR. EBHXN: Nr. Chairman> the Intezvenors do not

f7

have a position at. this time.

CHAXRM SMITE: Since we began the hearing at

9:00 o'lock~ members of the public have come in «-. quite a

few of them —and perhaps have ~issed our statement.

Because oz the very narrow nature of tive issues

20
to be heard here, we have not invited .the public to make

oral statements, but we hav rem'nded them that written

statements, lated to the issues that we ha'e autnority to

consid r f wil1 be received bv ~he Board. And, ~7i''.:h' our

discretion, if any such writ.e-.* statement seems to be

su -ficiently narzow3y "onfined to the issues, we will permit
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it to be read in public'.

Bo - >He are ." ",av~ 'a i' you i o submit a wr"tten sta'c 6

vou Wish The -ur':"'.en stateaw~nt xiii not be evidence

iv. "he proceeding, but i~ would suggest '.o the Board and me

parties avenues where he ev'dence could he developed.

(The Hoard conferring.)

VOXCE PRON THE AUDXENCZ: Gentlemen, X. halve some-

thing to say. X'm' Kember of We public, and it. seems

CHAXRY~ SMXTH: Would you take your seat, please'P

IZ

VOICE PROM THE AUDXENCE: 'Mo, sir.
CHAXRMAN SMXTII: le. Minor, would you get the

United States Marshal, please'P

VOXCE "ROM THE AUDXEIWCE: X've got a gag, if you

.would like to put it. on me. X came as a member of the public

sir, and X have a right to say something.

CHAXB"4M SMXTH: Ne have given the members of the

public an opportunity to make statements in writing, and that

19 opportunity ~iiill be excended to .you, sir. l7e will assist you

in doing it. fife have paper here and, the s'upplies to help

you do it.: but',we'e not. prepared to take general statements

from:Ae p&~lic.

VOXCE PRGH TH" AUDXE "I".: X think that's one oz the

puaÃoses cf this aea'ng g is it not p sir?

CHAXIBL~~I SNXTH: That is not one of the purposes
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of the hearing. Ne decide what the purposes of the hearing

are; which is <™o take evidence on the remanded issues.

3 Now, would you please take your seat'P

VOICE PRON THE AUDIENCE: I have something to say.

CHAXMR1T SMITH: Ni3.i you take your seat, pleaseP

You have no.opportunity to make a. statement, unl'ess you make

your statement in writing.

VOICE PRON THE AUDIENCE: Can you give me a good-

reason why notg sirP

f2

CHAXR1AN SMITH: Take your seat.

VOICE PRON THE AUDI%ICE: Ho, sir.
CHAIRt~ SMITH: All right„ we'l stand 'n recess.

(Recess. )

14

17

CHAIEQHQJ SMITH: Do you have a statem nt, Hr. Reis?

REXS: I have been'iven three statements by

members of the public who wish me to transmit them to the

Board, and at least. one of the people said sh would also

like to read this statement.

19 (Documents handed to the Board.)

CHAIR&9< SNXTH: This morning at 9:00 o'lock, when

this hearing began, we explained the background of this ~

particular hearing, how we happened to be here, and what the

is ues are for consideration.

As i turned out, many o~ the members of he publ c

now present were not present when the hearing begs< and
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apparently did no" understand o:. have information about this

Qeav Qg D

So X EH.ll repea> ' c~ "14 }illybe &2wla."M x i: soB'ievhat

more

The three members of this Board. condu'ct d evid ntiar

7.

hearings in this very courtroom in October of 1977, and there
*K

vere earlier hearings in. 1974. At that. time ve heard from

witnesses on all issues, all safety and environmental. issues,-

~ which are required by 3.av to be heard with respect to an

30 application for a construction permit.

be'lso received many written and oral statements
\

from the public.

The hearing vas participated, in by the Applicant's

-attorneys, the Staff attorneys, counsel for the Attorney

General of North Carolina, and counsi=l for the Consolidated

Xntervenors in this case.

After the record ~aas closed this Board issued an

39

initial .'decision on January 23, 1978, authorizing a

construction permit foz the construction of the Shearon Harris

plant. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board a'ffi~eQ

that decision by a decision on October 23, 1978, but the

Appeal Board raised cer."ain ques 'ons about Ca:olina Po:e'er and

- Light's management capacity c.s xt is r3z.ected by ice

operating .-:-zperience.

The Ãuclear Rc:Qulal 0 ' Commission g i he Coal'ti3.ss" Qners
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themselves, in an arder dated September 5, 1978, observed the

problems that were b ought to its attention by he Appeal

3 Board and by this Board, and remanded th matter for further
consideration- By remanded„ they said to this Baard, you go

back,- reopen the record, and consider the problems
which'ere

highl'ghted in the Appeal Board's decision.

~ Specifically, the Commission remanded the matter

to this Board for further hearing on the management capabil-

ities of Carolina Power G Light to cons'truct and' operate the

proposed Shearon Harris facility without undue risk to the

health and safety of the public.

How/ this was a rather narrow issue t but in

practicalitv it is even narrower than it seems;- because it is
our responsibility to delineate the issues bearing in mind

the background and the purposes of the Commission's order

to us. And that's what we are doing.

N'e are going to receive te timony concerning the

management organisation of Carolina Power 6 Light, and we

want to receive testimony conce~ing sorry ezperienc s, both

good and bad, in the views of witnesses that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission has had with the Carolina Power & Light
in other nuclear plants.

Now, this is not a h aring to determine from the

very beginning whether the plant design is satisfactory or

any of the other issues generally routinely associated with
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the construction p rmit proc eding.

<'he meum.-.zs o th s Boa."".d do not have the a'.thoritv,

the poc:er,. to do any:=E:»ng but co~duct a hear" ng z.= the very

narrow issues assigned to us by the Commission. "ven if we

weze sb inclined, we don't have the authority to do it. Ue

don't have the authority to compel witnesses to testify
4

outsi'de of that issue. And we don't have tne authority to

conduct any sort of hearing beyond, the narrow issues that X
J

have described.

$0

f,$

15

For. this reason we have not invited the public

to mahe public statements on this remanded hearing'; He have-,

however, provided that any member of We public can. submit
r

"o us a written statement, and that'written- statem nt, must. or

should be limited to the issues on this remand. Otherwise,

you are addressing your written statement, to somebody who

can't do anything about what you-re talking about.

~Rhea we receive the written statement » f time

is permitq we will read the written statement, and if we believe

$ 9

m

that it is narrowly enough addressed to the issues that ate

have any responsibility or any authority over, we w"'ll read

the statement into the record here in this room. ~Q1 other

statements will be received into the record cf this proceeding,

md w'll ba given con.'iderat'on by us and by a11 of the

aQpel late auth They wi 1 pG c f Exovevez'.- be evidence g

because evidence is received 'vzlder oath c.-2ld thzougil routine
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ev'dentiary procedures. But if Lese statements suggest to

us or to anyone where reliable evidence may be found o- where

the eviden~ iary '"rail should lead> then !fe wi '. 'ke aose

'tatements in for that pu~os

Re will not permit anyone to disrupt this proceed

ing by making uninvited, unauthorized oral statements. 'f
anyone, such as the man who before the recess> attempts to do

that, he most assuredly wil'ot, succeed, because you will
have no Board to make your sta'ement to. be will just go

. away—

,(Laughter'nd appLause. )

to come back and conduct the hearing as we a e charged with

doing under the 3.two

Ne have now received four written statements. One'f the statements is from Nz. Hells Eddelman. Yz. Eddelman

has sent many communications to the Conaaission, some of them
J

being of rather great length. He asked to be admitted as an

intervenor on behalf of himself and fox his oxganization, and

that petition was denied by this Board. That denial was

affirmed by the Appeal Board.

How Hz. Eddelman has submitted a 1imited appearance

written statement. I have not had an opportuni='y '.:o read it,
a- ~

1'} Howevers X read 'Much of it during the recess~

EddeLB{an 8 statQE{Qn7. contains many( many pi~qj;. ers ":)h:j.{"h are

beyond our authority to consider. '2!herefo~, -"'t wil'i go
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into the record, but w'll not be read at this public hearing.

The three other st tements we will consider at

our next recess, and if they are sufficiently circunmcribed

to pertain to his hearing, we w'll xead thea into the record.

Qthemrise, they will go into the record and be considered at

some other time.

HB. EDDLLj':M: Nr. Smith, X observed that, you read
'8

one of those pages at a glance, and another one in five

seconds time, and they'xe boD—
10 CMXRHM4 SNXTH: Mr. Eddelman, if you have

a cone'unication- to make to the Board, wou1d you make it in

f2 writing, pleaseV Otherwise, it would be a discximination to

permit you to speak and not permit. other people who also have

viewpoints, to deny them that opportunity;

(The Board conferring.)

Dr. Leeds pointed out to me that after we explained

that this Board has a very limited jurisdiction, very limit d

authority in what we consider and what we hear, the Nuclear

~ $9 Hegulatoxy Commission as a whole has procedures by which the

views of the public on the general issue of the plant are

received and considered. So if you have views that you Seel

should be make known to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

)
~

about this plant, and those viaws exceed our authority, yo:

may write to the Secre".-.ary c:. the Corn@is 'on e~ressing your

views, and those will be turned ove - to the Staff and
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cons~dezeda

prali~;„ary !gathers~ g"-n" le.;~no Xs hat cor
0'c-'Zl"i0:

11r. Chaizwsn, X would like to brief
lj'larify.-theposition of the Conservat'on Council. You asked .

us earlier what.our position was, oz whether we have a

position at thi's tim, and Z had earlier: X believe, heard

you state that the issue of the hearing was whether the

operating expel.ence of Carolina Power 6 Light: Cosnpany brings

into question the technical compet nc to construct and

onerate the Shearon 'Harris Nucl'ear Power Plant.

12 Z believe chat if, in fact, that 's the issue,

that our position would be that in fact the evidence, prinia
'acie,is that. their operating e~perience brings into question.

)5 . their technical competence.

'l6

27

19

20

Z was under the impression that the issue was, as

you later stated i« the management capability to construct

and operate, as it was phrased in the rerrand order.

I d like it clari "ied as to what the issue is,
because'f in fact it is as you earlier stat d it, w would

ii):e to take a public position at this tixe to the e:. feet that

yes, it does bring into cguestion the technical ccmpetenc"= of

Ule Cowpany to operace and cons" ruct the plpzt o

'Bd&lon

25
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CHAXRNAN SMXTH: Mr. Erwin, we put. twice on

the record what the almost verbatim language of the

Commission was in remanding the consideration to us, and

the language is broad. Xt is for further hearing on the

~agement capabilities of CPGL to construct and operate

the proposed Sheazon Harris facility without undue- risk to

the"health and safety of the public.

MR.. EHNXH: That was my understanding of what

10

'the'Issue is, correct, that is the issueP

CHAXRMAH SMXTH: That is the broad
issue','z'ight.

22 Xssues that have been presented to us through

the evidentiary filings.by the Applicant and;the Staff are

'fa'casually more narrow.

15

26

Does that take care of your problem/

MR. EKKN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

27 X was'nder the —as X. say, that.is the

re'a's'on that ve didn't tatw the position earlier because we

'considered that the broad issue was the issue in the hearing

itself.
CHAXRMAH SMXTB: Mell, Mr. Ex+in, as you knov,

tihe —you haven't filed any testimony in the case.

MR. ERWXN: That's correct.

,
~ 24

25

CHAXRl~ SNXTH: You in order proposed e~hib3.ts,

an'd the way the hearing is beginning, we are receiving the
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imonyo Va are going to as'pxestions

You 'Bill 56 g9.ven an o'oportunity Coof those %fitnesseso

,,axhihits pzoposad hy tha Applicant: and pzoposad o'p:iha Staff

their YGLtCGn Gest

cross-ermine'. And your cross«ezam~nmg of those viMesses

5 i afi3.1 be cons9.stent vith the traditional rules oz evidence.
~ s You v9.11'e able to cross»'examine v9.thin the

'9.ssues and w'ith rospect to the direct testimony.

MR.'HHXH: Nr. Chairman, my comment. w'as corrected

30

solely'in response to your ear1<ei'omment.
II I

1 ~

P CHRXMGtR SNXTH: X'm telling you moro than..you

"v&t to Inov, 9.s lthat,i'
NR..EM/IH: Bell", X..believe that'X'm straight.

CHAIRKQT,SNXTH: Okay.
'I

I Mink ve're ready: for p'anel
number'ne.'R;-

REIS: Nr. Xeng, Mr. Murphy, Nr. Dance,

~ and Mr.= Brotmlee s

~

* " '.' 'r. Chairman, +here would you like these-

'entlemento sit'P Xn the'guzy hox?

CHMEKLH SMITHS'ay X; 'suggeot that ve take

.advantage of «- there's not room for them in the gary box—
'taRe advantage of. the 4~ counsel tables and the chairs

and trade a vimess box'or the open place here 9n the room.

IIR. REIS: ~ P9.ne.

CHAXKfAN SMITH: The ."„entlm~ from .the press
l

I

standing in the doo told-me &at you couldn't hear ve~ wall.
j
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X've asked the clerk to provide —the clerk of courts Co

provide microphones which appeax Co be missing from the

hearing rooin, and he indicated he would try to do Chat.

But X understand there is a problem heaxing.
" And would the people in the back of the room

indicate when you'xe unable to hear?

7 VOXCE PROM THE AUDXENCE: Sir, what constitutes

an indication that we can'C heax?

CHAXRY~ SMXTHc Would you xaise your hand,

10 please, if you can'C heax.

(Raising hand.)

CHAXRMAN SMXTH: Okay. ~

Gentlemen, the Lady in Che xear of the room has
E

i'ndicated that she hasn't been able Co hear very well,. so X

guess it's incumbent upon us to speal: up.

Would you stand, please?

20

Whereupon,

~ «4 ~ KDRBXZS Ee
MURPHY'XRGZXe

Z ~ BROWNTEE~

PRANK i7e LONGg

HUGH C DANCE

vere called to the stand as witnesses on behalf of the

Regulatory Commission Staff, and, having been first duly

s~rn, were emmined and testified as follows:
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DXRECT EZAYiX~OAWZQH

O'I F'R REXS

GentA.G~a. Sp..g startxng MiU$1 NÃo -"~iu" pnyg 'i'rould you

4t " pl ease identify yourself +s

(Witness Murphy) X'm Charles Murphy. X'am

chief 'of the Reactor Construction and'ngineering Support

B'rar.ch, Region XX, NRC', Atlanta.

-.-A'; = (!Witness Brozmlee) Virgil Brownlee', Qual'.ty
l

A'ssurance Engineer, Operations Branch;, XGE Offi'ce, AtXanta.

20 'X {Witness Long) Francis Z. Long. X'm pr'e'sently

acting deputy director of Region XX, Atlanta.

A 'Witness Dance) X'm Hugh C. Dance, ch'ief'g

- Re'actor Project Section number 1 in Atlanta..

Gentleman, are, you familiar v~'9.th the testimony

that has been prefiled ~< this proceeding, labeled Panel

Numb r 1, Panel 1 - Long, Murphy, Dance, Browrn3ee'P

AA'(Hitness'urphy) X amo

(Mitness Bxovrnlee) X am.

29 'Q And do any of you ha%3 any'orrections or

20 'additions you vhich to mzQ:e to that testimony that
has'prev'iouslyfiled'P

A (Nitneas Murphy) X do noto

9$itnesa Brmm3.ee) . Ho.

01Uxjjo

Zf you %M~re asked the cpxestions p~og'Qunded
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mpb5 ,that testimony at this time, would you a3.3. answer as is
indicated in that testimony previously filed2

(Witness Murphy) X would.

(Witness Bro>7nlee) X would.

(Ãitness Long) Yes.

(Mitness Dance) 'Yes.

MR. REXS: X submit the testimony previously

fi3ed in this proceeding.

10

CHAXEQfAM SNXTH: Xf there axe no obgectio'n's,

'the testimony is 'received as if stated in the transcript
and'i11 bs bound into the transcript.

(The,testimony of Panel 1 follows: )

16

17

20



Panel I - Long, Murphy, Dance, Brownlee

g. Mr. Dance, have you testified in this proceeding before?

A. Yes.

g. Mr. Brownlee, have you testified in this proceeding before?

A. Yes.

Mr. Murphy, can you give us your experience with regard to CPEL facilities,
how long you have been dealing with them and the nature of your duties and

responsibilities as to those facilities?

A. Since March, 1974, I have held the position of Chief, Reactor Construction

and Engineering Support Branch, Region II. During this period of time

inspectors under op supervision have conducted inspections of the construction

activities at Brunswick and Harris. Additionally, inspectors from this

Branch provide engineering support to the Reactor Operations Branch in such

areas as inservice inspections.

g. Mr. Long, can you give us your position with HRC, your contact with

CP8L in the course of your work, and what that contact was or is?
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A. Presently, I am Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch,

Region II Atlanta, Georgia. Initially I was an inspector at H. B. Robinson

during the construction phase; then later I was Chief, Reactor Construction

Branch for both Robinson and Brunswick. Subsequently, I have been involved

with both facilities during operations and testing. I am presently cognizant

of both, and responsible for implementing the IE operations inspection.

program and enforcement policy;

g. Can you tell me generally what I&E
does'.

The Office of Inspection and Enforcement is responsible for the develop-

ment and administration of programs and policies for: inspecting licensees

to ascertain whether they are complying with NRC regulations, rules, orders,

and license provisions, and to determine whether these licensees are taking

appropriate actions to protect nuclear materials and facilities, the environ-

ment, and the health and safety of the public; inspecting applicants for

licenses, as a basis for recomnending issuance or denial of a limited work

authorization, construction permit, or an operating license; inspecting

suppliers of safety-related services, components, and equipment to determine

whether they have established quality assurance programs that meet NRC

criteria; investigating incidents, accidents, allegations, and unusual

circumstances including those involving loss, theft, or diversion of special

nuclear material, enforcing Comnission orders, regulations, rules, and license

provisions; reconmending changes in licenses and standards, based on the

results of inspections, investigations and enforcement actions; and notifying
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licensees regarding generic problems so as to achieve appropriate precautionary

or corrective action. The responsibility assigned to Inspection and

Enforcement by 10 CFR establishes the foundation upon which the reactor

inspection program is structured, and it confers to IE the authority to

inspect activities over which NRC has jurisdiction.

These IKE inspections or audits are performed in part for the Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) which evaluates the adequacy of licensee

proposals and upon their approval, promulgates licenses, including license

conditions, amendments and technical specifications. A very simplified

version of the relationship of the two NRC Offices is that NRR evaluates

what licensees propose, coranit, and/or are required to do whereas IE

inspects to determine that licensees do what they are required or committed

to do and take enforcement action if needed.

g. In doing these tasks are you guided by any NRC method of operation or

basis on which it seeks to assure quality?

A. Yes, under the NRC's total reactor licensing program, it is the licensee's

obligation to design, construct, test and operate his facility in accordance

with the NRC's regulatory requirements. An integral element of the NRC's
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regulatory requirement is Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 - guality Assurance

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants. This

Appendix describes a management control system, or guality .Assurance

Program (gAP), which each licensee must develop and implement-. The aim

of this program is a pyramid control system which, at the bottom assures

through detailed inspection and test programs, that all safety significant

actions are properly accomplished by craftsmen using approved procedures.

These detailed verification programs require up to 100K inspection by the

licensee's quality control personnel of a multitude of individual quality

verifications.

These programs also provide the bases for accept/reject decisions on specific

equipment, construction activities, systems, technician or. operator actions

and procedures.

Moving up the pyramid, licensees must include a system of audits to oversee

and test the adequacy of the performance of the detailed quality control

tests and inspections. These audit results are reported to management who

in turn make program corrections and provide feedback to the lower levels

of the system in the form of changes in training, modification of procedures,

upgrading or improving testing methods, design changes or other programmatic

improvements. This feedback assures and enhances the reliability of the
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program as a whole which, in turn, assures and verifies that all actions

which are of safety significance have been, and will be, properly carried

out.

. At the top of the pyramid, the licensee's management must provide adequate

organizational independence and manpower for its quality assurance and quality

control programs and provide policy guidance to all elements of the licensee's

organization in order to assure quality performance in all safety aspects

of the construction and operation of his nuclear facility.

Q. What is I8E's function in relation to the method by which NRC seeks to

assure
quality'.

IEE seeks to assure that the licensee's programs meet NRC regulatory

requirements. In doing this, IK performs selective inspection, but does

not attempt to perform a 1005 verification of all phases of the licensee's

program. This inspection of hardware, observation of testing, review of

procedures and all other inspection activities are not aimed at approval

of individual components, actions, or procedures, but rather, at evaiuating

whether or not the licensee's management control systems are working.

Q. Mow is I8E organized to perform its tasks?
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A. The organizational structure of IE is designed to provide clear-cut

authorities and lines of responsibility. The Headquarters'taff has the

responsibility for the overall management and direction of the organization

including the establishment of inspection and enforcement policies, programs
f

and guidance. Headquarters also has the responsibility for implementing

escalated enforcement actions.

The five Regional Offices have the responsibility for implementing the

inspection and enforcement programs. These responsibilities include the

conduct of routine inspections, investigations and inquiries and taking

enforcement actions as appropriate.

g. In Region II, what organizational units are particularly concerned

with CP&L?

A. In Region II, where CP&L operates, the operational branches concerned

with CP&L are the Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch

(RC&ESB), and the Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch (RONS).

There are also a Security and Safeguards Branch, and a Fuels Facilities and

Materials Safety Branch.

The RC&ES Branch, under Mr. Murphy, is charged with the responsibility for

implementing the programs and policies previously described which relate to

facilities under construction. The Branch conducts inspections of all the
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licensee's activities associated with the construction of the facility
including design controls, procurement, vendor audits, site constru'ction,

and functioning of the management control systems of those facilities

within Region II.

The Construction Branch follows up on problems identified by the licensee and

which by regulation are reported to the NRC. The Branch also participates in

investigations of allegations and inquiries into licensee's activities. Upon

request, we also participate in ACRS meetings and provide testimony at

-Hearings such as this. Additionally, we take enforcement action when our

inspections, investigations or inquiries indicate that a licensee is

failing to comply with NRC requirements. These actions may be in the form of

a letter to the licensee, meeting between Regional Management and licensee
I

management, or may be a recomnendation that IE:Hg take escalated enforcement

actions.

The responsibilities of the RONS Branch which Mr. Long heads, are similar

to those of RC8ESB except that they relate to the preoperational testing,

startup testing and operation of nuclear reactor facilities.

During all phases of inspections, whenever deficiencies are identified,
I

IE requires licensee action to prevent recurrence as well as to correct the

specific deficiencies. If the results of a single inspection, or a sequence

of inspections, indicate a deterioration in the performance of the license 's
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program, in-depth inspection will be conducted to upgrade the degree of control

exercised at the highest level of the control system pyramid to assure that

deterioration is checked and the program as a whole returned to a satisfactory

level of quality.

Q. How does I&E determine if a licensee is assuring quality?

A. I&E does not aim to duplicate the licensee's QA program, or to perform

a redundant, independent review of every accept/reject determination. Rather, .

its program is aimed at determining, by spot checking and sampling, whether.

or not the licensee is in fact providing adequate assurance of quality in the

construction and operation of his facility.

By systematic. checking and sampling, a much larger percentage of the licensee's

control program and procedures is independently reviewed than would be the

case if.our review were limited to checking the individual quality actions;

i.e., the detailed accept/reject actions. This is a more effective means to

assure program performance than to concentrate on individual details. If.the

licensee's program is working properly, the licensee's quality assurance and

quality control personnel will identify and correctly control the details of

a wide range of activities. If the licensee's program is not working properly,

IE enforcement action is taken.
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The IE sampling inspection program is not a statistical random sample. The

specific areas reviewed in detail are selected from those considered to be

the most important from a nuclear safety standpoint. By a specific spot

checking and sampling review of gC actions we can test whether a licensee's

gA program is really working. Our review of the overall program gives

considerable confidence that our spot checking and sampling review providesI

an accurate assessment of the licensee'.s performance in meeting regulatory

requirements.

Inspection of the implementation of the licensee's guality Assurance Program

is a key element in the determination of its adequacy. This inspection

activity, still a non-random sample, involves checking whether actual work

activities are in accordance with procedures, license requirements, technical

specifications, plant and code requirements. IE inspectors question craftsmen

and operators to determine if they understand, and are adhering to applicable

limits and requirements. The inspectors observe operating instruments and

recorder charts to determine what operations are being conducted within

regulatory requirements. They observe instruments being calibrated. Observations

are made as equipment is started up, shut down, or otherwise changed in

operating mode. These observations and individual discussions with, and

questioning of, people actually doing the work provide a basis for determining

how well the licensee is actually implementing his guaIity Assurance Program.
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Inspections at each site are made by individuals with training and experience

in the particular area in which they inspect. Most inspections involve

several inspectors, each with a different area of expertise. Each Regional

Office is staffed with engineers (inspectors) trained and experienced in-
the major engineering disciplines (Mechanical, Electrical, Nuclear, Chemical,

Metallurgical, etc.).

Typically 30 or more inspectors will independently inspect a particular

facility. during its construction. These inspectors do not all report to

the same supervisor. Additionally, two levels of supervision routinely

evaluate the inspector's performance during actual inspections. This mode

of operation provides a high degree of assurance that the total inspection

effort provides management accurate bases for conclusions based on objective

evidence shown.

g. In addition to reviewing a licensee's performance on planned activities,
does it also review unscheduled

events'.

These events, sometimes called Abnormal or Reportable Occurrences or

Unusual Events are reviewed by inspectors on a sample basis to determine if
Safety Limits, Limiting Conditions for Operation, or other Technical

Specification Limits were exceeded. Further, the inspectors evaluate
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whether equipment, people, and procedures did their job during the period

subsequent to the event. Inspectors also evaluate the effectiveness of

the licensee's follow-up, review, and corrective action.

The inspector's review of these events begins upon notification of the

event by the licensee. The inspector asks questions by telephone or, if
the event is of sufficient significance, goes to the site .with appropriate

back-up inspectors in the engineering disciplines related to the specific

problem. Onsite follow-up involves things such as discussions with the

people who were actually involved in the event, a review of instrument

charts for the time in question, a visual inspection of'amaged equipment,

observation of nondestructive or destructive tests, a review of all related

logbooks, a review of engineering evaluations and calculations made by the

licensee, and the performance of independent calculations. Samples may also

be taken for independent analysis.

g. Are enforcement actions utilized by NRC to ensure compliance with

regulatory requirements?

A. Yes, they are categoiized into three severity levels: violations,

infractions, and deficiencies.

g. How does 18E characterize a violation?
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A. A violation is defined as an item of noncompliance of the type listed

below, or an i tern of noncomp1 iance (I ) whi ch has caused, contributed to

or aggravated an incident of the type listed below, or (2) which has a sub-

stastial potential for causing, contributing to or aggravating such an incident

or'occurrence; e.g., a situation where the preventive capability or- controls

were removed or otherwise.not employed and created a substantial potential

for an incident or occurrence with actual or potential consequences of the

type listed below:

(a) Exposure of an individual in excess of the radiation dose

specified in 10 CFR 20.403(b) or exposure of a group of

individuals resulting in each individual receiving a

radiation dose which exceeds the limits of 10 CFR 20.101

and a total dose for the group exceeding 25 man-rems.

(b) Radiation levels in unrestricted areas which exceed 50

times the regulatory limits.

(c) Release of radioactive materials in amounts which exceed

specified limits or concentrations 'of radioactive materials
'n

effluents which exceed 50 times the regulatory limits.
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(d) Fabrication, or construction, or testing or operation of a

Seismic Category I system or structure in such a manner that .

the safety function or integrity is lost.

(e) Failure to function when required to perform the safety

function or loss of integrity of a Seismic Category I

system, or structure; or other component,. system, or

structure with a safety or consequences limiting function.

(f) Exceeding a safety limit as defined in technical

specifications associated with facility licenses.

(g) Industrial sabotage of utilization or fuel facilities.

(h) Radiation or contamination levels in excess of limits on

packages or loss of confinement of radioactive materials

in packages offered for shipment on a colleen carrier.

(i) Diversion or theft of plutonium, uranium 233, or uranium

enriched in the isotope U-235.

(j) MUF or LEMUF exceeds any applicable limit by a factor of two.
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(k) All security barriers or controls removed or inoperative and

there is unimpeded access to a vital area.

(1) Other similar items of noncompliance having actual or

potential consequence of the same magnitude.

Failure to report the above items as required constitutes a violation of

the same importance level.

g. How does I8E characterize an infraction2

A. An infraction is an item of noncompliance of the type listed below,

or an item of noncompliance (1) which resulted in a reduction of preventive

capability below requirements but redundant controls precluded an item of

noncompliance of the violation category, or (2) which caused, contributed

to or aggravated such an incident or occurrence; e.g., the preventive

- capability or controls were removed or otherwise not employed and there was

substantial potential for an incident or occurrence with actual or potential

consequences of the type listed below:

(a) Exposure of an individual or groups of individuals to

radiation in excess of permissible limits but less than

the values in 10 CFR 20.403.
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(b) Release of radioactive materials in concentrations or

rates which exceed permissible limits.

(c) Failure to function or loss of integrity of a Seismic

Category I system or structure, or other component.

system, or structure with safety or consequences limiting
function during test; or failure to meet surveillance

frequencies.

(d) Fabrication, or construction, testing or operation of a

Seismic Category I system or structure in such a manner

that the safety function or integrity is impaired.

(e) Exceeding limiting conditions for operation (LCO).

(f) Inadequate management or procedural controls in the gA

implementation.

(g) Safety system settings less conservative than limiting safety

system settings.

(h) NUF or LEHUF exceeds any applicable limit by any amount up

to a factor of two.
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(i) Security degraded or impaired by removal or impairment of

a required barrier or control but a redundant system

operative.

(j) Exceeding limits or limiting conditions for operation in

licenses, technical specifications, guides, codes, or

standards which are imposed for the purpose of minimizing

adverse environmental impact.

(k) Other similar items of noncompliance having actual or

potential consequences of the same magnitude.

Failure to report any above items as required constitutes an item of non-

compliance of the same category.

g. How does I&E characterize a deficiency?

A. A deficiency is an item of noncompliance fn which the threat to the

health, safety, or interest of the public or the comaon defense and

security is remote; and no undue expenditure of time or resources to

implement corrective action is required; and deficiencies include such

items as noncompliance with records, posting, or labeling requirements

which are not serious enough to amount to infractions.
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Failure to report deficiencies as required constitutes an item of non-

compliance of the same category.

For how long has NRC been inspecting CP8L?

A. About ten years in the construction of facilities, and 9 years in the

operation of these facilities.

g. Where has NRC inspected the construction of CPSL facilities?,

A. At Robinson, at Brunswick and at Shearon Harris.

g. At what facilities have you inspected the operations of CPEL?

A. At Robinson and at Brunswick.

g. Have there been any inspections of operations at Shearon Harris yet?

A. No. Shearon Harris has not yet begun to operate or started any pre-

operational tests. It is less than 3 percent constructed.
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g. Mr. Dance, who supervised inspection of operations at Brunswick and

Robinson at particular times2

A. Messrs. F. J. Long, M. C. Seidle, R. C. Lewis, and H. C. Dance supervised .

inspections at Brunswick and Robinson. Refer to Appendix A for dates of

Supervisor/Inspector/Plant.

g. Mr. Dance, which inspectors conducted the most inspections at Brunswick

and at Robinson since January 1, 1978, and tell what their areas of inspection

were2

A. This fs listed in Appendices B and C for each unit and the

areas of expertise are provided for those with more than three inspections.

Over forty different inspectors participated in inspections at each plant.

g. Mr. Murphy, who supervised inspection of construction at Brunswick,

Robinson and Shearon Harris at partfcular times?

A. The Chief of the Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch

(RCSESB) manages the construction inspection program effort. I have held

this position since March 18, 1974. Prior to that time Mr. F. J. Long was

Chief of this Branch. I have three Section Chiefs, Mr. A. R. Herdt,
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Mr. J. C. Bryant and Mr. T. E. Conlon, reporting to me. These individuals

directly supervise the inspectors who perform the construction inspections

at CPSL facilities. They do not, however, accompany their inspectors on

each inspection to supervise them. The construction inspectors are experienced

engineers, are very competent and do not require direct supervision during

inspections.

g. Mr. Murphy, which inspectors conducted inspections of construction at

Brunswick, Robinson and Shearon Harris in the last 4 years, and tell
what their areas of inspection

were'.

A complete chronology of the construction inspections at these facilities
is given in Appendices 0, E and F. In addition to inspections of the

purely construction type activities at these facilities, inspectors from the

RC&ESB also performed assist inspections for the Operations Branch. These assist

inspections were primarily related to CP8L's inservice inspections of critical
vessels and piping systems. The construction areas inspected during the last

four years are described in the IE Inspection Reports for these facilities.
These reports are in the Public Document Room.

g. Mr. Murphy, in 1975 and 1977 certain questions relating to CPSL's

performance at Brunswick and Robinson were propounded by the Board in this

proceeding. Can you each tell us how these questions came to you and how you

handled them ih relation to inspections of construction7
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A; According to records which I have reviewed, the questions raised by the

Board in 1975 first came to the attention of Region II in approximately

April 1975. At that time I was on special assignment and the preparation of

the response was assigned to C. R. McFarland. Mr. McFarland began preparing

a response based upon his experience and by reviewing our docket files for

information. I personally became aware of these five questions on September 6

or 7, 1977, when a second copy of these questions was received in .the office.

I fonvarded them to J. C. Bryant for action. Also according to available

records, the sixth question first came to the attention of Region II some

time after August 23, 1977. J. C. Bryant was on the distribution of the

letter containing the question dated August 23, 1977, from Mr. Barth to

Mr. N. C: Hoseley who had been the Region II Director. I may ot may not

have seen one of these copies. The response to this question was prepared

~ under Mr. Bryant's supervision and if I had not seen the question before, I

would have seen it when I reviewed the draft testimony. Mr. Brownlee has

advised me that his testimony was based upon his personal observations,

reviews of the docket files and discussions with other RCSESB inspectors.

g. Mr. Dance, in 1975 and 1977 certain questions relating to CP8L's per-

formance at Brunswick and Robinson were propounded by the Board in this

proceeding. Can you each tell us how these questions came to you and how

you handled them in relation to inspections of operations.
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A. In late August of 1977, I received word from Mr. Long that I would be

responsible fpr the preparation of testimony for the Harris Hearing. I contacted

Mr. R. C. Lewis who had prepared the 1975 testimony For the proposed Hearing.

This testimony package included the questions from the Board in -1975. Later

I learned of an additional question (1977) pertaining to the storage of

material onsite. Mr. V. Brownlee, coordinated the construction input, and

I contacted Mr. C; Barth, representing the .NRC at the Hearing. Mr. Barth

provided guidance and details of the format of the testimony to be submitted.

Receiving periodic guidance from Mr. Long and working with Mr. Brownlee, I *

proceeded to verbally (perhaps also informal notes) request any input for

the Hearing pertaining to CPSL's management capabilities. Primary input

was received from Mr. F. S. Cantrell, iamediate past principal inspector

at Brunswick, and Mr. D. G. Hinckley, the newly assigned inspector at

Robinson. The previous inspector had just resigned from the NRC. Mr. J. Hufham

provided input pertaining to emergency planning. The original 1975 prepared

testimony was updated and I summarized the inputs received, most of which was

verbal stating 'no issues.
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g. Mr. Dance, did you in 1977 and,do you now supervise Mr. Cantrell?

A. Yes.

g. What is a line inspectorT

A. We don't have a title like this but I consider it the same as a

principal inspector.

g. What is a principal inspetforT

h

A. A Reactor Inspector or specialist who is primarily responsible for an:

inspection or a facility.

g. What is a supervising inspector2

A. We do not use this title. A Reactor Inspector or Specialist reports

to a Section Chief. He is what you would ordinarily call a supervising

inspector.

g. What is NRC's rotation policy on the assignment of inspectors7

A. The policy is not to assign an inspector to an active site for over

three years.
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g. How does I8E assure that inspectors retain their objectivity in their

dealings with 1 icensees7

\

A. IE has long been aware that inspectors must not lose their objectivity

in dealing with licensees. Several regulations, policies and office

procedures have been effected to accomplish this.

First, I and members of my staff and our families are not permitted to have

a financial interest in utilities or nuclear steam system suppliers, con-

structors, architect-engineers. manufacturers, and other organizations

engaged in the nuclear power field.

Second, we are not permitted to accept meals, gifts, trips, automobile rides

or other gratuities from these organizations, or to have social contact

with their employees.

Third, it is our policy to rotate principal inspector assignments each

three years.
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Fourthly, we have extensive restrictions relating to inspectors

inspecting former employees.

Lastly, there are two levels of review of the inspectors'nspection performance.

The Section Chiefs are required as a part of the inspectors'nnual appraisal

to accompany each inspector on at least one inspection. The Branch 'Chief

also conducts -such evaluations periodically.

On a less formal basis, it is not infrequent that one inspector will
initiate an inspection of an area and a second or even more inspectors

will complete the effort. Additionally, during the course of construction

it is not unusual to have in excess of thirty different inspectors inspect

a facility.

g. How are inspectors 'assigned to plants?

A. Inspectors are arbi trari ly assigned to plants depending upon their
experi ence and training.
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How do you assure that the Regions'osition as it relates to licensing

a facility accurately represent the facts developed during IE inspections,

investigations, and inquiries2

A. To provide an answer to this question it is necessary to go deeper into

our approach to inspections and documentation of these inspections and the

role of the inspectors, supervisors and managers as relates to these activities.

First, our inspection program includes two essential elements to assure

plant safety. Our inspectors must utilize approved procedures and inspect

certain structures, systems, components, work activities and documentation

associated with these activities. The documentation includes procurement

documents, work and quality control procedures, and test data and quality

control check sheets. These activities require upwards of 805 of the
inspectors'ite

time. Additionally, the inspector is required to expend 20Ã of his

inspection time in independent, inspection efforts, That is, he selects that

which he wants to inspect. The instructions to inspectors are that these

inspection areas should relate to safety, they should use the same structured

techniques in performing these inspections as are used in the programmatic

inspections and that they accurately report his findings. Thus our inspection

requirements assure that a representative and consistent sample of the licensee's

activities are inspected but that the inspector can use his professional

judgment to expand the scope into areas that, through his individual experience,

may reveal problems.
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Second, the inspector must prepare a report discussing each area inspected

and the problems identified. (These reports, incidently, appear to the

layman to be very negative toward the licensee since they highlight problems

and do not emphasize areas of good performance.) No one in the supervisory

chain above the inspector is permitted to make substantive changes to an

inspector's report. Prior to the writing of the report the inspector is

required to discuss his findings with his supervisor. The inspector must .

support his conclusions with facts. The Principal Inspector also reviews

the reports of all inspections. performed at his sites. The Branch Chief

signs the letter transmitting the inspection report to the licensee.

The report, as issued, should therefore accurately reflect the inspector's

findings and his conclusion. The inspector has two requirements imposed

upon him. All problems which he identified during the inspection must be

reflected in the report. If problems were not identified, this is also

reflected in the report.

If the licensee is not meeting his commitments and the requirements imposed

upon him then he must identify these matters together with the criteria that

are not met. Enforcement action is taken to obtain compliance.
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If the licensee is meeting his commitments and the requirements imposed upon

him but the inspector does not believe that the commitments or requirements

are sufficient, it is incumbent upon the inspector to make his views
I

'nown to IE management. There has been a long established policy in this

office for communicating problems to IE Headquarters for resolution. It has

also been established policy that inspectors ca'n comnunicate with their

peers in NRR when they have concerns regarding facilities.

These avenues are used frequently, I8E also provides a mechanism for formally

transferring'lead responsibility to NRR when problems are identified within

that office's areas of responsibility.

It must be emphasized that we in the Region do not determine the requirements

which licensees are to meet. NRR reviews licensee's plans (the Safety

Analyses Reports or SARs) and determines that these plans meet requirements.

IE then inspects to determine that the licensees are conforming to the com-

mitments and/or requirements as described in the SAR. Inspectors do not have

authority to impose requirements on licensees. As stated somewhat dif-

ferently above, if the licensee is not meeting requirements we take

enforcement action; if the requirements have not been properly defined, we

refer the problem to Headquarters for resolution.

Q. How is the information generated that was used in the preparation'f

testimony?
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A. At the time that we begin preparing for a hearing, appropriate individuals

are assigned to prepare testimony. In that many individuals are involved in

inspection activities, the primary source of information for the testimony

is the docket files. The individual responsible for preparation of a segment

of the testimony will also query other inspectors as to their conclusions

regarding the licensee. Based upon these sourceS of information together

with his own experience, the person prepares the testimony. The record reflects

the consensus of all inspection findings. Both the good and the bad are

included with the conclusions being representative of the records upon which

the testimony is based. This testimony receives the concurrence of an

appropriate member of management that it accurately reflects the record.

The sponsor may be the person who prepared the testimony, one of a group

that prepared the testimony, a supervisor or a member of management. That person

must be knowledgeable and willing to support the testimony, although it most

often contains information concerning inspections or activities where he

had no direct involvement; matters which are open in the record, e.g..

incomplete construction activities, unresolved noncompliances. would be

shown as open in the testimony. The mode of operation described above

provides a large measure of assurance that testimony presented by the staff is

supported by the record of the inspection program findings.

g. Hr. Dance, did you prepare part of the testimony filed with the Board

in 1977?

A. Yes.
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g. What part was that?

A. I was responsible for the testimony dealing with operations.

g. What did you know of CPSL before you prepared it?

A. I had supervised the inspector at Brunswick since June 1976 and the

inspector at Robinson since January 1977.

g. Who did you talk to?

A. For requesting testimony input, I talked to Branch Chiefs and Section

Chiefs (other than construction) in Region II and inspectors within ny own

Section involved with CP8L. Construction prepared their own testimony.

Operations included other areas of interest such as Radiation Protection and

Security.

g. When and how much did you talk to them?

A. This occurred during September and late August 1977. I would say I

talked at least three times to Branch Chiefs and Section Chiefs (other than

construction) and numerous times to those providing input.
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you review any reports or have them reviewed for you?

A. I reviewed selected reports plus all those within the last two years.

Reports previous to mid-1975 had already been reviewed and sumarized in

anticipation for the Hearing in 1975. Review of inspection findings,

including inspection reports, licensee event reports and related material

from mid-1975 through August 1977 was assigned.

Who did it?

A. F. S. Cantrell: Brunswick; D. G. Hinckly: Robinson; R. C. Lewis:

1975 testimony with inputs from F. Cantrell, H. Whitener, R. McFarland,

and J. Bryant.

g. How thorough was this review?

A. I would say this was a fairly thorough review and identified the current

and past problems. Collectively, inspection findings pertaining to

preoperational testing through power operation of August 31, 1977, were

reviewed for noncomp3iance and operational problems.

g. What reports did you review and for what period of time?

A. I reviewed selec ed inspec ion reports, reportable occurrences and other

correspondence referenced in the testimony and those within the last two years.
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g. Can you identify the people you just
named'.

Yes. F. Cantrell: Principal Inspector at Brunswick, July 1974 to June

1977; D. Hinckley: Principal Inspector at Robinson, September 1977 to May

1978; R. Lewis: Section Chief, responsible for Brunswick 2; Startup and

Preop; H. Whitener: Principal Inspector at Robinson, January 1973 to

December 1974.

g. Did you receive any formal or informal writings in preparation of your

testimony, and if so from
whom'.

Yes, I received: (1) the formal review prepared for the scheduled 1975

Hearing from R. C. Lewis; (2) a typed memo from J. Hufham pertaining to

emergency planning: and (3) a hand written submittal from F. Cantrell

pertaining to Brunswick.

g. Why only these people?

A. Other persons contacted provided updated numbers for the original review

or verbal word that they had no issues for input. Of course, I worked

closely with V. Brownlee in coordinating the operations and construction

inputs into a single testimony.

g. What weight did you give theme
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A. I summarized the inputs and reflected my own experience. In my view,

full weight was given to all comments including Nr. Cantrell's recomnendation

to condition the license. I did not agree with his recommendation.

g. How did you consider it in relation to the oral comments you received

and your own knowledge?

A. I considered all inputs basically the same.

q. Did you talk to anyone before you prepared your part of the testimony?

A. Yes, I talked with my supervisor, F. J. Long, and to C. Barth, the

attorney representing the NRC at the Hearing.

g. What was said in relation to conclusions that should be in that testimony,

if anything?

A. Nth Hr. Long, I don't recall any specific instruction regarding
the'onclusions,

however, it would be understood that if I had any objections
I

he would be advised. I advised Hr. Barth that the testimony was not all

positive. He advised that was no problem and to put down the facts and whatever

our conclusions were.
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g. Mr. Brownlee, did you prepare part of the testimony filed with the

Board in 1977'7

A. Yes, those portions of the testimony regarding NRC's inspection and

enforcement history and conclusions relative to design, procurement and

construction activities for the Robinson, Brunsw'ick and Harris Power Plants.

g. What did you know of CP&L before you prepared your testimony?

A. I had participated in one inspection at the Brunswick 1 site on April 1-4,

1975, Report 75-2, and had been the assigned principal inspector for the

Harris Power Plant since February 1977.

g. Who did you talk to7

A. Messrs. C. E. Murphy, Chief of the IE:II Construction and Engineering

Support Branch; J. C. Bryant, Chief of the Construction Engineering and

Support Section No. 1 (previously assigned principal inspector for Robinson
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Power Plant during construction); C. R. McFarland, (previously assigned

principal inspector for Brunswick and Harris Power Plants); W. B. Swan,

specialist inspector-civil (performed construction inspections for Robinson,

Brunswick and Harris Power Plant sites).

g. When and how much did you talk to theme

A. During late August - September 1977 I held discussions with the aforementioned

personnel to a sufficient degree to determine that they had no negative .

opinions regarding CP&L's ability to manage the construction of the Harris

Power Plant.

g. Did you review any reports or have them reviewed for youT

A. C. R. McFarland and I performed a complete review of the Brunswick 1

and 2 and Harris construction inspection report files. The Robinson con-

struction report files were not reviewed during the 1977 testimony pr eparation.

Based on discussions with Q. C. Bryant, the previously prepared testimony

(1975) for Robinson was used since no construction activities were in

progress during the lapsed time.

Every report relating to construction inspection and enforcement within

the IE:II docket file was thoroughly reviewed and discussed. This covered

Brunswick 1, May 1969 - March 1976; Brunswick 2, May 1969 - December 1974;

Harris 1-4, February 1972 - September 1977.
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g. Did you receive any formal or informal writings in preparing your

testimonyl

A. I received C. R. McFarland's informal notes that were generated in 1975

to provide written response to questions asked by'ASLB. I did not receive

any type of writings that were generated during the time of preparation of

testimony for the 1977 hearing.

g. Mhy not7

A. The discussions held with responsible IE:II Construction management,

principal and inspector personnel did not expose any negative comments

relative to CP8L's capability to manage .the Harris construction effort;

therefore, I did not deem it necessary to solicit written responses.

(}. Did anyone tell you before you prepared your testimony what the

conclusion should be in your testimony7

A. No.

Mr. Brownlee, who did you speak for in the testimony you filed in 19777
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A. IE management in Region II, the assigned Construction principal

inspectors and Construction specialist inspectors who had direct inspect'.on

contact with the Robinson. Brunswick and Harris projects during the

construction phase.

g. Mhen you said the "Views and Records" of the Atlanta Office in that .

testimony, what did you mean2

A. I meant that, "based on my discussions with IE:II Construction Branch

management personnel, assigned principal inspectors (for plants in question),

specialist inspectors and review of the IE:II inspection and enforcement

history docket files."

g. Nr. Dance, who did you speak for in the testimony you filed in 19772

A. I was speaking for myself and the Region II office located in Atlanta.

g. Mhen you said the "views and records" of the Atlanta office in that

testimony, what did you mean2

A. I meant that the concensus of views and the records available in

Region II were represented by my testimony.

g. Gentlemen, we often hear that a utility's actions or programs are

"adequate." Can you tell me what "adequate" means in that context?
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A. We have no unique definition for the word "adequate." But we will
attempt to provide you with the sense of the meaning as we use the word in

our documents.. IE does not perform acceptance inspections since we're not

taking over what we inspect nor do we perform an acceptance'ype of inspection..

It would be misleading, therefore, to indicate that we found matters accept- .

able. Similarly, it would be misleading to say that "we found no problems" as

was done occasionally in the past. Some took this statement to mean that

problems were probably there but we did not look long enough or hard enough

to find them. Other terminology presents similar problems in understanding..

The licensee must comply with legal requirements and he must conform to any

commitments which he has made to the Commission. We initiate enforcement

actions and/or meetings with licensee management if the licensee is in

noncompliance or is not adhering to commitments. If during our inspection

we find no instances of noncompliance nor failures to meet commitments we

must for clarity have a closeout statement. We, therefore, have chosen to

use the term "adequate" to describe our findings.



Susea of IE Princi al crations

Ins ectors and their S crvisors For CPS'acilities

I. Brunswick Unit 1

1I75-6/75
6/15 11/75
.11/75-6/76
6/76-11/76
11/76 8/77
8/77-7/78
7/78-present

Princi al I cctor

F. Cantrell
H. Alber
H. Vilber
H. R,lber
F. Cantrell
R. Sullivan
D. Hinckley

Ins cctors S ervisor

R. Lewis
R. Lewis
V. Seidle
H. Dance
H. Dance
H. Dance
H. Dance

II. Brunswick Unit 2

1/75-6/75
6/75-11/75
11/75-6/76
6I76-8I77
8/77-7/78
7/78-yrcsent
8/74-8/75

III. H. B. Robinson 2

1/69-12/70
12/70-3/72
4/72-12/72
1/73-12/74
1/75-10/75
11/75-12/76

'/77-8/77
'I77-6I78

7/78-present

V. Little
F. Cantrell
F. Cantrell
F. Cantrell
R. Sullivan
D. Hinckley
F. Cantrell

J. Bryant
D. Xirkpatrick
R. Cubitt
H. Whitner
H. Bender
R. Parker
I. Bpps
D. Hinckley
T. HcHenry

R. Lewis
F. Long
Q. Seidle
H. Dance
H. Dance
H. Dance
R. Lewis

M. Seidle
|t. Seidle
V. Seidle
F. Long
F. Long
R. Lewis
R. Lewis/H. Dance
H. Dance
H. Dance



APPENDIX A

Facility: H. B. Robinson II (DNs. 50-261)

Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~jns eceors

Scope of
~Zns ecaf.on

Items of

50-261/68-1 March 5, 1968 Vazela
Iong

Construction/ None
QC

50-261/68-2

50-261/68-3

July 9-12,
1968

June 19-21,
1968

Bryant
Crossman

Reinmuth VendoxgCom-
bustiaa
Engineering
Co. Plant

None

Constxmction; .-None
/QC

50-261/68-4 August 20 and Bzyant
26-29, 1968 Howard

Cons traction
/QC

(a) (50-261/68"4F)
Incorrect steel
in penetration
frames

(b) (50-261/68-4D)
Substitution of
steel in base mat

(c) (50-261/68-4E)
Concrete-improper
curl.ng

50-261/68-5

50-261/68-6

50-261/68-7

September
23-26, 1968

October 11,
1968

October 11,
1968

Bryant
Varela

Bryant

, Bryant
Bower

Construction None
/QC

Constzzction None

Construction (50-261/68-7D)
/QC R.T. Containment

LUldr

50-261/68-8 December 16, Bryant
1968

Vendor/CBI (50-261/68-8)
P.T. Immersion
Heater Velds

50-261/69-1 January 8-10, Bryant
1969 Iong

Construction
/QC

None

50-261/69-2

50-261/69-3

February 5-6, Bryant
1969

February Bryant
10-12, 1969 Iewis

Vendor/Stzes- 'None
Steel Corp.

Constraction None
/QC



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates lnsnectors

Scope of
~ins ection

Items of
Noncompliance

50-261/69-4

50-261/69-5

50-261/69-6

50-261/69-7

March 12-13,
1969

March 18-21,
1969

March 24-27,
1969

April 2,
1969

Swan

Varela

Bryant
Potapovs

Bryant
Potapovs

Vendor/NAVCO None

Vendor/Mest-
~ inghouse

Vendor/CBI None

Vendor/CBI None

(a) (50-261/69-5)
Steam generator
nut plates not

'tress relieved
(b) (50-261/69-5)

Steam generator
nut plates not
H.T.

(c) (50-261/69-5G;1)
Tow-hydrogen
electrodes

50-261/69-8 May 5-8, 1969 Bryant
Bower
Potapovs

Construction None
/QC

50"261/69-9 May 29, 1969 Bryant
Bower
Seidle
Davis

2nd Corporate None
level Interview

50-261/69-10 June 23-25,
1969

Bryant
Kelley
Peery

Construction None
/QC

50 261/69-11

50-261/69-12

August 6-8, . Bryant
1969 Zelley

September Bryant
28-29 and Bower
October 8-10, Kelley
1969

Construction None
/QC

Construction (50-261/69-12K)
/QC Reinforcing Steel

50-261/69-13 October 1-3
and 24, 1969

Bryant
Kelley
Potapovs

Construction
/QC

(50-261/69-130)
Steam Generators-
Attachments on
Nozzles

50-261/69-14 November 5-7, Bryant
1969 Potapovs

Kelley

Construction
/QC

None



Report
Number

50"261/69-15

Inspection
Dates

December
8-12, 1969

Insnectors

Bryant
Kelley
Howard

Scope of
~Ins ection

Construction
/QC

Items of
Noncomoliance

None

50-261/70"1 January 15-16 Bryant
and 20-22; Kelley
February 5, Upright
1970

Construction
/QC

None

50-261/70-2

50-261/70-3

50-261/70-4

50-261/70-5

50-261/70-6

50-261/70-7

February
16-19 and
25 26, 1970

March 16-19,
1970

March 23-27
and 29-31,
1970

April 20-24,
1970

April 27-30,
1970

June 10-12,
1970

Bryant
Potapovs
Howard
Upright
Peery

Sutton
Kelley
Iong
Howard
Crossman

Bryant
Potapovs
Upright

Bryant

Upr'ight

Bryant
Upright
Eirkpatrick

Construction-.- (a) (50-261/70.-2H)
/QC Reactor Instru-.

ment Connection
(b) (50-261/70-2G)

QC Records

Vendor/Vest- None
inghouse

Construction None

Construction None

Construction/ (50-261/70-6) .

QC 6" Nozzle Failed

Construction None
/QC

50-261/70-8 June 27-
July 2,
7-8 and
19-31, 1970

50-261/70-11 October 8-9
and 22-23,
1970

Bryant
Upright
Kirkpatrick
Murphy
Peery

Preliciensing
Inspection

Bryant Construction
Kirkpatrick /QC
Murphy

(a) (50-261/70-8)
Cable trays
exceeded physical
load

(b) (50-261/70-8)
Safety Injection
Pumps not to
Design

None



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins ectors

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of
Noncomoliance.

50-261/70-13 November 27;
December 1-2
and ll, 1970

Bryant
Kirkpatrick
Cubitt

Construction/ None
QC

50 261/71-1

50-261/71-3

50-261/71-9

January 7-14,
1971

February
1-4, 1971

August 11-13
a'nd 17-19,
1971

Bryant
Kirkpatrick

Bryant

Kirhpatrick
Bryant
Collins
Peery

Construction/ None
QC

Construction (50-261/71-3Cel 8-
/QC C.2) QC System *

. Construction/ None
QC



APPENDIX B

FaciIity: Brunswick I and II (DNs. 50-325 and 50-324)

Report
Number

50-324/69-1
50-325/69-1

Inspection
Dates

May 29, 1969

~ins ectors

Bower
Bryant
Seidle
Davis

Scope of
~Zns ection

Initial
Management
Meeting

Items of

Hone

50-324/69-2
50-325/69-2

50-324/69-3
50-325/69-3

50-324/70-1
50-325/70-1

October 22,
1969

November
17-21, 1969

January 6,
1970

Bower
Seidle
Henderson .

Bower
Crossman
Haass
Henderson
Seidle

Bower
Seidle

Initial gA - None
Audit Meeting .

Initial QA . None
Audit

s

Followup of None
Report 969-3

50-324/70;2 "May 4-8, 1970 Bower
50-325/70-2 Varela

50-324/70-3 September 1-4, Bower
50-325/70-3 1970 Varela

Backfill, Con- None
crete Founda-
tions, Contain-
ment Liner

Backfill, Con- 5(Concrete Control)
crete Contain-
ment

50-324/71-1
50-325/71"1

January 4-&, Bower
1971 Kelley

Backfill, Con- None
crete, Contain-
ment, Piping

50-324/71-2 April 27-30, Bower
50-325/71-2 1971 Kelley

50"324/71-3 August 31- Bower
50-325/71-3 September 3, Kelley

1971 Varela

Backfill, Con- 2(Welding(1) Cadwelds(1))
crete, Rebar,
Contaimnent,
Tanks

Backfill, Con- None
crete, Con-
tainment,
Welding



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ies euters

Scope of
Insoection

Items of
Noncomoliance

50-324/71-4 November 16-19 Bower
1971 Kel1ey

Cochran

NoneWelding,
Hechanical
Systems,
Electrical and
Instrumentation

50»324/72-1 February
15-18, 1972

50-324/72-2 Hay 3-5,
1972

Bower
Kelley
Compton
Klingler

Bower
Kelley
Compton
Klingler

Melding,
Mechanical
and Piping
Systems,
Electrical and
Instrumentation

None

Melding, 9(Quality Assurance(6),
and Piping . Melding(3))
Systems,
Electrical and
Instrumentation

50-324/72-3 July 11»14, Bower
50-325/72-1 1972 Klingler

Concrete, Qua- 2(Re'inforcing, SteellityAssu- QA/QC)
rance, Rein-
forcing Steel,
Reactor Vessel

50-324/72-4
50-325/72-2

50-324/72-6
50"325/72-4

50-324/72-7
50-325/72-5

50-324/72-8
50-325/72-6

August 8-11,
1972

September
19-22, 1972

October 3-5,
1972

October 31-
November 3,
1972

Bower
Kelly
Cochran
Klingler
Poster

Bower
Kelley
Cochran
Klingler
Hardin

Bower

Bower
Kelley

Quality Assur- 1 (NDT)
ance Reactor
Vessel Handling
NDT, Storage,
Procurement

QA/QC Reactor 1(Melding)
Vessel, Melding

Observation of None
COL Audit
Function

QA/QC Records, None
Piping, Valves
and Hanger
Installation

50-324/73-1 January 16-19,
Bower'0-325/73"11973 HcFarland

QA, Electrical None
and Instrumen"
tation



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins ectors

Scope
~Ins ection

Items of
Nonco liance

50-324/73-2
50"325/73-2

February
21-23> 1973

McFarland
Kelley

QA/QC Rein" None
forcing Steel,
Welding

50-324/73-3 March 27"30, McFarland
1973 Bower

Herdt

QA/QC, Welding None
NDT, Piping,
Electrical and
Instrumentation

50-324/73-4 April 24)
50-325/73-3 1973

HcFailand
Beratan

Specialee . None
Inspection on
Cadweld Splices

50-324/73-7
50"325/73-4

July 10"13,
1973

HcFarland
Foster
Herdt

QA/QC, Piping 3(Welding(1), NDT(2))
Welding and
NDT

50-324/73-10
50-325/73-5

50-324/73-11

September
11-13, 1973

September
25-28, 1973

HcFarland

Bower

QA/QC

Mechanical
Systems,
Electrical
and Instruee
mentation

None

- 2(Electrical redun-
dant systems)

50-324/73-13

50-325/73-6

October 1-5,
1973

October 2-5,
1973

Conlon
Kelley
Herdt
Bryant

Kelley
Bryant

Reactor Vessel None
and Piping
Systems, Welding,
NDT

QA/QC, Nuclear None
Valve Records

50-324/73-14
50-325/73-7

50-324/73-16'0-325/73"8

Ocotober
15-17, 1973

December
19-21, 1973

McFarland

McFarland

QA/QC

QA/QC

None

None

50-324/74-2 February 6-8, Herdt
1974

Piping,
Welding, and
NDT

1(NDT)

50-324/74-3 February
50-325/74"1 19-20 and

22, 1974

McFarland
Kelley

QA/QC 3(Valve QC)



50-324/74-4 March 12-15,
1974

Bower Electrical and None
Instrumentation

50-324/74-6 March 27-29, McParland
50-325/74-2 and April 10- Conlon

11, 1974

QA/QC, Reactor None
Vessel QC

50»324/74-7 April 23-26,
50-325/74-3 1974

Bower Electrical and None
Instrumentation

50"324/74-9
50-325/74-4

May 15-16
and 28-30,
1974

Conlon
Herdt
Ebneter

QA/QC, Weld- . 1(NDT)-
ingp HDTV
Piping,
RestraizLt, and
Hangers

50-324/74-10 June 6-7 and McFarland
50-325/74-5 11-13) 1974

(San Jose, (A.)

Special None
Inspection of

'SSSAudit by
CPar. (GE-NEPD)

50-324/74-12 June 25-28,
50-325/74-6 1974

50-324/74-1 July 1-23,
50-325/74-1 1974
(Investigation)

Bower

Bzyant
Beratan
Ward
Conlon
Economos

Electrical and None
Instrumentation

Investigation None
into QA/QC
allegations
by 2 fozmer
BSR employees

50-324/74-14
50-325/74-7

50-324/74-15
50"325/74-8

50-324/74-2
50-325/74-2
(Investiga-
tion)

July 16-18,
1974

July 31-
August 2~
1974

August 13-16,
1974

McZarland

Herdt
Economos

Muzphy
Ward
Bzyant
Beratan

QA/QC, Znspec- Hone
tion records

Welding, NDT, None
QC records

P

Investigation None
into aU.ega-
txons of poor
construction
practices

50-324/74-16
50-325/74-9

August 28-30, Bower
and September McFarland
3-6, 1974 Swan

Kelley
Wright

QA/QC, Train- None
ing of QC
personnel, Elec-
trical and
Instrumentation

50-324/74-19 September
11-12, 1974

Ebneter Baseline
Inspection,
Welding,
Piping

None



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins ectors

Scope of Items of

50-324/74-21 October
50-325/74"10 8"10) 1974

McParland QA/QC None

50-324/74"22
50-325/74-11

50-324/74-3
(Investiga-
tion)

October
30-31, 1974

December
14-15, 1974

McFarland
Bower
Conlon

Beratan
McFarland

QA/QC, House- None
keeping, Elec-
trical aad
Instrumentation,
Melding

Iavestigation.. None ..
into allega- .-
tions of falsi-
fied NDT records,
Uait 2

50-324/74-27 December
50-325/74-12 16"19, 1974

McFarland
Bower
Bryant
Swan
Gibbons

QA/QC, saub- None
hers and braces

50-325/75-1 February
12-14, 1975

McFarland
Bower
Conlon
Herdt
Gibbons

QA/QC, Elec-
trical and
Instrumenta-
tion, Piping,
Baseline
Inspection,
Mechanical
Components

None

50-324/75-3 February McFarlaad
12-14, 1975 Herdt

Piping and None
Baseline
Inspection

50-324/75-1
(Investiga-
tion)

February 28- Ebneter
March 1 and Beratan
14, 1975

Investigation None
into allega-
tioas NDT test
results falsi-
fied, Unit 2

50-325/75-2 April 1-4
and 9-11,
1975

McFarland
Bower
Browalee

QA/QC, Elec- None
trical and
Instrumenta-
tion

50-324/75"2
(Investiga-
tioa)

May 20-22,
1975

Coalon
Blake

Investigation None
iato allega-
tions of incor-
rected faulty
welding, Unit 2



Report
Number

50-324/75"7-
50-325/75-4

Inspection
Dates

May 20-22,
1975

~Ins ectocs

McFarland
Bower
Economos

Scope of
~ins ectioa

QA/QC, Elec-
trical and
Instrumenta-
tion Piping
QC, Baseline
Inspection,
Welding

Items of
*KB

'one

50-324/75-3
50-325/75-1
(Investi'ga-
tion)

June 9-13, Annast
1975 Wright

Investigation - None
into allega-
tions of
altered geo-
physical, data

50-325/75-6 June 18-20, Bower
1975

50-325/75-7 July 22-25, McFarland
1975

50-324/75-11 August 13-15, Bower
50-325/75-10 1975

50-324/75-12 August 28-29, Bower
1975

QA, Electrical None

QA/QC . None

Electrical 'one
and Instru-
mentation

Special Review None
of DG system
problems

50-325/75-11 September
16-18, 1975

McFarland QA/QC None

50-325/75-13 October 22-24, McFarland
1975 . Herdt

50-325/75-14 November Bower
19-21, 1975

50-325/75-16 December 2-4 Ebneter
and 12, 1975

QA/QC, Base- None
line Inspec-
tion, Welding

Electrical None
and Instru-
mentation

Audit of Pre- 1(NDT)
service Inspec-
tion Plans

50-325/75-17 December McFarland
16-18, 1975 Blake

QA/QC,
Mechanical
Systems,
Welding

None



Report
Number

50-325/76-2

Inspection
Dates

January
20-23, 1976

~Zns setose

Bower

Scope of
~Ins ection

Electrical
and Instru-
mentation

Items of

None

50-325/76-5 March 2-5,
1976

McFarl and
Bower
Bryant

QA/QC, Valves None
Electrical and
Instrumentation

50-325/76-1
(Investiga-
tion)

May 18-20,
1976

Smith
Valton
Bryant

Investigation -None .-
into allega-
tions of de-
ficiencies in
inservice
inspection pro-
gram

50-325/76-12 August 2-6, Ebneter
1976

Preservice
Inspection
Review

1(inspection of
electrical systems)

50-325/76-17 September
15-17, 1976

Ebneter Preservice None
Inspection
Report Review



APPENDIX C

Facility: Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant (DNs. 50-400, "401, -402 6 -403)

Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins ectots

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of

50-400, 401, February
402, 403/72-1 11, 1972

Bower
Lang

Initial cor- None
porate manage-
ment and intro-
ductory QA
meetings.

50-400, 401,
402, 403/72-2

50"400, 401,
402, 403/73-1
\

Harch 13»15
and 22-24;
June 22; 1972

July 10-11,
1973

Bower
Cochran
Per'anich

HcParland
Foster

QA Program None

QA program, QA None
Audits, QC
records

50-400, 401 October 29- Oiler
402, 403/73-2'ovember 1, HcParland

1973

e 50-400, 401, January 30- HcFarland
402, 403/74-1 February 1, Cochran

1974 Crossman

QA program
for design,
procurement,
and construc-
tion

None

C1$X-Memphis. None
and Birmingham
(vendor)

50-400, 401, February 21- HcParland
402, 403/74-2 22, 1974 Kelley

Valves None

50-400, 401, August 7-9, HcParland
402, 403/74-3 1974

Corporate None
QA manual,
QA audit report
activities,
design review,
welding records

50-400, 401, February
402, 403/75-1 18-19, 1975

50-400, 401, July 1-3,
402, 403/75-2 1975

HcParland

McParland

RV internals, None
waste gas decay
taaks, nuclear
valves

Surveillance None
QC of site
storage, PPE QA
surveillance cor"
porate audits





Report
Number

Inspection
Dates Inspectors

Scope of
~Ine ection

Items of

50-400, 401, September
402, 403/75"3 24-26, 1975

McFarland Accompanied Noae
licensee on
audit of NSSS
contractor

50-400, 401 November McFarland
402, 403/75-4 19-21, 1975 Conlon

Bryant

Construction None
QA procedures,
COL survey
report, RV, RV
internals and
heads

50-400, 401, February
402, 403/76-1 24-25 and

March 16,
1976

McFarland Corp. QA Pro- Noae
cedures and
instructions ~

corp. audits,
eng. QA surveil-
laace of vendor
inspectioa of
C.E. (3/16)

50-400, 401 June 9-11, McFarland
402, 403/76-2 1976 Vallish

Ext'nded
const. delay,
QA program
insp., QA
record files

None

,50-400, 401, October McFarland
402) 403/76 3 26-28$ 1976

50-400, 401, February 8-9, Brownlee
402, 403/77-1 1977 McFarland

50»400, 401, May 24-26, Brownlee
402, 403/77-2 1977 Swan

Bryant

Transfer of None
Prin. Insp.
respon., QA
proc's. rela-
ting to const.
delay, QA records,
corporate audits

NoneQA Manual.,
1nSP e PrOC ~

and spec's.
for site pre-
paration, lakes,
dams, founda-
tions, contain-
ment concrete

QA activities, None
ext'nded con-
struction delay,
QA insp. proc.,
QA record files



Report
Number

Inspection
Bates ~Ius esture

Scope of Items of

50-400, 401, September
402) 403/77-3 21"22, 1977

s

Brownlee
Harris

Organ. „8 func- None
tional struc-
ture, gA Manual,
document control,
audits, records,
concrete proc's.,
site preparation,
foundations

50-400, 401, December 6-9, Brownlee
402, 403/77-4 1977 Swan

50-400, 401, March 7-10, Brownlee
402, 403/78-1 '978 Swan

Equip. storage Noae-
aad maiate) main
dam, railroad
relocation,
personnel aad
records faci-
lities, site
preparation

Hain dam,.con- Noae
crete for
foundations�

)
blasting,
geological
mapping, CBR)s,
Part 21, qual.
of inspectors,
IEB's

'50-400, 401, March 28-30,
402, 403(78-2 1978

50-400, 401, June 13 14)
402, 403/78-3 1978

Cunningham

Brownlee
Herdt

Environ. prot. Noae
program

Hain. and aux. None
dam sites,
warehousing
and laydown
yards, IEB's,
cadweld aad
concrete place-
ment problems,
coataiameat
liner erector

50-400, 401, July 11-13, Brownlee
402, 403/78-4 1978 Swan

Bradley
Thomas

Hain & west
aux. dams,
warehousiag
8 laydowa yard,
design coatrol,
IEB's, concrete,
cont. 1iner
erector

2 Infractions
1-document control
1"concrete test



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins ectors

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of

50-400, 401 September
402) 403/78-5 19-22, 1978

Brownlee
Swan
Bradley

Facilities,
gA records,
noncompliances,
IEB's, lakes,
dams, concrete,
containment
liner.

None

50-400, 401, October 3-6,'wan
402, 403/78-6 1978 Vandoorn

Girard

Dam founda-, '-
1 Deficiency=- '-'='--

tion, concrete Failure to follow
tain. liner proc. (QSI)
welding, SV
and spent fuel
piping, QA proc.
and records



APPENDIX 8

Ins ectors Visitin CPSL Facilities

1976 - 1978 throu 8/30/78)

Brunswick Unit 1

,':-. In'tor Number of
RBR'*"'nspector Number of

H.
K.
J.
F.
W.
J.
D.
P.
B.
F.
W.
A.
H.
C.
J.
J.
S.
J.
G.
D.
J.

V.
H.
J.
U.
H.
C.
J.
T.
A.
S.
E.
L.
C.
I.
H.
A.
D.
M.
T.
G.
W.

Annast
Besecker
Blake
Bower
Bradford
Bryant
Burke
Burnett
Byrne
Cantrell
Cline
Cunningham
Dance
Davis
Davis
Dyer
Ebneter
Fuchko
Gibson
Hinckley
Hufham

4
1
1
2
5
1
1

3
1

12
3
3
4
1
2
1„
3
2
1
5
2

J.
P.
J.
C.
W.
B.
J.
W.
D.
E.
B.
R.
J.
R.
G.
E.
R.
R.
H.
H.
G.

H.
J.
D.
R.
J.

Joyner
Kellogg
Hartin
HcFarland
Millsap

Hoon
E.
'W.

J.
0.
W;
F.
L.
F.
L.
H.
J.
H.
L.
A.
R.

Ouzts
Peery
Perrotti
Porter
Riley
Rogers
Skolds
Sullivan
Troup
Verdery
Vogt-Lowell
Wessman
Whitener
Wilber
Jenkins

1
1

2
1
1
1

10
2
2
2
2
1
1

15
4
1
2

2
13

3

Brunswick Unit 2

H.
K.
J.
W.
J.
D.
P.
F.
W.
T.
h.
H.
C.
J.
J.

V.
H.
J.
H.
C.
J.
T.
S.
E.
E.
L.
C.
I.
H.
h.

Anna st
Besecker
Blake
Bradford
Bryant
Burke
Burnett
Cantrell
Cline
Conlon
Cunningham
Dance
Davis
Davis
Dyer

4
1
2
5
1
1

4
21

2
1

3
3
1
2
1

F.
J.
W.
B.
J.
W.
D.
E.
B.
J.
R.
G.
E.
R.
R.

J. Long
D. Hartin
J. Hillsap
Hoon
E.
W.
J.
0.
W.
L.
F.
L.
H.
J.
E.

Ouzts
Peery
Perrotti
Porter
Riley
Skolds
Sullivan
Troup
Verdery
Vogt-Lowell
Wes sean

1
1

1

1
2
2
2
1
2
1

15
4
2
3
2



Appendix B.5

S. D. Ebneter
J. H. Fuchko
G. T. Gibson
J. W. HuQuuu
P. J. Kellogg

1

2
1
2
1

H. L. Whitener
H. A. Wilber
D. G. Hinckley
G. R. Jenkins

2
7
5
5

III. H. B. Robinson 2

C. E. Alderson
H. V. Annast
R. I. Bangart
J. W. Bates
X. Besecker
J. J. Blake
W. H. Bradford
W. L. Britz
D. J. Burke
P. T. Burnett
B. A. Byrne
F. S. Cantrell
M. P. Carson
D. H. Collins
H. C. Dance
J. W. Dodges
J. A. Dyer
S. D. Ebneter
N. Economos
G. T. Gibson
C. M. Hosey

1

3
2
1
1
1
4
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

1

~ G.
T.
E.
W.
D.
J.
R.
W.
D.
D.
J.
H.
G.
E.
R.
H.
H.
G.
T.
D.
J.

R. Jenkins
J. HcHenry
W. HcPeek
J. Hillsap
moore
E. Ouzts
C. Parker
W. Peery
J. Perrotti
R. Quick
C. Ritchie
V. Sinkule
L. Troup
H. Verdery
J. Vogt-Lowell
L. Whitener
A. Wilber
H. Williams
N. Epps
G. Hinckley
W. HuGxae

3
4
1
1
22-
6
3
2
1

2
1
5
1
1

3
3
1
5
9
1



APPENDIX C

1976-78 Chronolo of Ins ections - H. B. Robinson

DN 50-261

General
Ins ection No.

76-1

Dates

1/14-16/76 H.
E.

V. Annast
W. HcPeek

~Ins sccccs

Physical Protection

Announced

76-2

76-3

76-4

76-5

76-6

V6-7

76-8

76-9

76-10

76-11.

76-12

76-13.

76-14

1/27-28/76

2/23-25/76

3/30-4/2/76

4/14-16/76

4/26-30/76

5/25-26/76

6/6-9/76
7/12-15/76

7/19-23/76

8/11-13/76

8/30-9/2/76

9/20-24/76

11/15-19/76

11/30-12/2/76

J.
C.

R.
H.

R.
D.

G.

R.
B.
W.
R.

G.
D.

'G.

R.
D.

R.
A.
S.

G.

E. Ouzts
E. Alderson

L. Britx

C. Parker
V. Sinkule

V. Annast

C. Parker
J, Burke

L. Troup

C. Parker
A. Byrne
W. Peery
L. Bangart

L. Troup
H. Collins

V. Annast

L. Troup

C. Parker
J. Burke

C. Parker
A. Wilber
D. Ebneter

L. Troup

Operations, Instru-
mentation

Qh, Rad Protection

Operations

Yes

Physical Protection

QA, Operations

Radiation Protection

Physical Protection

Environmental

Operational, QA

QA, Operational,
Inservice

Rad. Protection,
Environmental

Radiation Protection

Operational.~Environmental

76-15 12/13-14/76 G.
J.
J.

H. Williams
W. Bates
W. Hodges

Physical Security



-2-
General

Dates

1/11-14/77

~Xns eatots Announced

77-1 R. C. Parker
H. h. Wilbcr
T. N. Epps

Operations

2/23 25/7777-2 H. A. Wilber Operations Yes

Operations, Qh,
Inservice

77-3 3/22-25/77
3/29-31/77
4/12-15/77

T. N. Epps
P. S. Cantrell
J. h. Dyer

77-4 4/27-28/77

5/25-26/77

G. T. Gibson Enviromiental

Operationa77-5 T. N. Epps
W. H. Bradford
E. H. Verdery

77-6 7/19-22/77 T. N. Epps
H. C. Dance

Operations

7/25-29/77
8/1/77
9/19-21/77

77-7 J. W. Hufhaii
R. I... Bangart
D. J. Perrotti

Eaergency Plaaniag

77-8

77-9

77-10

77-11

77-12

77-13

77-14

77-15

77-16

77-17

77-18

77-19

8/11-12/77
8/15-16/77

8/22-26/77

8/16-18/77

8/24-26/77

.9/8-9/77

9/20-23/77

10/28-29/77

11/7-8/77

11/7-11/77

11/7-11/77

W. W. Peery Environeeatal

G. R. Jeakins

H. L. Whitener

Radiation Protectioa

Operations ~ Fire
Protection

Physical Protection

OperationsD. G. Hinckley
T. N. Epps

D. G. Hinckley

D. G. Hinckley

N. Econoeos

R. C. Ritchie

D. G. Hiacklcy

Operations

Operations

Welding

Radiation Protection

Operations

ll/15-18/77 R. J. Vogt-Ierell Operations, Core Physics

11/29-12/2/77 W. H. Bradford Operations ) Trainiag

Yes



77-20

77-21

Dates

12/5-9/77

12/12-16/77

~Ins ectors

D.

J.
M.

G. Hinckley

C. Ritchie
P. Carson

General

Operations

Environaental
Rad Protection

Announced

78-01

sruti~ 78~02

1/10-13/78

1/11/78

D. J. Burke

J; P. O'Reilly
D. Thompson

Long

QA, Operations

Corporate. Management Yes
Meeting (Held in
Region II Office)

78-03

78-04

78-05

.78-06

78-07

78 08

78-09

78-10

78-11

'78-12

78-13

78-14'/24-27/78

2/1-6/78

2/19-3/3/78

2/21-23/78

3/14-17/78

3/22-24/78

4/4-6/78

4/4-7/78

4/24-28/78

5/22-25/78

6/5-8/78

6/13-15/78

H.
R.
A.
G.
D.
M.

D.

H.

G.
G.
V.

D.

H.

D.
H.

D.

T.

G.
C.

K.
D.

Sutherland
Dance
Sullivan
Gibson
Jenkins
Hinckley
Annast

G.'inckley

L. Mxitener

R. Jenkins
L. Troup
J. Millsap

T. Burnett

G. Hinckley

L. Mxi.tener

J. Blake

G. Hinckley
C. Dance

E. Ouxts

G. Hinckley
H. Bradford
J. McHenry

R. Jenkins
N.

Hosey'esecker

Moore

QA, Operations

Operations

Radiation Protection

Operations,'Preparation
for Refueling

Operations

Operations, Snubbers

Operations, Inservice

Operations

Operations

Operations

Radiation Protection

Physical Protection

Yes



78-15

78-16

78-1?

78-18

78-19

78-20

78-21

Dates

7/5-7/78

7/10-13/78

8/1-4/78

8/7-11/78

8/7-10/78

8/7-10/78

8/22-25/78

~Ins ectors

P. T. Burnett

T. J. HcHenry
D. R. Quick

T. J. HcHenry

D. Perrotti

W. H. Bradford

W. V. Peery

T. J. HcHenry

General

Operations, Post
Refueling

Operations

Operations-

Euergency Planning

Operations, Training

Envir'onmental, QA

Operations

Announced



Facility: Z. B. Robinson II (DNs. 50-261)

Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins setose

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of

50»261/68-1 March 5, 1968 Varela
Long

Construction/. None
QC

50-261/68-2

50-261/68-3

July 9-12,
1968

June 19-21,
1968

Bryant
Crossman

Reinmuth Vendor/Com-
bustion
Engineering
Co. Plant

None

Construction None
/QC

50-261/68-4 August 20 and Bryant
26-29, 1968 Howard

Construction
/QC

(a) (50-261/68-4F)
Incorrect., steel
in penetration
frames

(b) (50-261/68"4D)
Substitution of
steel in base mat

(c) (50-261/68-4E)
Concrete-improper
curing

50-261/68-5

50-261/68-6

September
23-26, 1968

October 11,
1968

Bryant
Vazela

Bryant

Construction . None
/QC

Construction None

50-261/68-7 October 11,
1968

-Bryant
Bower

50-261/68-8 December 16, Bryant
1968

Construction
/QC

Vendor/CBI ~

(50-261/68-7D)
R.T. Containment
Liner

(50-261/68-8)
P.T. Immersion
Heater fields

50-261/69-1 January 8-10,
1969

Bryant
Long

Construction
/QC

None

50-261/69-2

50-261/69-3

February 5-6,
1969

February
10" 12, 1969..

Bryant

Bryant
Zewis

Vendor/Stres- None
Steel Corp.

'Construction None



Report Inspection
Number Dates ~Ins ectocs

Scope of
~Ins ectioa

Items of
Noncomoliance

50-261/69-4 March 12-13, Swan
1969

Vendor/NAVCO None

50-261/69"5 March 18-21, Varela
1969

Vendor/West-
inghouse

(a) (50-261/69-5)
Steam generator
nut plates not
stress relieved

(b) (50-261/69-5)
Steam generator
nnt plates not
M.T.

(c) (50-261/69-5G.1)
Low-hydrogen
electrodes

50-261/69-6 March 24-27,
1969

50-261/69-7 April 2,
1969

e
50-261/69-8 May 5-8, 1969

50-261/69-9 May 29, 1969

Bryant
Potapovs

Bryant
Potapovs

Bryant
Bower
Potapovs

Bryant
Bower
Seidle
Davis

Veador/CBI None

Vendor/CBI Noae .

Construction None
/QC

2nd Corporate None
Level Interview

50-261/69-10 June '23-25,
1969

Bryant
Kelley
Peery

Construction None
/QC

50-261/69-11 August 6-&,
1969

Bryant
Kelley

Constructioa
/QC

None.,

50-261/69-12 September Bryant
28-29 and Bower

'October 8-10, Kelley
1969 .

Construction
/QC

(50»261/69-12X)
Reinforcing Steel

50-261/69-13 October 1-3
and 24, 1969

Bryant
Kelley
Potapovs

Construction
/QC

(50-261/69-130)
Steam Generators-
Attachments on
Nozzles

50-261/69-14 ¹vember 5-7, Bryant
1969 Potapovs

Kelley

Construction
/QC

None



Report
Number

Inspection
, Dates ~Ins ectors

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of

50-261/69-15 December
8'-12, 1969

Bryant .

Kelley
Howard

Construction None
iQC

50-261/70-1 January 15-16
and 20-22;
February 5,
1970

Bryant
Kelley
Upright

Construction None
/QC

"50-261/70-2

50-261/70-3

~ February
16-19 and
25-26, 1970

March 16-19,
1970

Bryant
Potapovs
Howard
Upright
Peery

Sutton
Kelley
Long
Howard
Crossman

Construction.
/QC

Vendor/West-
inghouse

(a) (50-261/70es2H)-
Reactor Instru-
ment Connection

(b) (50-261/70-2G)
QC Records

None

50-261/70-4

50-261/70-5

50-261/70-6

50-261/70-7

March 23-27
and 29-31,
1970

April 20-24,
1970

April 27-30,
1970

June 10-12,
1970

Bryant
Potapovs
Upright

Bryant

Upright

Bryant
Upright
Kirkpatrick

Construction None
/QC

Construction/
QC

Construction
/QC

(50-261/70-6)
6" Nozzle Failed

None

Construction None.

50-261/70-8 J~e 27-
July 2,
7-8 and
19"3), 1970

Bryant
Upright
Kirkpatrick
Murphy
Peery

Preliciensing
Inspection

( ) (50-261/70-8)
Cable trays
exceeded physical
load

(b) (50-261/70-8).
Safety Injection
Pumps not to
Design

50-261/70-11 October 8-9
and 22»23, .
1970

Bryant
Kirkpatrick
Murphy

Construction
/QC

None



4-

Report
Number

50-261/70-13

50-261/71-1

50-261/71-3

50 261/71-9

Inspection
'ates

November 27;
December 1-2
and 11, 1970

January 7-14,
1971

february
1-4, 1971

August 11-13
and 17-19,
1971

~Ins ectots

Bryant
Kirkpatrick
Cubitt

Bryant
Zirkpatrick

Bryant

Kirhpatrich
Bryant
Collins
Peery

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of

Construction/ None
gC

Construction
/QC

(50-261/71-3C ..1: 8
C.2) QC System

Construction/ None
gC

Construction/ None
QC



APPZNDIX E

Facility: Brunswick I and II (DNs. 50-325 aad 50-324)

Report
Number

Inspection
Dates. lnsneccoss

Scope of
~ins ection

Items of

50-324/69-1 Hay 29,. 1969
50-325/69-1

Bower
Bryant
Seidle
Davis

Initial
Management
Heeting

None

50-324/69-2
50-325/69-2,

October 22,
1969

Bower
. Seidle
Henderson

Initial QA None
Audit Heeting

50-324/69-3 November
50"325/69-3 17-21, 1969

.Bower
Gros smaa
Haass
Henderson
Seidle

Initial QA
Audit

None

50"324/70-1
50-325/70-1

January 6,
1970

Bower
Seidle

Followup of ,None
Report 969-3

50-324/70-2
50"325/70-2

Hay 4-8~ 1970 Bower
Varela

Backfill, Con- None
crete Founda-
tions, Contain»
ment Iiner

50-324/70-3 September 1-4, Bower
50-325/70-3 1970 Uarela

50-324/71-1 January 4-.8, Bower
50-325/71-1 . 1971 Kelley

. 50-324/71-2 April 27-30, Bower
50-'325/71-2 1971 Eelley

50-324/71"3 August 31- Bower
50-325/71-3 September 3, Kelley

1971 Varela

Backfill, Con- 5(Concrete Control)
crete Contaia-
ment

Backfill, Con- None
crete, Contain-
ment, Piping

'ackfill,Con- 2(Welding(1) Cadwelds(l))
crete, Rebar,
Containment,
Tanks

Backfill, Coa- None
crete, Con-
tainment,
Welding



- 2-

Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ius ecters

Scope of Items of

50-324/71-4 November 16-19 Bower
1971 Kelley

Cochran

NoneWelding,
Mechanical
Systems,
Electrical and
Instrumentation

50-324/72-1 February
15-18, 1972

50-324/72-2 Hay 3-5,
1972

Bower
Kelley
Cochran
Klingler

Bower
Kelley
Cochran
Klingler

NoneWelding,
Hechaaical
and Piping
Systems,
Electrical aad
Iastzumentation

Melding, 9(Quality Assuraace(6),
and Piping Melding(3))
Systems,
Electrical and
Instzumentatioa

-

50-324/72-3
50-325/72-1

July 11-14, Bower
1972 Klingler

Concrete, Qua-'(Reinforcing Steel
lity Assu- QA/QC)

'ance,Rein-
forcing Steel,,
Reactor Vessel

50-324/72-4
50-325/72-2 .

August 8-11,
1972

Bower
Kelly
Cochran
Klingler
Poster

Quality Assur- 1 (NDT)
aace Reactor
Vessel Handling
NDT, Storage,
Procurement

50"324/72-6 September
50-325/72-4 19-22, 1972

Bower
Kelley
Cochran
Klingler
Hardin.

QA/QC Reactor l(Melding)
Vessel, Welding

50"324/72-7
50-325/72-5

October 3-5,
1972

Bower Observation of None
CPRL Audit
Punction

50-324/72-8 October 31- 'ower
50-325/72-6 November 3, Kelley

1972

.50-324/73-1 January 16-19, Bower
50"325/73"1 1973 McFarland

QA/QC Records, Noae
Piping, Valves
and Hangez .

Installation

QA, Electrical None
aad Instrumen-
tatioa



Report
Number

s

50-324/73-2
50-325/73-2

Inspection
Dates

February
21-23, 1973

-3-

~Ins ectors

McFarland
Kelley

Scope
~Ins ectioa

Items of
Noncom liance

QA/QC Rein . None
forcing Steel,
Welding

50-324/73-3 March 27-30, McZarland
1973 Bower

Herdt

QA/QC, Welding None
NDT, Piping,
Electrical and
Instrum'entation

50-324/73-4 April 24,
50-325/73-3 1973

HcFarland
Beratan

Special- - None
Inspection on
Cadweld Splices

50"324/73-7
50-325/73-4

July 10-13, McZarland
1973 Zoster

Herdt

QA/QC, Piping 3(Welding(1), NDT(2))
Welding and
lGYE

50-324/73-10
50-325/73-5

50-324/73-11

September
11-13, 1973

September
25-28, 1973

HcZarland

Bower

QA/QC

Hechanical
Systemsp
Electrical
and Instru-
mentation

None

2(E1.ectrical redun-
dant systems)

50-324/73-13 October 1»5,
1973

Conlon
Kelley
Herdt
Bryant

Reactor Vessel None
and Piping
Systems, Welding,
NDT

50-325/73-6 October 2-5,
1973

Kelley
Bryant

QA/QC, Nuclear None
Valve Records

50-324/73-14 Ocotober
50-325/73-7 15-17$ 1973

McFarland QA/QC
r

None

50"324/73-16
50-325/73"8

December
19-21, 1973

HcZarland QA/QC None

50-324/74-2 February 6-8, Herdt
1974

Piping, 1(NDT)
Welding, and
NDT

50-324/74-3 February'cFarland
50-325/74-1 19-20 and Kelley

22, 1974

QA/QC 3(Valve QC)
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50-324/74»4 March 12-15,
1974

Bower Electrical and None
Instrumentation

50-324/74-6
50-325/74-2

50-324/74"7
50-325/74-3

50-324/74-9
50-325/74'-4

March 27-29,
and April 10-
11, 1974

April 23-26,
1974

Hay 15-16
'nd28-30,

1974

McFarland
Conlon

Bower

Coalon
Herdt
Ebneter

QA/QC, Reactor None
Vessel QC

Electrical and Hone
Instrumentation

QA/QC, Weld- 1(NDT)
Ingp HDTV

Piping,
Restraint, and
Hangers

50-324/74-10
50-325/74-5

June 6-7 and McZarland
11-13, 1974
(San Jose, (A.)

NoneSpecial
Inspection of

'SSSAudit by
CPar. (GE-HEPD)

50-324/74-12 June 25-28,
50-325/74-6 1974

50-324/74-1 July 1-23,
50-325/74-1 1974
(Investigation)

Bower

Bryant
Beratan'ard

Conlon
Economos

Electrical and None
Instrumentation

Investigation None
into QA/QC
aU.egations
by 2,former
B&R employees

50-324/74-14
50-325/74-7

July 16-18, HcFarland
1974

QA/QC, Inspec- None
tion records

50-324/74-15
50-325/74-8

July 31-
August 2g
1974

Herdt
Economos

Welding, NDT, Hone
QC records

50-324/74-2
50-325/74-2
(Investiga-
tion)

50-324/74-16
50-325/74-9

August 13-16, Murphy
1974 Ward

Bryant
Beratan

August 28-30, Bower
and September McParland
3"6, 1974 Swan

Kelley
Wright.

Investigation Hone
into allega-
tions of poor
construction
practices

QA/QC, Train- None
ing of QC
personnel, Elec-
trical and .

Instrumentation

50-324/74-19 September
11-12, 1974

Ebneter Baseline
Inspection,
Welding,
Piping

None



Report
Number

n

50-324/74-21
50"325/74-10

Inspection
Dates

October
8"10, 1974

Insuectors

McFarland

Scope of
~Ine ection

QA/QC

Items of

None

50-324/74-22
50"325/74-11

October
30-31, 1974

McFarland
Bower
Conlon

QA/QC, House- None
keeping, Elec-
trical and
In trumentation,
Melding

50-324/74-3 December Beratan
(Investiga- 14-15, 1974 McFarlaad
tion)

Investigation - Noae
into allega- .
tions of falsi-
fied NDT records,
Unit 2

50-.324/74-27
50-325/74-12

December
.16-19, 1974

McFarland
Bower
Bryant
Swan

.Gibbons

QA/QC, snub- None
bers aad braces

50-325/75-1 February
12"14, 1975

McFarlaad
Bower
Conlon
Heidt
Gibbons

QA/QC, Elec-
trical aad
Instrumenta-
tion, Piping,
Baseline
Inspection,
Mechaaical
Components

Mone

50-324/?5-3 February McFarland
12"14, 1975 Herdt

50-324/75-1 February 28-. Ebaeter
(Investiga- March 1 and Beratan
tion) 14; 1975

Piping and None
Baseline
Inspectioa

r
Iavestigation None
into allega-
tioas NDT test
results falsi-
fied, Unit 2

50-325/?5-2 , April 1-4
aad 9"11,
1975

McFarland
Bower
Brownlee

QA/QC, Elec- None
trical and
Instrumenta-
tioa

50"324/75-2
(Investiga-
tion)

May 20-22, Coalon
1975 Blake

Investigation None
into allega-
tions of incor-
rected faulty
welding, Unit 2
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Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ius meters

Scope of
~Ius ectian

Items of

50-324/75-7
50-325/75-4

May 20-22,
1975

HcFarland
Bower
Economos

QA/QC, Elec- None
trical and
Instrumenta-
tion Piping
QC, Baseline
Inspection,
Welding

50-324/75-3
50-325/75"1
(Investiga-
tion)

June 9-13, Annast
1975 Wright

Investigation -,None '
.

into allega--
tions of
altered geo-
physical data

50-325/75-6 June 18-20, Bower
1975

50-325/75-7 July 22-25, HcE'arland
1975

QA/QC - None

QA, Electrical None

50-324/75-11 August 13-15, Bower
50-325/75-10 1975

Electrical
and Instru-
mentation

None

50-324/75-12 August 28-29, Bower
1975

Special Review None
of DG system
problems

50-325/75-11 September
16-18, 1975

HcFarland QA/QC None

50-325/75-13 October 22-24, HcParland
1975 'erdt QA/QC, Base- None

line Inspec-
tion, Welding

50-325/75" 14 November
19-21, 1975

Bower Electrical None
and Instru-
mentation

50-325/75-16 December 2-4 Ebneter
and 12, 1975

Audit of Pre- 1(NDT)
service Inspec-
tion Plans

50-325/75"17 December HcZarland
16-18, 1975 Blake

QA/QC,
Mechanical
Systems,
Welding

None
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Report
Number

Inspection
Dates

Scope of Items of

50-325/76-2 January
20-23, 1976

Bower Electrical None
and Instru-
mentation

50-325/76-5

50-325/76-1
(Investiga-
tion)

March 2-5,
1976

May 18-20,
1976

McFarland
Bower
Bryant

Smith
Walton
Bryant

QA/QC, Valves None
Electrical and
Instrumentation

Investigation .
None'intoallega-

. tions of de- .
ficiencies in
inservice
inspection pro.-
gram

50«325/76-12 August 2-6, Ebneter
1976

Preservice
Inspection
Review

l(inspection of
electrical systems)

50-325/76-17 September Ebneter
15-17, 1976

»
Pres ervice None

'nspection
Report Review



APPENDIX

Facility: Shearoa Harris Nuclear Power Plaat (DNs. 50-400, -401, -402 8 -403)

Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Ins actors

Scope of
~Ins ection

Items of

50-400, 401, February
402, 403/72"1 11, 1972

Bower
Long

Initial cor- None
porte manage-
ment and intro-
ductory QA
meetings. ~

50-400, 401, March 13-15 Bower
402, 403/72-2 aad 22-24; Cochran

June 22, 1972 Peranich

50-400, 401, July 10-11, McFarland
402, 403/73-1 1973 Foster

50-400, 401 October 29- Oiler
402, 403/73"2 November 1, McFarland

1973

50-400, 401, January 30- McFarland
402, 403/74-1 February 1, Cochran

1974 Czossman

gA program, QA None
Audits, QC
records

CExI-Memphis None
and Bizmingham
(vendor)

QA program
for design,
procurement,
and construc-
tion

None

.gA Program None

50«400, 401, February 21-
402, 403/74-2 22, 1974

McFarland
Xelley

Valves None

50-400, 401, August 7-9, McFazland
402, 403/74-3 1974

Cozporate None
QA maaual,
gA audit report
activities,
desiga review,
welding records

50-400, 401, February
402, 403/75"1 18-19) )975

50"400, 401, July 1"3,
402, 403/75"2 1975

McFarlaad

McFarland

RV internals, None
waste gas decay
tanks, nuclear
valves

Surveillance None
gC of site
storage, PPE QA
suzveillance cor-
porate audits
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Report
Number

Inspection
Dates

50-400, 401, September
402) 403/75-3 24-26) 1975

~Ins ecters

McFarland

Scope of Items of

Accompanied None
licensee on
audit of NSSS
contractor

50-400, 401 November
402, 403/75-4 19-21, 19?5

HcFarland
Conloa
Bryant

Constructioa Noae
QA procedures,
COL survey
report, RV, RV
internals aad
heads

50-400, 401,'ebruary
402, 403/76-1 24-25 and

Harch 16,
1976

HcFarland Corp. QA Pro- None
cedures and
instructions,
corp. audits,
eng. QA surveil-
lance of vendor
inspection of
C.E. (3/16)

r

a 50-400, 401 June 9-11,
402$ 403/76-2 1976

HcFarland
Vallish

Ext'nded
const. delay,
QA program
inspect QA
record files

Noae

50-400, 401, October HcFarland
402, 403/76-3 26-28, 1976

50-400, 401, February 8-9, Brownlee
402, 403/77-1 1977 HcFarland

QA activities, None
ext'nded con-
struction delay,
QA iasp. proc.,
QA record files
Transfer of None
Prin. Insp.
respon., QA
proc's. rela-
ting to coast.
delay, QA records,
corporate audits

50-400, 401, May 24-26,
402, 403/77-2 1977

Brownlee
Swan
Bryant

NoneQA Manual,
insp. proc.
and spec's:
for site pre-

, paratioa, lakes,
dams, founda-
tions, contain-
meat concrete



Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~Zus ectois

Scope of Items of

50-400, 401, September
402, 403/77-3 21-22) 1977

Brownlee
Harris

Organ. 8 func- Noae
tioaal struc-
ture, QA Hanual,
document control,
audits, records,
concrete proc's.,
site preparation,
foundations

50-400; 401, December 6-9, Brownlee
402$ 403/77-4 1977 Swan

50«400, 401, Harch 7-10, Brownlee
402, 403/78-1 1978 Swan

Equip. storage Noae
and maiat., main
dam, railroad
relocation,
personnel and
records faci-
lities, site
preparation

Hain dam, con- None
crete for
foundatioas,
blasting,
geological
mappiagN CDR s N

Part 21, qual.
of inspectors,
IEB's

50-400, 401, Harch 28-30,
402, 403/78-2 1978

50-400, 401, June 13-14,
402, 403/78-3 1978

Cunningham

Brownlee
Herdt

Environ. prot. Noae
program

Hain. and aux. None
dam sites,
warehousiag
and laydown
yards, IEB's,
cadweld aad
concrete place-
ment problems,
containmeat
liner erector

50-400, 401, July 11-13, - Brownlee
402, 403/78-4 1978 Swan

Bradley
Thomas

Hain 8 west 2 Infractions
aux. dams, 1-document control
warehousing 1-concrete test
6 laydowa yard,
design control,
IEB's, concrete,
cont. liner
erector
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Report
Number

Inspection
Dates ~ias ectocs

Scope of
~ias ectioa

Items of
Noncom liance

t
50-400, 401 .September
402) 403/78"5 19"22, 1978

Brownlee
Swan
Bradley

NoneFacilities,
gA records,
noncompliances,
IEB's, lakes,
dams, concrete,
containment
liner.

50-400, 401, . October 3-6, Swan
402, 403(78-6 1978 Vandoorn

Girard

Dam founda- " "1'Deficiency'..-.'.
tion, concrete Failure to follow
tain. liner proc., (USE)
welding, SM
and spent fuel
piping, QA proc.
and records
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mpbl BZ RPXS:

Mr. Ihmphy, one other question:

Did you cxansmic to me a memorandum indicating

some organi ational changes in Region XX—

A (Witness Murphy) Yes, X did.

'0

CoIQml.ssionP

—of the XsE Office of the Hac3.ear'e'gulatory

Do you hav~ a copy of that'16morandum vith youP

30 No, X do not.

X see.

X xemembex its contents.

Could you cell me orally what Chose changes ~eareP

Yes..

Mx. Dudley Thompson, who xmas the deputy director

of Region XX, received a transfer 'to Nashington, D.C. Xn the

int'crim to the appointment of a permanent pers'on to this

;po'sition, Mr. Pranh Long has bean appointed in an act'ing

19

20

position as a'cting deputy director..
Mx a Richard ZtGUis p 5'BLo %fas a section chief

"under Mr. Long, has been appointed acting branch chief in

the 'Reactor Operations and Huc3.ear Support Branch."

Mr..Floyd Canhrel3. has b~n appointed into the

po's'ition of acMwg section chief.

These acting positions voQM r~ain in effect
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mpb2 until rescinded by the director of Reg9on XX~

I believe I have completed all the names —oh,

there is one other change.

Zn the interest of increasing the qual9.ty

assu-ance experience of the Staff, Mr. Brownlee has been

transferr'ed 'for a per9od of approximately one'ear to the

'Op'erations Branch as a part of a team that. will be perfoxm-

"i'ng"'inspections in the quality assurance area. At the end of
'th9.s period of time he v9.11 be transferred back into the

10 'Condtruct9.on Branch and function as a Quality Assuranc'e

;inspector.

MR. REXS: That's all the quest9.ons I
have'pon

dixect mmaination.

CHAIRS SMXTH: Ne will follow the procedure—

or ve will submit for your cons9deration the procedux'e'hat

17

20

the Attorney General and then to Xntervenor and then the

Applicant and then the Board will inquire of the Staff's

vitnessesgv9th respect to the Applicant.'8 witnesses the

procedure will be the Attorney General, Intervenor, then

the Staff and then the Board, if that's satisfactory..

NR. TROWBRIDGE: Hr. Cha9.xman, may I make an

unusual suggestion to the BoardP

23 CHAIBhiMl SKKTH: Ne have trouble hear9.ng in the

back of the zoom.

?1R. TRONBRXDGE: I'm sorry.
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mpb3

~ $

the Soprano

X would lee to make an unusual suggestion to

NG Gr prepax'GQ to cress epzQL'Lne in our turn

He would sug'gest that it might e~edite the proceeding if
'She Board, which has obviously been concerned fo'" some time

10

~ and tauten an interest in the testimony in fact has 'questions

:to;"abc for a'dditiona1 information', if She Board were to

"pur'sue'ts ovn inquiries befog th- Applicant, T thMc it.
A

:"w'o'ul'd 1'azgely eliminate Appl9.cant'0 g6estions.

X recogn9.se that this is not, a convent'.'onal
~ ~

'r'equd'st, and X make it only in the interest o'f mqm89;ting

)2 " the 'proce'eding. ~ ~ I

CHAXBNM SNXTH: Mr. Pmis,'o you=h'a've any- Zeal-
- 'in'g'ox that, any comment on that suggested

appro'achP'R.

REXS: . X have no objection to it if the

, 'B'o'add'hinks it's appropriate for the Board to:ask
'oui''itness'es

questions before She Applicaht does.

X do haste scnm questions X intend. to ask 'o'f the
~ r 'f

hgp3L$ ."ca'nt, though, and X hack in my a~m mind sRetqhe'd 'i't out

'that' imuld go before the Board, though it isn't rdal'ly

necessary.

CHAXKQB SICXTH". Do you have any feelings on

23 that, CounselP

IGi aVZHBS Hoo

)r ~

CHAXESLQL SE1XM: Ãel3., the Board had ale'e'ady
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mpb4 I considered the rather unusual circumstances of the hearing

and Che fact that we do have questions. Nevertheless, we

do believe that it would be appropriate to allow cross-

excamination to pxoceed, exccept for some clarifying questions.

However, Ãr. Trowbridge, bearing in mind there

are questions that might develop matters which you would be

concerned about, you willbe given fugal opportunity to'ollow

10

up after our questions, if tha'C satisfies you.

HR. TRONBRXDGEx Xn that case, Mr. Chairman, ve

'vill do our best to limit our questioning to what willbe

considered necessary.

CHAXRMAN SHXTH: Okay.

Nell, X do have some clarifying cpxestions 'to

ask of the panel before we begin inquiring on the substance

of it
16

17

18

19

20

Are each of you personally sponsoring the
'ntiretestimony? Ncw some cpxestions seem to be addressed

to an individual panel member. However, this is not

universally true throughout the testim'ony. And we want

'some clarification on Chat.

So may X ask each of you:

Do each of you pexsonally sponsor the entire

testimony of Panel 1?

NXTiNESS MURPHY: X do

WXTNHSS LONG: X do.
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NXTMESS DANCE: X do,

CHAXKChN SMXTH: Each of you ar responsible for
the entire section2

NXTMESS XOMG: Ne sponsored that testimony as a

gx'oup o

CHAXRMM SMXTH Could.any one of you'sponsor

this'ntire testimony2

Could you, sir2

NXTMESB XQBQ: X could have sponsored it in my

position as branch chief. X could have goat as well
'sponsored the entire testimony, and X do endorse it. '-

CHAXBKQC SHXTH: You are personall'y cognizant

of the facts as set forth and you'e prepared to support

'' WXTMFSS XOMG: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMEN SNXTH: Xf other members of the panel

have reservations about 'the aspects of the testimony that
they cannot'ully'upport, X wrould ask that you ident''fy
them.'

HXVMESS MHCE: X nd.ght speak up th'at X concur

izi tvhat's said in the testimony. Generally +hen the question

'i's'asked to a certain ~dd.vidual, that individual prepared

'@he testimony. But X suepmrt the testimony that's ~rove.ded.

CHMBlRM SMXTB: Nell, okay. ~~eat X m9.nlc, is
"pr'obab1y better.

I

14
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mpb6

2

Xf X see —for emmple, on page LG a question

is put specifically to Kr. Murphy, and I gust happened to

open up the testimony at that page, but that isn't the only
'«- X mean there are some instances where the pex'son to vzhom

the question was directed was not, identified, a'nd those are

'the areas X'm asking the entire panel to either commit or

disassociate themselves witb, one way or the other.

MXTNESS DANCE: For the general questions where

there's no specific individual asked the question, X tbin3c

'the''total panel supports the testimony and sponsors
it'HAXmm

SMITH: Xs that true, gentlemen'':

f2 !VTNESS LONGc Yes, sir.
NXTHESS MURPHY: X have read the-entire testimony

"a'nd .X would support the answexs to the questions. *

17

HIPNESS BROHHLZE: Yes, six.

CHAIMKN SMXTH: All right.
. 'And then one additional questions

'here was some confusion in the past that has

T9

20

.21

'arisen concerning the testimony of the consensus or the

vi'ebs'of the Staff compared with the individual 'testimony

"of 'the witness.

Now is there any aspect of this testimony 'that

a'y of you, subject to your previous angers, cannot

~ 'personally support as youx opinionP

HXTNHSS DANCE: X know of none
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mpb7 i CHMRNAN SHXTB: Do yoC want Lime on thatV

MXTNESS MORPH'Z: M-. Chaimmx„ the testimony

prepared by the. Region XX Office for each and every hearing

has been in the past a consensus type of testimony. That

is', the persoh responsible for Che preparation wf pack'ages,

the gathering together of Che information, has a responsibQ.-

"9.ty. to rev9.ev the records, to identify those indiv'k.du'mls who

h'ive'e'nerated the records, as, for example, the inspector

generating the inspection report, to determine if thx'ough

this informa'1 meeting if this information preiented 'in'his
i'nspe'ction xeport does represent. the- person's 'fin'd'ings, and

-does'a have anything to add to +hat" Chere may be'.
'-'Xn

this sense the testimony is consensus

'Obviously the'an'agement of the office cannot p'articipate

in 'each and every inspection and to examine each and every

'document. ,
~ '

17 Ne do have review results of these %aspect'ions.

'Ne have discussions cd.th the inspectors themselve's, the

's'upervisors of the inspectors, and have a gccd wwrkihg

20 'knowledge of the results of the inspections.

He have internal requirements that inspect'ors

-=- identi'fy Chrough their supervision and their minagemen't

p'roblems Chat they have identified after each insp'ectfon

That may management is cognac."'ant of the
probe~.'enerally

spaw~" ing a member of management v9.3.1 be '.
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mpb8 in charge of the preparation of the testimony even though

it is done under his general supervision, and he does not

go hack and re-question each and every member. But this

does give a'ood overall view and the generaL knowledge of

'the answers to the questions. And X think that once we have

6 done this that we can indeed, not only as vitnesses, b'ut the

management- of the office itself itself supports the testi-
mony'.

10

CHAXRMM SMXTH: Olcay.

That 's a very helpfu1- explanation. But my

~ particular question is:
Do you human beings who were placed under oath

'here today personally support thai.s testimon~-

HXTHESS MURPEY: Yes, sir.
CHAXKQQl SMXTH: Ny question did not suggest that

'the contrary was the case. X want the record to he clear.

l7

f8

HXTSESS MURPHY: Yes.

HX~~SS BROHNLEE: Qe found nothing offensive

'~ut the way it was phrased

ZO

Zl

DR, XZEDSc Iat me repeat this<

Por every panel, if somebody sits sil'e'nt '1'm

'gbing to take that to mean that they agree with the an'swer

and that they have nothing about, any facts or informat'9.on

whatsoever or any opinions to add to that anmrer. So 'when

'a general question is asked of the panel and something comes
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up and there's an anm~vr givm, "„usia like lL. Y~~~hy, if
any of you had any objections Co &ah, %he way he aus~reck

9.'8 g Qz anything you U9.shed CQ add co i4 g I 4Jan@ you a o spGGk

up because I don'5 vane Me ecord Co ba empty in %hah regard.

NXTKESS BRO%KZZ: Understood

CHAIRMAN SHXTH: Just a short, recess,'"please.

(Brief recess.)
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VOICE PRON THE AUDIENCE: Sir, I would like to ask

you to reconsider one more t'me your decision not to allow the

public Co testify today.

Cl?AX1PJS S'1XTH: Mould you be seated, p3.ease'P

During the recess which was occasioned by the

police, I was advi.sed that Judge Larkin wanted to speak to us.

Judge Larkin i.s the Chief District Court, Judge of this Distric

Judge Larkin talked over hhe telephone and he told me that,

ne will insi.st Chat the same decorum prevail ii. this courtroom

$0 as if he himself is presiding, and that the signs calling for
si.lenc and quiet are there at his order, and he wants them

obeyed.

He told me that he's available at the other end of
I'hattelephone 'for whatever assistance he can give us in

presiding over an orderly and''fair proceeding.

Gentlomen, at the recess Mz. Murphy had most

$ 7

TS

T9

specifically stated that as an individual he is responsible

for .this testimony, and X believe the rest of you nodded

assent. X gust wanted to state that on the record that that
is the case. As individuals you arh responsible'for your

testimony.

(Chorus of Yes.")

CHAIR?GQl SMITH: Nz. Trowbridge.

NR ~ TRO7'ABRIQGE I alll happy th go neFt ~ Nr .

Chairman. X thought you said the Attorney General Zntervenor ~



would

CHAIKP~4 SMITH: '~es. Sure. Ent=:ely =.igh'.

NR. bIYERS: ice have no au stions at this time,

Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Nr. Erwin?

MR. RBHIN: Mr. Chairman, may I just inquire? X

realize this is somewhat unconventional but I would like to

inquire, since you opened the is ue of the knowledge of the

panel as to the facts contained 'n the testimony, as to

whether the members of the panel are in a position to testify
as to the facts surrounding the items of non-compliance

appearing in Appendix D.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I just don't understand your

question at all.
MR. ERNZM: N". Chairman, there's an appendix to

this panel's testimony which is in abular form. Zt relates

to items of non-compliance starting from 1968 and going through

to 1978, and it's picking up on your question as to whether

the members of the panel were familiar with the facts contained

in the testimony before I started anything at all—
CHAIRS SMITH: I understand your question. I

misunderstocd in the beginning. X thought.you were referring
to us as the panel a

NR. ERNIE: I meant this panel.

CHAI%~>2'MITH: You said that clearly. I gust
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misunderstood ~

X th'nk chat'n approp™iat question on cross-

e~cam3:nat ion i

~1R. EFBXN:
/

X didn't wan to go into a 'eng"hy

cross-e.-.amination, asking about all these if the answer "'n

ev ry case was going to bo "X do not know.".

CHAXRKK SNXTH: X did not .cake their assuranc s

that they personally were familiar .wiib every fact in their

cast"mony. Som of the testimony n re are conclusions. Some

of the testimony was gathered under their direction and

supervision.'he

-aint tAat Z was making was that they are not.

here representing solely a consensus. They may- be represent-

ing a consensus but in- addition to that. they are personally
I~

supporting the testimony. trow any cross-examination that you

may have to inquire into the scope of %Mair command of this

27 testimony is up to you, but X think your aue'stion is, appro-

priateo

CROSS EXtY4XMTXOi3

BY MR HRNXM:

The first question X vill address to each and

everv m mber of the panel.

Ca l any or a3.l of you re" ace the circumstances

surrounding Nxe items of non-compliance appearing in Agpendiz

D to your testimony~ starting on— Appendix D is the last
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appendix. 'here are three appendices at. the end of the

estimony, Appendix D. And I'm referring to Appendix D which

does not have a page number in relation to ~Ma entire testi-

mony, but X'm starting at page 1„, Report Number 50-261/68-4,

Items of non-compliance (a3, Incorrect steel 'in 'genetxatiou

frames, {b}

CRKXRKLM SMXTH$ Mr+ ~~ling ve xQ having sOme

problems again in the rear of the room,

NXTMESS MUBPHYa Mr Chairman< I vile. attempt to

answer Hr Exwin's questiono

This Appendix 9 is a summary of the docket file
of our inspections performed at. the facility, H+ 8, Robinson,

and so forth. - They are quite voluminous These files are

a matter of public record X believe, except maybe some few

at the very start of the inspections in 1968 vhen ve did not

routinely make inspection reports available to the publico

And many of the xepoxts subsequently were issued as a result

of hearings or possibly Preedom of Information requests ox

something of that ordero

The members of the panel here X do'ot believe

would be in a position to discuss in detail the various items

of non-compliance Ne would be in a position to state that

this appendix summa~ of tha documents referred to represents

a reflection of our inspaction zesu3.ts at thaae facilities
~ O~~

and just the very general nature of the non-comril'iances Chat



eb 5 '4$ hafeo,

T EQ docket i'hselz would she
I

each of eke nor.-comp3iances.

BY MRo. ERMXM:

M.e disposition of

V&o prepared Chase Append9.ces 9< P< and P2

A QH.Cness Murphy) They weza preparod generally

under the supervision of Pw, Lang. and myself by 6m individual

l0

inspectors reviewing the docket files and any of the .informa

tion from those fileso

Q Millyou again Xn order to make'he line f

E2

questioning more. intelligible perhaps to She lay'public.c> vill
you describe what an item of non-compliance is,'briefly2

'

Xt'8 in your testimony X realise but it'8 'gust" so ve can

fo13,ov the testimony

Probably as succinct3.y as X can sta~ it, an

" item of non-compliance relates to a matter that the inspector

x5

59

'.O

has identified which appaars Co hen to not comply Mith the
f

specific regulatory requirements of the ABNRC..

g Mes these appendices are tnblis 'zepoitQg are
r

~ 'they notg rspozU4lg ins~ctions y the names of the inspectors g

the scope of the inspections> and the 3.toms of non compliance

: ~0" ~
'

2"-

, 'that vere cited'at the Cima2 Xs that correct'2

Yes, The scope of She inspection of 'course wou3.d

zelam to .hhe ma-„'or areas izagachado Zt doe'8'ot go into the

n'itsy-grithyp if you ~rill< in Rais docment> ht:e"inspecihion
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xeporto.

Hcv in Che chain o command, vhere do you and

Mz' Xong fitP
At the time Chat this testimony +as prepared<

and xecogni ing the fact Chat our organ.cation is a changing

organization> Che inspections for the most. part vere per

formed by highly qualified individuals whose .job function is

to inspect nuclear power plantso They have a variety og
~ P

titles. Ne usually, as a catch a3.1, would xafex Co Chem as

reactor inspectoxs ~

These inspectors are under the direct supervision

of section chiefs, bb;o Dance is one such section chiefo Thes

section chiefs report to branch chiefs~ Hz' Kong aud X in

our permanent capacities are two of Che brauch chiefs in

Region XIo

{} So the reporCs Chat axe numbered on Che left side

of the pages of Appendices D, 8~ and P axe made initially by

inspectors to section chiefs, Xs Chat Che route'hat they

That, is Che mechanical route that they talse. They

are not roads for Che section chief, if you vill< 'they are made

for a zacozd..

Q Chen how does the xecoxd proceed from the inspec-

tion by Che inspacmr and Che preparation of a''riiport2

A -A report of an inspecCion that mould have no i@@ms



of gag-comp3.9.ance or those that. tsouM he vha'.:le voQ'.6 can].

the normal enfozcam~mC X,ev@3, would he prepared hy the in-

specMx'p XQv9.CNed exld ccncQzzed kB hy his Gechiozh chief cLncL

today< the leMer, %he anno"cern nC let e'-< if you ~eklX,, ox

%ha 3.elbe- txansmihhiag Qhe report M the 'I'i'ce'ns'cia vouM he

signed hy the.hranch chief. -Xn.the early diys She 3.shears

; seize actually signed hy the direc ox. Ncaa @@ate'hange was
/

mactQ I cko not recall o

Q Vo answer Ky iniYA.G3 QQQSCidzLy is 8Lnykody on JIG

panel in a position to discus's any. of See ihami of —to
Pi"

1!2'l

ckiscuss~ even in hr~<f debail< 'any of the items "of- non

compliance appearing in either Appendix Qo ~ or >~

A Discussion of many of these maCCars axe covered

g:n- in the second panaL and X do not believe Chat the members of

l5

.>'6.'(T.7

'8"
~ '9-

Wis panel, other than +here Shay vouM ha aibRrakfsing She same

cushion in Panel 2 or Pan@1 3, would he gdepa~~3R ha speak Ce

'he specific detaiX '„

nmZa~mu a>mt aXong tham 1~4; 'a+a you going

'e pursue that further, Ãc~'aein2

HR. ERNXHt Jush
briefly'EBXK4%4

SNPe.H" I 60 not QQQ ange Ih5$hG 6
~4

of Mis
I
gE

;2'2"

'23

k

24
7'c.

25

pine3. @ho a@a noh pza~C ~a>~ on so you vilX'Meh3.e ta

!

- Mdrese ~e suhgee maChm ah aha proper hats
'l

NRo EK'JZHt
~ '1

iCGQ of c~~~compl~~cQ includes ~ Kxac is iCP

~„; ~



~ eh 8 Three categories'P

A (Witness Kurphy) Th=@8, Earlyp there seas no

Level. Evezything +as treated as the same, whether it ~zas

5

the type of non-compliance +hare a man failed to sign a sheet

that he had performed.a work function Co vhere there may

have be6n an ensure of an individual to some. radiatiou.

This caused confusion and over a pori'od of. time

'< Chore evolved the present position @here ve do try to cate»

gorize matters into three Levels of non comp%.ance.

'.f0; What are those Levels of non compliaa'ceP Again<

it's in your testimony but in order to + ~ +
"

'1'2', A The levels of non~ompliance are the violationp
'I\

the infractions and the deficiencyo

9 What are the distinctions or differences beQvaan

the items of non-compliance?

The distinctions Are fairly complfKc'nd Ã have

17

18

'.19

:20

'21

23

presented those that appear in our enforcement procedures fox

— this hearing, and X would refer you to them. As a..succinct.

- overview of this< a violation is an item of immediate safety

coQscguendee As infracCiOn is'ne that has a .potential for
a 'safety consequence, A deficiency is a matter t3mt+ though

'ha safety implication is somewhat romobap still represents

a matter not complying with MPN raquirementso

Q Do you by any chance 3mc~s hew many viol,actions

and infractions and daf9.ciencies< by category,'. are con4akaed



in Appendices Dp Ey Gild P?

A No~ X Qo noh,o
I

Q xe tho-e anyone on iN'e panel who, nt; aha,s jaime~

(Mitness Dance) XQ 'tkc Pallel 3 discussion ve

7"

~ present. Smae numbsrse the different numberso after page 30

of Tithe 3

Mhah doas that, table reflect2

L3 A (Nitness Long) '75 thxough'78 for one facility>
violations, infractions< deficiencies< deviati4mfo,

9 This Ss for vhich2

A That @as one of the Bxunsvic4% facilities, Xt,

might, have been Brurimrkck 2o

9 And the totals for '75 are 37+ fox '76 35< for
'77 25 and for '78 through Sephamber 30th< 2'- Xs that corxe

(W9.4xless Qanc83 Tha MouM 9JncluM'B~GMick

and 2o
I

Q That, would include Brunswick X and 0 'for those

yah'ars and those ~tARgories2

A Yes,

Q And, Hr~ Dance< beginning on pa,ge 28 of the panel

teistiu~y you discuss fo -'acme pages,.%ho preparation of the

~ testimony prior 4e 1977 - .:&6- gush m show ve 'understand che

qee4onp still you >aha,'"<oQy a~m9."a the prc'cess that

you undertook at that hhne2
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That refers to Panel 3 Go you want ua Co dis-

X %san it 8 ia your @Rs~ayo The question is

"Mr~ Dance< dM you prepare part of the

8'estimony filed with the Board ia X9772"

had your namur is Yeso

And it continues e

"Shat part was Chat2"

10 And you continue, X prasmeh that, at'east doma

to The way X'uL followiag the teshhaany it is'that. you are

esseatBQ,Xy OaXking to this'bastion
A X understand the question near, NU.X you ask ma

the question again2

I'6

1,7

fS

-" a cyxestion is asked. of you on page 28, aad 'you"'g'ive aa

answer to that ques'tioa end you then proceed 'to mswar cymes

tions directed to you through tha bottom of page "35O Xs that.

)0..

2'1
~o Brownlee beginning at the bottom of page 33 's that

22

That's correct

2h Q So the public cm uaCershand what my guestims

vere rema'Red to, X +as going to ask you to briefly smmmari"e
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. Ri,'at records dM you 3.ook at, m6-eh'XseP
A frise have jncXm8@Q Mat ja os tes45moay bet X

:~. talkers Co the present'a~mgect imspacmz'hich Xa the

:insaector aasAgneS to the p3.mt and hauQltug"ihG"project sea

''onsibiX,A.ties~= Thee'e vaa imp@t fed Mm< input",,fram othe@

i'a'spactors that had bean v8,sihiua ~&at s9,Lao

e r
«

'rXghtV'

NQ1ly I'x4 )Qst Q8~g yon to foXXOTf'.0'p on thR

-,-testimony that's co«nMhmd ha PnueX, X~ I vaderaCauck Oh', you.

5ashify an other paaeXso X'm )mt t~kng Co Xi@ soma geoid.»

'orh since ve said we don~t tc8m ora1'MsChacny I vaa )mt
- tr'yiag to establish very brief1y agahx the proces so ve ciaa

''GndersCand what yod az6 taXRiag about

"Po'~~o+ *

I

, I taL>~l with 41m other bxaach chz.its, sec@i.n
J

ch'3.efs ia Me reg9.on aver ~4paWmzs, Ãa c:amv~amK m>specCozs

~ >4

2<a

She rage.on An a vz~tCsn qaea4.anmize Chat v.a pal of Cae

gQQQrQ ~ so1 fci~3n g ~Q Qo~~ts QQQ ~Q«««r gpQQ fJ c ~s ~~ny
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inspecUoas, the noa-compliance, @ho +as hhareg that soxt of

Wing o

Q On pago 30 %be anme -"+ 8, Cantzel3; ~ppeors tent.ca>

does it nod Qa page 31 ii: appears @vice as ve2.1> dcas it.

Xeso Me CantrelLp as you ar4 aware'<'as the

pro)8cC inspector CC Brun8%ficko

Hmr did you receive mihtIsn mack o'riX information

'from Mx. CanhmlX. prior to your '77 tssCQaony in this
docket'ela~g

to 6ae issues tha'h you address in this docket2

~ ~

A Xeso Pxiox to 0hs '77 testhaony X 'did receive

written documentation from Br Caatrell

0 oM you ~k with him oral).yo verbal>yo about it2
A Ohp very mech

Hcw on page 32 you state ia your aaswerI

"I summaxi"ad the inputs 'aud 'x'ef lectue@

my om ce~ieace "

'f8. Ho@ you say your "owa experience+" 'Nba'. accperiaoc

are you referring to them'2

20 A Qellp Hro Contrail'as the project inspectoro . He

<'J't ~ made many inspecLLoas eRich aro x'ef lector ia the recordo Kis

inspection reports since She summer of 'V6 vere Kormrde4 to

A'3 me for my approval ead revtev

Other security type mspecbioas also cane Co our

review so I received inputs from many cU.Mmes'aople<



4

iI

3

CKZRGr~~t ~~spGG'~KB o AQd E'1hGB Z Sic I ~~ fact SKQiRQLisCd

hha apus X mean eeet. a~~veQ in~ut from ai2. Ches+ sources

QQQ rQ fl&Ct8d 18JJ eÃpQL 4 QXLCQ f '@MS MfQXVRt).QXt Gad pZG~~GQ

the tas+~onv ~

Q Hcw @hat vaa your cLxecC, exparimcw Sith Cezo3,ina

~Pdber an~ Right Company in gcmeraX and eCCx .the Robdmson and

Biuasvick plants more specificaH.y prior Co X9772'.

X had heea oa Prior to 'VV X had"b'men on

ro~~h3,y four incpacMons at Brunsvick< and at 3.eKst mo in
Robiasono

9 So vhea you refer to your ezpmi'mies at page 32<

tbatos +hat youore referring to, Xs that right2

A T'Pell< not only 69d I have We revue- experience

of elk the other inspactozs, their inspection.,report inputs+

but I hacL also visited at tbose facilities 'aad ma~a inspections

'18 '
+

$ 7

a Ii'9 i

'20

in that zaapact.

Hcv you say agni et page 32 ia'your ansruero

beginning at the top of the page< Chat M you~r vB,zmz

o ~ o ofQLX voigR ORB giv@b to iQ3. cod

ments incan.uding tM, CaahrcQ.3.'s recommemr25tioh ~.o

condition %ha 3.9.ceuseo"
'

HQN'GSt Eo-vs XEQQzstGQQg s~~cs NQ x'Q CKdtng it
up et &is point in ~cAa ~~~Amcnyp o~hnt was hL.o CmtzcQX's



problems-

Your "these people" refers to

A CP6L have had pxob3ems in op~"a~~ g their plants<

which our testimony did include, the many iL~ of non

5- compliance: the many I icansee event xeportso This was in
~ ~

6 eluded M the Cestimonyo

Kis msmo to me a3.so addressed She issue that they

had not heon as x'esponsive as he thought necasscki'y'so thexa-

fore ~ hs recommended that they condition She J.icenae zilch @he

fact that they would provide the 'personneX ance'he financial.

resources to the Harris project to assure tJiey met aU. xagu

12'atory x~rMRRnts o

g How in answer to my question gust-a minute ago

1,5

you said first that they had not been —he stated CP&T had

sot been as Respehsive as we thought necessaxy, 'and then you

corrected that to say "as we thought necessaxy."'id you

$ 7 concur with his belief that they had not been «- that CPsL had,

cot been as xesponsive in the past as was necessary'

withdrew Chat because it was not view that there

"20

21.

22

was any need to condition a license based on the corrective
I —~

action which they had initiat'd starting back in 3.976/ to

upg ade the personnel, to upgrade their QA program, their
QA personnel on site.
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Those of us +ho are participants in the hearing

know what QA means but would you state for the public and

tne pross what that is short foz?

QA is a reference term to quality assurance,

which is just another form of a management control system

in operating the plant.

8; 353 Again referring you to page 32 of: the panel

testimony, you say that you did not agree, with Mz.Cantrell's

recommendation. Then ycu are asked,

10 "How did you consider it in relation

to the oral conanents you received and your own

knowledge?"

Are you here referring in the next question

or, rather, do you understand the next question to be

referring to Hr. Cantrell's 'recommendation; is that, not so?

A Yes, sir.
0 And your answer is, "I considered all inputs

basically the same."

Now will you explain what you mean by that. answer?

Xn preparing the testimony I received the many

inputs which I'e just referenced, both verbal and written.

I factored that into what I thought at the time "o give a

proper perspective to the testimony.

Q But you did not include in your testimony

Nr. Cant~ell s recommendation to condition the license, did you8
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~ wb2 No, I did not.

So that you 'n f=ct did not consider that "nput,

if I am correct?

No, I did consider the input.

Nell you say "I considered all inputs basically

the same."

Now are you saying that you considered — I'd
like you iust to amplify what you mean by this statement.

50

Because the way I read it— Nell, am I correct in assuming

that, you did not, consider Nr. Cantrell's recommendation to

condition the license in the same manner that you considered

most, of the other inputs?

I considered all the inputs that were provided

to me, that I was aware of from past history, and I weighted

55 these based on my experience with the plant. And when I
weighted that I did not include that recommendation.

But you did include much other —many other

58 inputs'P

As fax as I can recall —and I'm very confident

25

of this —I included all of +Minputs in the oral testimony.
—excuse me; in the written testimony.

So the answer to this, to the firsb full auestion

appearing on page 32, should be that ~ I considered all inputs

basically the same, except b1x. Cantrell's recommendation to

condition the license'P
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~ WB8 X think we are having a problem with semantics.

X think. what we'e here for -- X think we'e here because

X did not include Mat recommendation. X 7'leigh ced 3. t and

didn ' feel at the time that it was pertinent.

Q >Jow 2.acer on the page you state you talked with

Long and Mr. Barth. And your answer as to what was said

by Mr. Long was that you don't recall any specific instruc-

cion regarding the conclusions, however it would be under-

stood if you had any objections he would be advised.

$ 0 Now please tell me what that sentence means.

Hr. Long used co be Mr. Cantrell's supervisor,

and then we reorganized, and Mr. Cantrell and X work for

Mr. Long. So in this process he was well aware of the con-

ditions we had, and our dealings with CPNL he was well aware

of.

The specific memo that we referenced where

Mr. Cantre3.1 za8e his recommendation, X don'0 recall specifica3.3

discussing that particular memo with Nr. Long. He knew X had

a memo, he'idn't necessarily know what it said. So far as I
remember, he was aware that the CPSL facility was not a

trouble-. free. facility. He had seen many action memos written

on the subject'ertaining to CPGL.

CHMÃ~iAN SMXTH: Sro you testifving '' out what

Long knows and does'P

NZTNESS DEICE: X'm 'estifying to what X pa-sed 'co
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him. I m not say'ng what he knows. I am saying what X heliev

that he was aware of.

CHAXBi~1AN SMITH: All right.
NIMiESS DANCE: The specific item that the

license be conditioned, I'm not aware that Nr.'Long was aware

HiAIBtGQT SMITH: Nay X suggest, just to have a

cohesive record, that, Mr. Iong, you insert. your memory at

the time so we would have it in the record.

Xs that all x'ght, Nr. Erwin7

NR. ERWIH: Fine. Naybe X can expedite things.

BY NR; ERPlXN:

0 X'm interested in what you'x'e talking about

when you say '"objections." Are you referring to any objec-

tion that you may have to Nr. Cantrell's —or that you might

have had at that time to Nr. Cantrell's recommendation, or

any objection you might have had as to the capability of

CPSL to construct and operate the plant'? I just don't know

what"objection"in this sentence means, or refexs to.

20 A tWitness Dance) bfr. Cantrell

objections to CPKL's ability to operate

objection had to do with—

didn't have any

the plant. His

Q I'm not asking you about Hr. Cantrell's objections,
I'm asking you about yours, about what this word "objections"

means. I don't know to what it refers.
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Question;

"$1ith Nr. Long„X don't recall any

specific instruction x garding the conclusions...."

I take it the conclusions are the conclusions

you would reach in your testimony before this Board in
Octobex'f 1977.

"....howevex', it would be understood

if I had any objections he would be advised."

T,'m asking you what. the objections that you'mi'ght

have had at. that time would be. Are you referx'ing thexe to

Mx'. Cantrell's recommendation, that you object. to his recom.-

wendation; or are you referring to an objection- that you
V

might have had to CP6L —to the capability of CPaL,to safely

construct and operate the Shearon Harr's plant?

Of course the purpose of the testimony was xor

the construction permit hearing. Nhen we talk .M~ out. my

objection, if X had any objection pertaining to the gx'anting

of that testimony based on the ezperience in the operating

phase X would have identified that in the testimony. And X

21
also would have identified that to b1r. Long. X did not have

such objections. ,So, therefore, X did not adv'se him of that.

Q How, once again, did you to your own knowledge

advise bi-. Long-- deli me if 1'm correct: At th Rime of

the preparation of youx'estimony in 1977 was i~$r. Long your
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immediate supe~isor?

He was.

So that if we were to reconstruct the chain of

command beginning with a line inspector, you know, would

you give us the names that would appear in the chain of

command, starting with Mr. Cantrell? Xt would be Mr.Cantrell
E

reporting to you; is that correct?

Reporting to Mr. Long,.yes, that's correct.

Nov was 'he reporting to you or to Nr. Long

directly?

Mr. Cantrell?

Yes ~

To me.

And then you would be reporting to Hr. Long?

A Correct.

And Mr. Long reported to whom, do you know?

A To our director, Mr. O'Reilly.

Q Nov the person reporting to you was Mr. Cantrell.

He had recommended that the license be conditioned upon

certain assumptions', certain undertakings by CPFL; is that

correct?

Correcte

And to your knowledge did you communicate tha

recommendation at any tim to Mr. Long prior to the prepara-

tion o- delivery of your testimonv in l977?
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A X don't rcca3.j that : did, so I'm saying not that

I recollection did X relay that to Nr. Long.

OR;.MEDS: Now let me make sure: Do you under-

stand when Ãr. Dance says sometning like that, Mr. Long,

that he doesn't remember, if you happen to remember I want

you to tell me.

Xs that. clears I don't want .you .to 'sit silent
there and let it pass by.

NXTNESS LONG: Xn the absence of a question I
$ 0 auld, not normally rely fully=on being told of things of that

ty'pe, because X would be keeping pretty close to them day-

'to-day.

f3J
I"'was aware of the question,.but I don't believe

I ever saw the specific memo at that time. I saw it much

~g . later. I would not change my position, because the memo d'd

not present a good case for drastic —I consider recommenda-

tions for license conditions to be ,very dras'tia. And at

no time would I have considered that based on the experience

with two plants.

20 DR. LEEDS: I want you to understand when

2l Mr. Dance says something like that I'm going to assume that

he can bind you to anything he says like that i you don'

speak up.

NZ'MESS LONG: Yes, he does not recall —he said
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he did not recall inxorming me. bwd X am not taking the

p sition that I was not aware of the problem. I was aware

of the problem indirectly.

DR. LEEDS: Xndirectly.

'ÃXTNESS LONG: Yes.

DR ~ LEEDS: It's not a question of 'Mr. Dance not

telling us everything; but when Mr. Dance says he doesn'

remember, you might remember in an, instance like that, and it
would fillthe record if you would tell us at Wat po9:nt.

Excuse me, Mr. Erwin.

BY MR, ERIN:

Q Now Mr. Dance earlier stated that he thought that

you were aware of Mr. Cantrell's memo. Mr. Long, were you

. in fact aware of Mr. Cantrell's memo, even if you didn't see

(Witness Long) X don'0 recall the memo at the

time that. was pertinent to the testimony. But X do recall
the qeestion.

In other woxds, you knew Mr. Cantrell had recom-

mended to someone under you, or to —that the license to

CPSL to construct the Shearon Harris plant should be con-

ditioned on a certain undertaking related to their previous

operating experience at Brunswick?

I thin! it's important to note that these wexe

aot -- that this 'was.not a formal correspondence or formality
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of any kind. These were very rough notes which, in any one

day |: just passed th ough my hands maybe 20 or 30 very in-

formal notes, and Geese somecia~s became-.more formalized and
I

become imporcant, sure.

But I did not examine many of the other notes that

Mr. Cantrell received regarding the testimony because X felt
the time ror me to get involved directly was .at the time this
was put in the form of'he first testimony draft. That was

$ 0

the only time X believe that I read the results of all the

notes.

(Nitness Dance) Let me add the primary input into
the written testimony, it was mell j nown in the office, was

coming from Mr. Cantrell. When I refer to a memo from him,
I

.this was the transmittal of that primary input that we were.

55 including in the testimony.

9 Shen you say primary input do you mean primary
4

in terms of primary importance, primary in 3.ength<'rimary in
scopeP

20

A Primary in the number of non-compliances at the

time, the specific 'instance backing up our statement.

End WRBloom>)
NELandon fls

2R
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Xn other words, being the project inspector, Mr.

Cantrell would be in the —when you zefez to his input as

being We primary input, he would be, under you, the one

person who would be in the best position to know the opexatirg

experience< is that correct? Out of all the input you

received„he'd b the one in the best, position to know?

That. is correct. Zf X had a cg:estion regarding

7 the operating performance, I would'o to him.

But in xeferring to him you did not refer to his

9 , reconurendations?

TO That's correct.

Now, let. me go back to Hz. Long.

X'm asking you, at the time that the testimony for

$3 the hearing in 1977 was prepared for the Fal l-hearing, prior
to the preparation ox delivery -0™ it zeally doesn'. make any

gs difference to me when it occurred —but prior to the time &at

t7

the testimony was given in the hearing before this Board,

did you actually know, from whatever source: the recommenda-

'tion of Mr. Cantrell2

js (Witness Long) X was quite aware of the factors

concerned about management. Management problems are not at.

all uncommon in oar across-the-board inspection program. Some

inspectoxs pursue certain types of management concerns more

vigorously +&an others doo

Nr. Cantxell probably is our most ezperien ed

inspector, and he feels very strongly about certain managerent
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pxoblems.

i havo seen sons of the things dev 'oped many ti.res.

7. personally did not feel that a construction perm't for the

px'oject was 2'.e place to pz'epare or define licensing co-mi~-

Eilents for the operating p." ant. 'te'e
tallying

about something

so far down the road.

X mow zzom experience that there are many

mechanisms and many g many oppox'tunities fox's to resolve the

px'oblems g Which we do aQd ve ha~le clone that many times be fox'e a

Befoxe every operating licens .we have a very eziensive:

comprehensive program to accomplish these same things: and

because of thi'apability that we have, and that Z.expect

to apply to the Hax'ri project as well as others, l am Qot,

concez'ned to the extent of putting some- condition in the

license. That was what the recommendation was. The recom-

mendation was not simply to correct. the problem. Paly

identified problem is corrected. Pe get, to them at the

appropriate t~m and we put inspectors on the -„',ob Fl'~. had

many meetings with management, of CPGL> and because it was a
'I

.long time until licensing,''t was not an urgent. matter at +~lat

. point in time.
—~

Let me as'- the question once again, =:" "
ma'.~.:

i'Jere you a',""" e Z m="~ g X don~ t ca e if "ou

said " was awaz'f t3 ~ '~'emblem Eat c'.::. "ctly
from Canaxellg but indirectly: because Z neld " 'zvie:EH
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and meetings with my staf= supervisors and inspectors
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recarding Bl 1 of their

So you. pnswe:=" 3.s ye s?

My ar.swer is ye,: &at I was aware indirectly tnat

Mr. Cantrell had—
Aware oz his recommendations? X mean. that's my

specific question.

Yes.

CHAXBÃhH SMXTH: >I . Erwin: 'would you seek a

logical breaking point? Ne want to take an early lunch

break today, and I would like to have it as soon as it is

a convenient place fox'ou to divide your cross-exarainationo

MRo ERHXN: Ne could do it now, or Z- have a little
Nore that

CHAIRS~ SMITH: At your election. Do you want

to complete a—
MR. ERNZH: X think X can go one ox two more

questions, and perhaps—

CFPXRHM SMITH: All right, let's do that.
NR; ERNIE: -- get to a point where it would be

easier to break.

BI&JESS LONG: Could I mak one statement, i~'Lr.

Chairs'? Unzox"tunatelyg a~ the time of this testimony package g

even though I wa in the position of Operations Branch Chief,

I was not directly affiliated or associated with the test'mony
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preparation, because of the way that it was handl=d. T~e

frequently wiJ " take someone Who p because 0f the Ulltime job.»

we don t all abo13.8h our 3."Ggul=.'out inc and, get Onto

z3 testimony." Xt is a big job,, and we have customarily in the

past assigned .his predominantly to the closest group

responsible and knowledgeable of the facility.
And X was not as closely involved in the rout"'ne

preparation as l would 3.ike to have been, or that perhaps

would have been best.

So: Yu. Dance and Nr. Cantrell, as the project

inspector, and others really did the bulk of the preparation,

of that testimony.

BY MR HRWEN.

Pollowing your logic, would it. not have been

36

appropriate for Ke. Cantrell to have testified directly

before the Board, since he was in fact the most .emerienced

inspector, by your ocIn testimony, and by Hr. Dance's

testimony also, that the one person in the office who would

have more knowledge of the operating e-perience at-Brunswick

than any other person was ~r. Cantrell~

2'I A ('H.tness Long} Ue have a lot of people experienced
j

at Brunswick. Hr. Cantre3.1 is an experienced inspectoro Pe d

been in the Conm~issionr as Z recall: about ter. years. Kie

cloD 'ave a lot or people Kf?LQ:save been there Rluch longer

an that+ His az fi>iation iA>ith the Brunswick faci3.ity is
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about averag for an inspector. '.~e mininu.ze the time. But

Cantrell's recommenda'ion-: most of them,:Iould he very

significant, because he is the project inspector, he

coordinates a13. of the inspection programs at the facility
he's assigned to. That's the job oz J e inspector.

CHAXRMAN SHEATH: Excuse me. Could the Reporter

read back that answer up until now, please2

(Whereupon@ the Reporter read from the recoxd, as

requested.)

1D

$ 2

f8

2f

CHMRNiQl SIXTH: Would you p3ease look at Appendix

B of the testimony and give us a hettex feeling as to your

view of Hr. Cantrell's experience with Brunswick2

Do X understand your answer to be that regarding his

experience at Brunswick it twould he about .ave age of the

Brunswick inspectors, or it would be about avezage oz" the

inspecto'rs with z'elation to the plant2

WETNESS LChNG: We txy to limit the total length

of time that a man inspects at one facility. Xt's gust a

matter of polic~.

So he has not been there forever. He was at

Brunswick... X don'. know... probably about three years.

CHAXR'QH SHXTH: X'm tx'ying to clarify youz

answer. To me, it could he taken wo ways:

One, that his experience at Brunswick is ahcut

average of the mspectors at Brunswick during the relevant
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period, wh'ch j.s inconsistent wi& :ppendiz 3.

ilIT.'RESS LONG: i:!o. 3i<:, being ~'v~ project inspector,,

has spent Froze t me at that:.pci3,i cy He is ass wgned that

facil» '~ y~ But .&ere are p-obably about ?5 ox 30 inspectors
r

who ham inspected at that facility.
CHAXBlQJT SMITH: As a matte of fact, in Append."-

B you can see that on Bnmswiok-2 he inspected 21 times~

while the next most frequent inspections by'n insp'ector was

by Efr. Sul3.ivan, who inspected 15. Then after that iP. drops

down to 2, 3, 4.

Sim'laxly with Brunswick-l, he inspected. 12 cimas,-
'ut

in that instance Mr. Su3.1ivan inspected 3.5 tims

But I think by looking at Appendix-B, it doasn't

take much 'analysis to see that b1r. Cantrell had inspected

19

Brunswick-2, at least, by far more than anybody else —or

many»fold tim s more than anybody else.

5fZTNESS LONG: That"s right.: because many tim s

he'd be there with other inspectors. As the pxoject inspector

he sort of has overview zesponsibility for that total, program

20 Were.

CHAXRlRP. SMITH: So then your answer was that his

n~erience with zespect to his principal plant: Brunswick, was

average wiJ. other inspectors with r.=~peat to the»r principal

plant'
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CHAIRMAN SMITH: I'm sor~~~, M-. Hzwin.

PXTNHSS LG72G: The oth r point was that. ~:."e limi.-

t¹ total service, the tens~', of a project inspectox at a

facility. And Hr. Cantrell was subsequently reassigned to

another.

CEA KOBE SMITH: Yes, that.'s covered in your

testimony. Uery well.

Okay,-Mr. Hrwin.

BY NR ERNE:

$ 0 Picking up on the Chairman's question, would you

24

25

27

accept that in Appendix B, although you have not tabulated it
as such, or totaled it, that the total number of inspections

on Brunswick-2 i.s 1187 My math may be wrong.---

A (Nitness Dance) Xf X may, on the number of

insp ctions, some of the people may have been there duriing

the same inspection. Two or three inspectors may have gone

at once, and it would show up one time after their name there.

So you can't just total that number of inspections

in Appendix B.

Q Nell, then, why did you put the phrase, "Heier of

Xnspections" up at the topP

That's the number of inspections those inspector~

had been at Me facilitv.
Okay, then, however you define it there are 3.13

of'hem. I iv~an, you add up your numbers and do you not ge'
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11 0 P X mean X m using your phrase o .. X m 31ot inventing he

? phrase. " says, "Humber of Xnspections.'ov '+ care ~i"la

you call it, but are ther 118 of th m".

(Nitness 3~ong) . Zf yoy.'ll go.to ~ppendiz,

has Report Bumbex. The report numbers are the nuinber of

inspections.

Pine, X'm not--
CHAXREKM SHXTH: Nr. Em<in, are there 118'P

HZ''ESS LONG:

igloo

CHAXHLQB SEiXTH: Did you add them up?

HR. ERNXEl: Nell, someone who was working for me

did, and it adds up to, we think, to 118

'HZXHEHITSHXTH: During the recess let's add them

up»

NXTNESS LONG: That has no significance, because, as

Dance said., sone of the people went together, some went

there at different times. That's only a tabulation of ho+

many times one indivi@~a3. went. He may have .';gone alone or

in a group

BY HR» ERNXH:

Q X'm using your termii..alogy. X didn'0 say numb ).

of inspections. You said number of insgecti™ns an

Append,iz > o:. someb dy did X don ~ t know who pz pared

{t'7l-tness E'.uroEQ ) You 'e drawing tne wrang

Conclusion»
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3."m not drawing conc usions o- asking zor conclu-

sions, 3."m asking for a number. Then X was going .~o ask fir.

Dance, 7~x. Brcwn3.ee, Nr. Long or you whether or not 21 out oz

118 is approximate3.y one out of six.

A Those inspections could have been one day in

6 duration, or they could have been five. days in durationi or

7 even longer. Therefore, it does not reflect the actual

manhours of an inspector on the site nor particularly what.

9 he did while he was on the site.
$0 That isn', my question.

(Witness Dance) X understand your cpzestion. Cou3.d

f2 we answer it after the break? Or... excuse me.

CHAIRMAN SHXTHs Mell, at least to the extent that
it to"als 118, we'l decide that after the breM. But an

16

explanation is appropr'ate. You'e enticled to your answer,

but. the explanation is appropriate.

Are you ready zor the break?

HR. ZRNZN: X'm not disputing that, but X would

like an answer. X think I'fn entitled to expect an answer, and

20 then an explanation, and not an explanation and no answer.

CARMAN SMXTH: ',fe3.3., we don".t have che answer

now p but we vi11 have

DR. L-HDS: Let me say tha" iz the number of

inspections -™ or whatever cziterion —is not appropriate

after ve get the answer and explanat'on, but there is somothing
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else that is —manhours, minutes, manmonths, items a-™ however

:- u charact z:: . 't, 'en't ca=e: X wan'=" '::o "~now wh > you

thiclk is important ' -". this Boai.d to h ave in the'ecord N'4th

respect to interpretation of ~+e nwikez of 'inspections, now

chat this question has been raised.

Xf you think something other than n~~ ers is

appropriate, X want to know what it, is for drawing our

conclusions. X don't want this record to 33e deficient.

BY 71iR, ERNXN:

Q And, 8r. murphy, Nr. 'Brocrnlee, Yir. Long and Nr.

Dance, let me, if X may, pick. up on Dr. L eds'uestion:
hfould you tell me —would any of you teil me, or

all of you tell me, what significance you attach, if any

whatsoever, to Appendi- B, oz why did you in fact compile

Appendix B if, in fact, all Appendix B is, if X'm not

mistaken, is a statement. of the inspector of the CPK

facilities from 19/6 through 1978, and all it. sc~ows is the

numbers for Brunswick —it shows three different sets of

nm&ers:

(1) Brunswick Unit. 1

(2) Bmnswick Unit 2

t3) H. B. Robinson 2

And it has the n"-m s of 'nsp;.ctors and <~~e —what you ca.".1

e Ml'D>er 0f 3.nspections J%'7 $ 3.te ~

@hat significance do you attach to this Appendix
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in light of what you'va just told us? Zf, in fact, you stand

3

by vour testimony, then why did you put it in -the testimony

in the'first place?

(Nitness Dance) I thin': it is a very significant

Madelon fls5 matter which we will discuss.

15

18
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Nadelon
Lies 2NZL

ppbl break P

CBELKP~KQl SMXTHe Oo you vsan8 Chat 'after the

. l
Xo Chis a good point to rece887

NRo B16GN: Xf you mant to Leave 9.C 1'Q'e that<

it's fine v9.th me too.

CHAXEQRM. SHXTHa Mo, ve don'.C vant 'Co leave it
LiRe that. X gust mmt a logical time to break anG ve can

cQKR8 back to it+

HeLl, wee'll tahe a break. He'l take a'r'ea!c

10 because me have our arne reasons for a b eak.

R18C oL momento e

When',X was in Che telephone conversation with

, Chief Judge Xarkins, he adyta.sed= me ~t there-has been some

confusion be%reen. Che Buclear Regulatory Ccamd.ssion anG his

.court concerning Che policy with respect to cameras.

The official policy of the Huclear Regul'atory

17 'oamiission is that in our hearings a camera, either. stiLL or

moving camera operated frcm a stationary location using

available 1ight, may be used, Ham@ver, Chat, of course, is
subject to the ~le of the courC @hose courtroom me bo'rrav.

21 And Juctge ~kins advises me that the rule of this court

>Bd:ch he frisbee 'enforced in Md.s hearing >8.3LL ha Mat no

caE82 as %'7i11 be permitted 9 n the hearii1g zccme

Ba~r X did not C~ Co ea"ozca Chat ~e ~~~ li r
the morning because people s~era here wiP& cameras that
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mpb2 had nothing to do with Chem. But when we return from the

lunch break, it is my understanding Chat Che law enforcement

officials who have jurisdiction of this build~<g will enforce

the rule of this court and not permit cameras.

X also understand, however, if you'e stuck with

a camera —and I'm not sure about .this. X'm not making a

commitment- you S.nqukre on your own —but if you'e stuck

with a camera and you don't know what to do with 9.t, you

don't want to leave it out in the lobby, that the Marshals

and the building police will cooperate with you in checking

them or leaving them in some safe place. But this is

12 something to be worked out with the buiMing officials.
r

So when we return Srcm lunch no cameriis'ill be

'Q'~tted, and the rules of decorum ord~aily 'in'effe'ct in
'Mis courtroom with respect to demonsCrations and decorum

17

18

'an'cf'orderliness and silence will be in effect.
I

~ee 11 take break beginning now, and we e

:return at 1!15

19
- """ - (Whereupon, at lle45 a.m., the hearing in Che

20

21

" above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene't
" 1:15 p.m., this same day )
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(l:lS p.m }

vTbere upon,

CHARLES Z. '<URr m,

VXRGXL L., BRO>87LEH,

FHANCXS iT~ .LOHG

and

e,

$

0'iUQH C ~ DANCE -=--

resumed the stand on behalf of the MRC 'Regulatory Staff. and,

having been previously duly sworn, were examined and testified
f4rther as follows:

CHAXBMhH SNXTH: Ladies and gentlemen, during the
'4

lunch break X checked again with the Clerk of -the Courts

'about an amplifying syst: em. I had recalled that when we had

the hearing before we had the advantage of microphones and X

had thought it. was just, part of the courtroom system. But X

am advised now that this courtroom does not provide fo-

microphones and never had. any in here, and apparently i- was''

the Applicant who had rented microphones for our last hearing

and X was not. aware of that.

But somebody commercially went out and rented

microphones the last time and it hasn't been Bone thi~ time

so we'l have to just speak up and make do w'th wha we have

so long as we'ze in, this room.

To the panel, X overlooked a prelimina~> ouestivn
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this morning that began in the testimony.

Each of you have been interviewed by the Office

of Xnspector and Auditor and your reports of your interviews

have been filed in Volume 3 of the Xnspector's and Auditor's

.Report of November, 1978. Qu stions w"II be asked about your

interviews and as a matter of fact, already they have been+

so X am going to ask each of you if you are able to adopt as

your own testimony the report of the interviews as is attri-
buted to you by the Xnspector and Auditor.

Mr. Murphy, your report is on page 88 and 89 o

Volume 3 of that report. Your interview is on page 88 and 89

of that report. Are you familiar with that report?

NXTNESS MURPHY: Yes, in general.
'HAXRMANSMXTH: Have you had a chance to look at

it in view of the question X'm putting to you nowt That'=-

a little bit dif erent than just being familiar with it. Xf

you'e not able to adopt it, at this time X will give. you a

chance to look at it, and come back to you.

NXTNEBS MURPHY: Oh, this is Volume 2P

CHAXKfAU SMXTH: This is Volume 3, Mr. Murphy f at

page 88 and 89.

Yw. Dance is at pages 90 to 95.

~~ong is at 85 to 87, X be"ieve.

And Iz. Bro>rnlee is at 96 and 97.

(Handing documents to the witness panel.)
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eb3. CHAXKfiQT SEIX ii: I vill ask iz any of you nov

adopt as part of your testimony the report of your interview.

Please indicate. If you'e unab"e to do it now vhy ve".ll come

back to it latex.

HXTNESS NiJRPHY: ifr. Chairman, these interviews

extended for quite some time. OXE's J4r. Fortuna has smvznarize

probably most of the substance of Chose interviews, and here

I spea1~ strictly to mine. I am not sure Chat he has totally,
completely reflected the context oz some of the information

that I provided Co him. Xt is very easy for the reader to

draw inferences from som of the statements that actually vere

not intended.

I would give you a specific verse, -the sixth para-

graph on page 88, quoting:

"Murphy advised that he himself has

accidentally given incorrect hearing testimony which

he later corrected after reviewing his transcript."
On the surface it appears to be something that vas

rather carelessly done vhen indeed, I va'- referring to,auite

a complex case where we vere ma):ing some compazis'ons between

several inspection-, some of which ve had issued notices of
v-".Olation to the applicants g some of the othe. s Yie had not.-

and then in aiving oral testimony I '".ad confused:-wo ."n my

m Kd «or a «ev mMGnts and 3. aQ3.cate': and had g2.ven an in
corr ct answer to the Board s to wh=ther or no™ ve had ta>'.en
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eb4 enforcement action.

Xn just a few moments: almost inmmdiat ly, .X realiz

the difference and a few moments later managed to correct it.
Xt was not carelessly done.

And so it s this type ox th'ng. But the facts as

-stated thereIX would, say the substance of them are pretty

much correct. X have spotted no errors.

DR. LEEDS: vou've had a chance to look at these

10

prior to coming hexe?

MXMiESS MURPHY Ohg yes. Xt was refre 'hing to see
r

there's a summary statement and then there's the specific, but

these are not, verbatim txanscripts, sir.
DR.'EEQS: X xealize that. Thank-you, sir.
CBAXRMiQ4 SNXTH: Nr; Long, would you address the

15 report of your interview, page 88 to 89 —excuse me, 85 to 87?

NXTNESS LONG: X think X would accept it. Xt's

17 pretty accurate, as X recall. Xt,'s the first time X've read
't

in detail since the interview.

CHAXRMZ SliITH: Do s it go to the point. where you

can adopt it as your testimony, or would you like to have a

chance to look at it during the next. recess?

bXTNESS LONG: X think X could adopt it. There are

problems — A lot, of the int-rview had to do with our policy
in the development of testimony, but it really isn't necas-

sarily applicable to this heazing. Out X still adopt it. X
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see no reason why not.

CIIS IHLGBI SIIXT.I: Then Mr. Danae?

NITNESS DANCE: I would like to review "t during a

recess.

CHAXRIU'"7 SMITH: Hr. Brownlee?

NR. BPONNLLE: I'e not completely reviewed it. I
* would like.'to address it latex'.

I

CHAXK1AH S24XTII: Nell~ we'l come bacJ. to it.
I

Ofiay g Mr Erwin g we re back to your incfuirye

CROSS-HXE&1XNATXON (Continued)

BZ MR BRAN:

Mr. Dance, X believe I was asking you before the
I

break for lunch whether — X believe I was asking you whether

the numbers —what the number of inspections„- quote-end

motels shown on Appendix B was for Brunswick Unit l, Brunswick

Unit 2,,and H. B. Robinson 2.

.h,
,

(Nitness Dance) Very good. The heading under

Appendix B was "Inspectors Visiting CP<L Facilities." h'e have

tabulated the number of inspectors visiting hoch Bnm~~ick

and Robinson tabulated by the number of inspectors visiting
each site and the number of times each has visited "chat s'te.
Visited" means as part of an inspection tears.

Zf I may go back to tell vou what an inspection

tyoica1 lv .s a typical inspection mav be

LLR. ZRNZII::Ir. Chai."man, may I ask the witness to
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~ eb6 answer the question, and then if he wishes to amplify X'd be

happy to listen to him.

NT&iKSS MHCE: Very good.

You ze "ezred to a number of 118.

BY MR LE'Q.'l

Q That was for Brunswick Unit. 2. Z get 129 fox

Brunswick Unit 1, and 80-some for—
(Nitness Dance) Okay. Ne come up with those same

2D

numbers.

Ne identified 118 — Pell, the number of inspec-

tions under Brunswick Unit 2 in this Appendix B-.For those 118,

the 'cotal number of inspection that ve have tabulated —There

were 39 inspectors visiting 118 times. For Brunswick Unit 2

we have tabulated during the same peziod of time 73 different

inspections.

So there vere 73 different. inspection tours of

various sorts, of Bxunsvick 2'P

Brunswick 2 is 74, — Brunswick 1 was 73, and

Robinson vas 57.

So if you vere to determine hov many of that number,

of that 74 inspection tours any individual whose name appears

on this list would have —the number appearing after it
z presents +he nimby r of times out of that 74 that he had been

there, or the nuiiiaer of times in the c se of Brunswick 1 Gut

of 73 that he'd been deere'P
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That's cor act.

9 Okay.

So in Che case af IL-. Canhre3.3., he'd been in

Bmnsvick 1, he'd been Ch re 12 out of 73 inspections, xehich

is a'reater percentage oS the t~4 e, but a lesoer nm&er,

than the 3.29. And Mr. Cantrell mould have been there 21

tim'es out of the 74 m< spection tours in Brumwick Unit 2<

and@ of course g
he'cesn' shoe up on the —I don' be 1inde

he's on the Robinson 2 for one visit. =

But in the case of Brunswick 1 and 2, vMch 9e

vhat Nr. Cantrell is especially concerned about, the

numbers are 12 out of 73 and 21 out of 74, ks Chat right2

That's correct.

So he was in Brunsvicl 2 almost, once out of

every CMee inspection tours. 21 out of 74, that's not

quite, but almost one out of threes isn'C it2 That's for

Brunswick Unit number 2.

A Yes.

And one out of six or so for Brunedck Unit l.
Okay'

And c3.early in the BrunmricIc Unit 2 he vas

there more often than —'participated in more inspections,

in more actual numbers of inspections, whatever their rela-

tive importance, thax any oCher person.

A Than rest any other person.
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mpb2 No~~ to fo3.low up on Mr. Leeds'uestion, is there

another table —you seem to th9.nR that this is an in-

adequate —you Icnow, this doesn't tel1 anything. Hhat

would tell us something about inspection tours? '&/hat

numbexs —are there any numbers, either in man«hours or

any other way that would te11 us —that would help us

in attempting to quantify the relative familiarity of an

individual with a particular project?

A {Nitness Murphy) Kr Zrv9.n, could X try t'o

io answer that question?

The AEC-HRC has long been trying to develop a

12 system for doing gust what you say, determining the relative

j7

18

:imp'ortance of inspections. Xn this way we could go to the

other in the report that was referred to the Board this

morning, the Licensing Regulatory Performance Evaluation.

To date we have not, come up with a system of

attaching any relative significance to this within a

licensee or between licensees.

19 Ne have historically expected, a licensee to

20 'determine that they are complying with requirements. To go

beyond that becomes extreme1y subjective in any of the

systems that we have tried to use. He have presently

some studies underway attempting to give Qxe broad pictures

of comparisons between utilities and between faci3.ities.

The best that you can do is to go to the record
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mpb3 for a facility, rwicv ~Re facility, and put your veighC

to Che record 7<h9.ch speaLs for " tse3. fp if you v3.13. o HQ

have aude- no attempt to compare Ch relative oignifi'canoe

of @hat one inspector finds relative to mhaC another

'in'spector finds. One man may be at a site one day and find

'Mm'ighljr significant items of non-compliance.. Another

inspector may delve inCo Qn area and spend G vresk or so and

not "Exnd any,

(AH.tneos Dance) X~t me try to be ~ecd.f9,c to
" 'pour question.

The significance of such a list that wm find Ln

Appendi< B tells us that 'Hey, there hasn't b en one or N~o
t

or=three individuals inspecting that site. Ther'e have been

'ov'er'forty different people inspecting Chat site, each one.

So ve're not. totally dependent on Q~e inspection program

upon one individual.

"18

Each one of these guys, i'nspectors, is coming
Y

in and 9.nspecting'his own speciality. So it's a very in-

'depth inspection program.

Nov's. I wanted,to allude to gust a moment ago

.about, hey, what is an inspection 'pro'gram, typically an

inspection is one throizgh five days. Xt might var~ eiCher

2 c

way'. And you might say that -.ze could tabulate how many

days each one of these inspectors 1MB been at a 89.06 g that

"as a'ule of Chub —and X feel it's a conservative rule of
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~ ehl

3

thumb ™- that I could multiply each one of these by three and

come up with that man has been up there approximately that

many days. On an average I would .eel comfortable with that

number personally.

So that when we come up with the number of 118

for Brunswick 2 for the number of inspector days; X would

feel comfortable and I think with a margin to spare that I
could multiply that by hree and say that many inspection

days on site.

f2

Now from the tabulation similar to Appendix C »-

give you for Robinson the inspection numbers for '76 to '78

and also the days of the inspection. Now that doesn't give

inspector hours but at least, it gives the days of the in-

spection.

Mr. Murphy, you referred earlier to this Board

T6

j8

indication, Xicensee regulatory performance evaluation.

Since we just got it this morning but you did refer to it,
what was your relationship to this document?

A (Hitness Murphy) Th9.s specific document X had no

part in preparing other than that the input of the inspection

results from my branch as well as this other branch would hav

gone into evaluation reports. As I .said, the e have been

many attempts over the time pas to develop methods of

evaluating performanc of licensees as an over-all type of

thing. That's why we do not have what wo"ld be considered
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eh2 as a successful method.

Q Let me xe -e'ou to the individual site rec r.:

om the XE G.ilployee suz'Fey anl1 evaluatio?3 of .icensees Qf
April '78 in this document. There are no page numbers for

the individual assessments but on the Brunswick and Robinson

pages what, ox that information would have come thxough your

xelationship—

A The sunreys were made ox the employees at'egion

It would primarily be from those. I am not aware

$ 0 if they have been transferred away or not.

You are-referring Z.beli.eve to tables that axe

probably '.weighted on a scale of one,to seven or- something on

that order.

223
$ 5

16

Q

scale7

That would be about I believe a one-xcurth

Xf you will read the tezt assoc'ated wi.th that

$ 7
you will xind that those are not, flunking grades because

anyone that flunked would not be permitted to conti.nue

operations, i.f you will,
How how many people flunked—

Ho licensee has been shut down so I would say

that no one flunked.

Okay.

o everyhocv gets a passing grade. Is th"t riaht:

2'es. Zf they did not get a passing grade thcv
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would not continue to operate. There's a distinction, sir.
Pell, X said, "All right, everybody has got a

passing grade."

All right.

Q Z'm referring you ta the page on Robinson that

says, in Tab 6, it says, "Can narrative statements. of changes

in safety and other statements of consideration..

Who has been responsible for the drafting of

these narrative statements?

The individual inspectors were, as X understand

it, asked for opinions of the performance as well as the

rating. And the narrative statements would have been from

those interviews.

This is February, 1979. Xt came off the press

yesterday. And for Robinson it says "Licensee" —referring

to CPGL —"has made increased commitments to QA and QC,

Quality Assurance and Quality Control. Licensee reports

only those items that are conspicuously reportable.

Licensee impedes inspector access and freedom of movement

at site. No information freely given —only what is
required,."

And yet they give it a 2.7 out of seven.

All right.
The 2.7 out of seven was from the same

inspectors that made the statements. The statements
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themselves are not reported. Those ~mre opinions of Che

inspectors.

And you sav they'e not supported.

that book they are the nonsupported state-
'I

ments of the inspectoxs.

'l0

Xn other wards, Chose are taken anonymously,

if 'you will. But they were She opinions expresseid hy the

i.ndividual inspectors.

9 And you don't agree with those opin9onsT

A X do not Lcncer the basis for those opinions

'because X have not been —X do not @note which'inspecCor

made the statement or on +hat basis he made the statmmnt.

)3 Hell, X'm not asking Chat.

'l4 X'm asking you whether you agree v9.th them'P

A X do noC knew X have no basis fox an @nmmr

'to Chat question, sir.
17

19

You mean you do not Rnoar Mhether or not, the

'Li:censee —you do not knit whether CPGL has made an

incteased commitmsnt to quality asscmance and quality contsoly

3 Madelon 2Ofles
21
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Do you believe that to be true?

';TelL, =.ihen ve'xa going to a speci.f9c one X-'m

va13. avare that Gt a period of t~4 licensees, including

CPsX, have made increasing commitmants to quality assurance

"arid"iyiality contxol because they have been required to.
Q Do you believe that CPSL management in the

Robi'nson Plant reports only those items that ax'e conspicuous-

ly'reportable?

. A X have no experience with the Robinson Plant,
'lo si'ro

'Q Okay.

CHAXRKLH SMXTH: Kkms the record deumnstxate

the." page number Chat you'e reporting?

MR. ERIN: There's no page number. Xt'6 gust

unfathcanable. You can! t refer Co it —X mean 'you have to

20

'thumb 'thxough it. And it's not even —and the sites axen't
eVe'n in alphabetical order. There wasn't any Brunsvich

"in'he Bs.
~ ~

And they don't seem to be in any numerical
~ 'order', and they don't seem to be in any particular -» they
"s'e'em to be in some rough geographical order

HR. REXS: le. ChaixlMm, may X suggest that Qze

a~to'may far the Xntarvenors is reading f om +hat is Tab

'number 6, and the plants axe arranged g~~exally in the NRC

'-- order of HRC regions. And Chan X subdivided .
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yau'll find the BzunsviW P2,mt ~~6 the Robinson Plant as

the second group discussed under Tab 6, av.d Chat C>xey are

'in Region ZX.

MR. EK7XH: Mr. Cheixmmn, 24~. Reis ia correct,,

but'Browns Perry comes after Yankee Raze. Ther'e Xs no

'bbV9.'ous axdex ..
8 Xem'de2.1ghte'd to hear Cha @mt is Che o'x'der

'b'cause Chat vi13. help me in the future. But Xt's 'naC

JO .'manifest in the document. Xt is very helpful because ve

d'o:"start with Beaver V~~y and then go ta Yankee Roche, and

C'h'en start. vith Bro~s Perry and Brunswick is o'ver here.

CHAXRMhH SHXTH: Well, yau're reading', Chen,

'fram Tab 6 ~ The Board notification -«Che Xicens

e'aguXatoxyPerfoxmance Evaluation,= Pehrua~ 197'9, and I
$ 6 vo'51'd estimate that yau are xeading about, nine«tenths "of

f7 "th'e vfay through Tab 6 ~

sS
8 ~:.-~~ .r: ~

I MR..EKGÃ: X believe it would be more like

19

20

'on'-'third of the rmy through. Am I wr oacp
I

CHKXRMLJ K%TH: I'm talking about going frcm

"We'front Co the reax beginning at Tab 6 on its 'my
Co'Tab

'7. The data 'chat you "„ust rand appears about nine-

:CKn~ af Che may M~ugh.
~ ~ MR. PBNXIC: Tlat's not Che statement Chat Z'm

referring Co.
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9 322

10

MR. REZS: Mr. Chairman, if X may perhaps

clarify that, X believe that statement probably appears

tvrice. Hcerever, it is on pages that have the graph at the

top og the page., at .the top-third of Che page. And if you

'start with the graphs that start grading plants, it's Che

'22nd'raph

CHAXRMhH SNXTH: You say Chese are Tab 62'.'hat

is"the'ignificance of Tab 6?

>1R. REXS: Tab 6 says:

Xndividual site readings from X&E

'employee surveys and evaluation of Licensees,

" Aprili 1978

DR. LEEDS're you on the thing that'as the

'L'ittle'quiggly graph2

15

17

18

~ ) ~

H

. MR 'REXS: That's right
DR. LEEDS: Fantast', X found it.
fLaughter.)

DR. LEEDS: Maybe X'llpurchase a numberer and

19

2'l

number the pages.

MR. BEXS: Xt weald have been a good thing'o do

DR. LEEDS: X can't imagine your tabs survive~

the Post Office handling.

MR. ERIN: Does Mr. Reis happen to knov- he@

many individual sites, what the nmber is2

NR RBXS: Xndividual sitesP X Rncv there are
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presently 70 licensed plants.

NXKTZSS MUBPPZ: VG is Qxe Last amber tha4 X

reca3 Lg but this DING taken Garl9.ez' Sc X Con C RLQv hei'1

umny ad.ght have been invo3.vied. XC would have been, of those,

essenti'a3.Ly al3. of the plants that vore'peratfn'g at, the
.

- Mte'he survey vas Oaken' I ~

CHPDRMAH SHXTH: That's correct, 9.C appears both

—'almost to the rear of section Tab 6, where Mr. Bruin

states, X'd say 'about one-fourth of tha way through'tne Cab

is'you'dentified it. As X recall thi's statement has been

read 'in its entity correctly.

".' " ' Referring Co CEd.s table, as you siiy.,'u 'start

.with the rate "acceptable Loading", "acceptable" do'h'ey not;

on a -. -scale of one to seven2

l7

20

(Ãitness Rsrphy) I don't Ram< that X.have ever

ieen the Cable at arms length that you are referrQxg to.
X 'see,:the one fram this. But X am famil<~r with the Cating,

" Nr." Ervin. Xt @as a part of —there have been three '

differ'ent attempts to. evaluate licensees on three different
methods. 'one have haen concluded by Che HRC to be ac'curate

- 160&ods ~'a} ~f;
.The one rating is baaed on the camplian~

l

2 ecoz8 0 non™ccKQli~+ces of a 3 icenssQ o A second mSWcd
W

'x.odld he the numbers of %PM, L9.censing Amendment RopozCs,
1

C
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mpb5 into Che9.r severity and so forth, And the third one was the

)udgment factor of Xnapectoxs who have been involved in the

sites.'

The survey was a voluntary type of survey.'

'do 'not Saon that it represents all of the inspectois that

ver'e at a 'site or +hat specific basis, the point Ln time

~ 'an'nspector may have been at a sktey a goo@ stat'e3nent could

$ 0

$2

l4

15

hive been at a site that +as )ust.started undec@ay
eeuX'problems

had not been identified. A good statehent co'uld

'Jiive'.be'en at the encL of a plant close to licensing +hire
~ ~ 4 I

,'a'i'censee was in'all compliance. Acb~se statckahi could

'Se",ah@where along. the line depending upon an innpectoi's
~ ', 2""~viNual experience Zt could have been a result b'8 one

'or'"t4ra inspections or many ismpections

So it is very had% to msho a statement that you

'ag're'e or disagree with a statement that is in Chere without

19

20

'achting saao history in back of it Obnrtously the man +ho

- 'make's the statement believes that he is accurate in making

"his'tateneut And without Racming the basis for him maR.(my

Chat.'stateausnt X cannot agree or disagree specifically with

a sta'tement.

23

I can have a professional opinion about the

pe3;foxmance of a licensee, but that's a different story.

CHAXRMhÃ SMXTBc Mr. Murphy has indicated

Chat he is not the author of this report, He is not'
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mpb6 presenting 'it or anything else. So I see no reason why,

if you'ze going to examine him further, that he should not

have access to the pages that you'ze going to ask him,about.

Could you provide thatP

HR. ERWXN: Z xmas under the impression that he
1

'would have had occasiont if Che Staff was offering this
'this morning, that he smu3d have had occasion to refer to it.

CHAXRbRM SMXTH: Wall, you'ze not e'xamining him

to test, his compeCency on this zepozt2

MR. EKfXH: Ro, X'm not.

CHAXK~ SHXTH: There's no reason vhy he

shouldn't have access to it.
13 MR, ERWXN". Absolutely

nock'

cauld have given

f7

20

him my copy if I thought anyone @as trying to keep him from

hiving a copy.

CHAXRMAH SNXTH: Gant3Lemen, sometimes attorneys

may examine you to test your memory of a certain report, and

in that'ase you vouM not be given access to one. But +hen

a question comes up that you think that you need materials

to get a ~lete and accurate ansvar to, you ask for it.
NXTNESS MURPHY: Yes, sir.
X felt that X had no need to see the specifics

at any point in t~~ e or X vould have asked for the data and

e time of the review.

NXTMESS MHCB: Let me add to Mr. Mushy's
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This suey was on operating power p2ants with

shich Mr. Lone ann x ara in opera'-iona. Bc it's basically I

on our percentage in Reg9on XX, and not Me. Murphy's.

Tde have seon the draft of this completed

do'cument before.'nd the comments provided there at the

bottom of She page have to do with individual
inspectors'omments

made during this survey.. They published them all,
whatever She comrmnts were.

= When you get a team of something lance 130

'9nspectors, which we now have in Region XX, visiting a

poser plcGltg you 'e going to have some Hey, we have -issues g

with different issues with the plant. And those comments

p'xovided there are at least one issue from that inspector

at tha~ po9.nt in time when he made the suey.
Ne frequently get ccnunents that we have meetings

in.th the licensees to resolve.

20

25

BY MRa EENXN

Then X'l.l ask you~ 2fx' Dance:

Have you access to this document'P

(Witness Dance) CZAR have seen initial drafts.

Vwy X ash &L. N~a hy to pass you She document.

(Handing docs~. =nt.)

Fe see 9t Wis morning.

X 11 8 you cKga9n
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mpb8 The rat:ing is on a scale of one to seven, is that,

right?

end 3
, "adelon

3B fles 4
(m)

Zes g Q8 X UQC~GZSCQn6 9.C ~

jo

19

20

21
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loom/wbl
z., ' i'fadelon

X haven't coun ed the number of rating, si e

ratings that dere made g but presumably i c, 8 in excess of

it's close to the raunber that was.mentioned, the 70™some-plus.

.The rating fo" Robinson is 2.7 out of -70, is it nots

,That s coz'rect i

,h

Region 2?

Xs not that the lowest xating of any unit in

bIR.* O'HEXLL: Nay X ask counsel .where he'

referring to, and what ratings There is a numbex of differen

$ 0 ratings. There are seven-point. scales for a number of
~ ratings'. And it i not clear esca "tly what one he's

looking'f2

at, Zf he's looking at Robinson, 2.7, it says "Stringency

of requirements for site.." Pwd X'm„not at all—'aware of what.

that. means.

X think the question is somewhat misleading, and

we don', have any basis for that question.

PlXTHESS LONG: That would be my questioq. X

do not see such a.."opic,plac where there is a rating for
the worst site on. a scale, best or worst site on a scale of

one to seven. There, X believe, are two specific co<editions,

as 'X recall: familia-ity of the caters, and the other one

based on a seven-point scale is :s'"'ringency of zequ'rements.

One is less than demanding of other sites and seven is much

more demand'ng.
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Nr. Long,—

(Nitness Long) X'm not thxough.

Shat is your understanding of "stringency of

requirements for site" on the seven-point scale? Again, it
was your counsel who introduced this this morning.

CHAXRMAN SNXTH: Wait a minute.

Nr. Reis?

'f0

24

25

MR. REXS: First of all, X did not introduce it.
Xt was something that was supplied to the Board members

generally. Xt's not an exhibit.

Secondly, X don't know the materiality of this,
since we don', know who prepared, or we don'4 have the

person who prepared this, ox who made these comments. Ne

don't know how the seven people wexe chose who x'ated this.
Apparently the number of people rating the sites was only

seven. And I don'ee the materiality to the subject here

which is the matter of capability of CPGL.

DR. LEEDS: Let me ask a question, six.
You'e just given me —X don't have my ruler

20 with me, but it lookslike about an inch and a half to two

inches thick document which X expected to spend a couple of

hours going ovex tonight. Are you telling me now that X should

throw this thing away becausessentia3.3.y you can't tell anv-

thing about it at all?

MR. REXS: Ho. X m telling you this is a
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publ'cation of the ilRC and +hat it can lead to quest'ons in

appropriate areas for the Board ' inquiry e I don ' question

But I do Ques t3. Dn that i's slav'i~th2.~g
that "ou

should a k witnesse to comment Upon the t 'uth or non-truth

of examples inhere. Xt is som thing that. might lead to

questions but, it is not something that youmould dizectly

inquire as to the truth or non-truth of the matters hexein,

oz as to agreement or disagreement with the statements.

DR. IZEDS: That"s sort of a truism.'ince I
don't have a witness here I have problems with hearsay right
off the bat; isn't that so'?

MR. ZRP.'I~i1: Xf X may respond, Mx. Chairman.

(The Board conf rring)

CHAIRK&1 SMITH: Mx. Reis, as I understand, you

have not offered this document as an exhibit.

MR. REIS: That's right.
CHAZHR11 SMITH: 1'ou qui e cleax.ly stated that

you do not offer it in support of your showing in this case.

And we asked you if. you intended to base pxoposed findings on

it and you indicated no.

As I understand it, you offered this to thy Boazd

unct' general desire of the Commission to bring to the

a tention of ~he licensing boards: appeal bo~zd3 and t":: Co!L-

m'"sion matters "'hich can have relevancy and ma'=ri-.'~.ty to
thei considerations
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MR. BEXS: That's right,

CHAIR~LAN SMITH: That's the;"4aguxre zequi.remelt,

and 3.t was there adopted Qs a C mmis82.on po "'y

MR. LEIS: That's r ght.

CHAXK1M SMITH- And that's all you'e doing.

MR. REXS: That's all I'm doing.

CHAXB~IAH SMITH: You'e not sponsoring it, you'e

not. vouching for it or anything.

MR. REZS: No.

I would like to point out, that in Tab 2

particularly there's an indication that the Commission would

not vouch foz it or sponsor it; it, is just information col-

lected by the Commission that they reel the Boards should be

aware of and might lead them in '=he'r duties to ask questions,

to raise issues, to raise issues and ask questions.

CHAXE687 SMITH: You'e going to explain a little
more thoroughly, are you , Mr. Long'P

WITNESS LONG: X would like to nake one statement.

In Tab 3 I think it pretty well says what my position is,
and the vast majority of the people that I know who have had.

experience rii'ch this report.

MR. ERIN-'Mr. Chairman, might I ask--

CHAI&QN SMXTH: Just a moment. I'm going to give

you an oppoztuai "y to cross-exan'ne on this report. Byi:

before vou have tha" opportunity I want to mat it clear ~no's
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responsible "-or it, what they say about .'t, and then we '.~ill

have a cross-examnation which is more maaningzul.

8e have a procedure at the ¹2C which i now

under evaluation, in wh'ch the Staff is required to ship ofz

to the Board almost anything they think just might have some

bearing upon their responsibi'lities. -And they 'don't send

these documents, unless they say so, in support of a particular

position, they just bring it o our attention.

This is outside the normal'adjudicative process,

it's outside the requirements of the Adrainistrative procedure

Act. Xt is an extra thing which the Commission has imposed

upo n the Staff as an extra element of safety.

How we'e going to give you a chance to cross-

examine. But we'e going to first make '. clear to what

extent the Staff sponsors this report and io what e::tent it
doesn'.

NR. BKVIN: I would like to enter an exception

to that.-

C~M~ XRNM SMITH: Nell state your exception.

NR. ERNIN: Ur. Chairman, I believe I'm entitled
under the proa.dures of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

ask questions of these witnesses.

:1R. EF'ill: 2nd the 'ast cuest'on that I askea

was whether or hot G.} the page rela Qg to = . RQ10inson pl~"j'
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wb6 the numerical rating of the -- of stringency of requirements

was not 2 7g and whether or not, Chat was not the lowest in

Region 2. R>d X did not. ask whether or not any or all of

the members of the panel agr ed oz disagreed arith that rating

or the signizi„-ance of the ratirg'. X don t believe we had

even reached that issue.

CFAXRNB~% SNXTH: That's fine. And your question

is pending. There has been no objection to it. The question

is pending.

20

22

Let's get control baclc here.
F

Xn the meantime Ae discussion has meandered off
into the extent that you can use this report for cross-

examination. And the idea was that this was a-staff exhibit,
and X'm trying to establish that this is not a staff exhibit.
Then when we get this all done X hope you get back to your

27

29

question and get it answered.

NR. EK'7XM: Mr. Chairman, X did not, say it was

a staff exhibit, but what X did say was—

CHAXRbM SHZTH: le, but it was stated, and X'm

)ust trying to establish that it was not a staff exhibit.
We will have a thorough record when we know to what e "tent

these witnesses can testify about this report and to what

extent the Staff is sponsoring the repor . Then X think we'l
have a thorough understanding.

Now do you have anything else to say or. this one
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wb7 point '"Ir Lo~ gP

)g . l'tg)TEg~c''%TG cou;.d ~.Qflx e~is ~ 'ch~ 5 ql~e' ."-on i

C~>'3"'c~3 =IXT'~" 'J'ou" r~ x~-c'v ~o- his q!uest .on.

NXTH ~ SS LONG: To the best of my knowledg= ':,h..

str'ngency requirement was based on the licensing —th

restriction, or. the str'ngency of licensing, requirements of

one plant versus another. Robinsin is a very old nuclear

plant. Xt is by far the oldest operating one in our region.

jo

X don't know how it stands nationwide. But its tech spocs

, do not compare, in my opinion, with tne stringency of plants

licensed much later.

DR. LEEDS: Nell . let me make a comment, b&.E~in

Xf X could refer you to —fortunately it i
numbered —page 5 of Tab 3. the rating sheet. X think if you

look on page 5, Tab 3, Question No. 15, it seems to be the

one that generated che answer in those tables. X don't know

l7 that that's so, but they'e talking about stringency of
r

site, and then they talk about the 'NRC requirements that chis

site must follow. And there's a rating, one to seven. Xf

you'd take the time to look at that it might. help.

i'. ERÃXM: gggn, X'm pot disputing this, X'm not

saying th's is a rating. X've not been heard-to say it today

that chis was a rating of anything other han what it:"~uracrts

to say on its face, X m asking vhethe:" the numbe s -- w!|e'i ler
inz.s zs what i'- says, whether 2.7 is +4"- number tha" ape=~"~
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wb8 on this page, and then whether or not 2.7 is the lowest.

nuaber that appears in this, under this.
3 NITHESS .LONG: I don't know. I don't know that

it's the lowest nvrnber because I haven't txied to find the

3owest number. Xn our region it may be, but X'm not really
that- sure either.

CHAXRYdQf SMITH: Mow.until we get on a little bit
better organized basis — The round-table method sometimes

TO

works, sometimes it doesn'. Ne're degenerating noir into

confusion.

I want you to xestate the question, and X want

f2 objections to be made formally and the basis fox'hem stated,

then we'l wait fox the answex'nd then star™~ .again.

Ask your question again. And if you want to

object to it, object to it.
BY MR. ERNIE:

Q X would ask any or a.".1 members of the panel —I
18 will ask Mr. Long the f'irst question, whether the stringency

of requirements'or site on a seven-point scale for Robinson

after Tab 6 is not 2.7?

(Nitness Long) Xt says 2.7 on this page.

9 Do you know, or does any othe" member of the

panel know, whether any other plant in Reg'on 2 has a lowez

numerical —a lov;er arabic num"er attached to this, to

stringency of requirements for site, than Robinson?
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',fb 9 NB. BEXS: M„". Chairman, X'object on the grounds

of mate ia" ityo

First of all g don'c understa)d any ae're dis-

cussing other p'ants.

Secondly, and perhaps moreimpor "antly, the

stringency of requirements is not an issue in this proceeding.

The issue is competency of CP&L management, and their
management capab'ity, not the stringency of requirements that

'JO

f2

the 19HC might put on . And this is apparent ly s tringenoy

of requirementsof the license.

X don t 'see'~~here the questions are going or

+here they are material.

CHAXE&iAN SMXTH: The problem is, the explanation

of the s'gnificance of the seven-point scale is not, apparent

on the face of it, and it is not yet apparent in the +itness
'nswer.You'e anticipating their ansNer< X believe..

17 Reme))~~sr., tee started with a new question.

So X'm going to overrule your objection. But they

should have an opportunity to e:oo3.ain how this rating vas--
ho+ this scaling +as arrived at.

You may answer.

NZTKSS klt3BPHY: X do not znav the answer to your

questl.on@ sir ~

JlX~ihHSS LGi~JG: ZQ mv Qp'Qn7 ~In tho 2 ~ 7 '» o»ab 0 ~J

a fa3 l va>ue o Bu X 'pi2 ght ate it a l2 ttle higher tean to)at e
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2 a lower rating, a 3.o:.-.r neJ.er, than Robinson. And i 'irould

E'm famil'ar with "he Yankee-Rowe plant. En the book 't has

C
guess that that s correct g because Yankee Rowe is oldex'c=n

then Robinson.

BY hR ERWXIC:

Q Hould you accept, l|r. Xong, that there are only

three other plants, Big Rock Point, Humboldt Bay and Yankee-

Rove, that have lower ratings?

<Nitness Longj E would say there are not many

$0 plants older than Robinson.

Q Now would you accept — Do you agree or disagree-

DR. LEEDS: Excuse me, Nr. Erwin, X have a

problem with your quesCion. X'm not sure we got an answer

to your question. So as to make me x cord clear, you said

rating of plants, and X thought X was read"'ng in here — This

$ 7

ks- stringency of requirements for the site. And E think
0

rating'of the plant would be diffexent than stringency of
.requirements for a plant. That's what my problem is.

s gQ

CHAERQQ4 SNXTH: There is another pxoblem, too.

He didn't answex your question. Nhen you ask a question, make

22

sure vou ge" a response. Xf youp don', ask for a response.

He simply did not answex your question.

Zf you'e happy rrith that answer, okay.

BY. MR. ERPG."i:

Mr. X,am~, do you agree or disagree with any.ox
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ls wblo

2

all— Xn order to save time, do you agree or disagree or

have any opinion xegarding any oz the matters narx'ated a"

the bottom of the Robinson page which a e:

"Licensee has made increased commit-

ment to QA and QC.

6 "Licensee reports only those items that
axe conspicuously important,.

"Licensee impedes inspector ace'ess and

freedom oz movement. at site.
"No 'information is freely given. Does

only what is required."

(Witness Long) X agree with the first sCatement.

X disagxee with the second statement. X somewhat agree with
14 the third statement. X disag ee with the last two.

16

Nr. Dance, X will ask you the same question.

CHAXHNAN SYiXTHs Excuse me. The statement that
you somewhat agree with is "Licensee impedes inspectox

18 access...."

19

20

WXTNESS LONG: Yes. That has to do with security
requixements. X believe that we impose many of the require-
ments that they in turn use to impede our access.

CHAXRY>2l SMITH: X just wanted to make sure X

matched up your answex'ith the statement. X just wanted a

point ox reference.

WXTNESS LONG: Yes.
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~ aber BY NR. ER'CABIN:

Picking up on that, ~lr. Long, is there any other

plant in wh'ch a narrative statement —in which any

narrative appears that the "icensee imoedes inspector access

and freedom of movement at .site?I'R. REXS: X again object on materiality. The

question is not other plants, the auestion is CPGL, and I
think we should focus on CP&L.

CHAIRS SNITH: Tn' is H. B. Robinson. This is

12

15

$ 6

a CPaL plant.

NR. REIS: I know, but the question was are there

any other plants, meaning all the plants reported in this

book where freedom of access 's restricted or-where there is
comment on freedom of access.

He're not concerned with other plants; we'e con-

cerned with this one,,plants run by CPaL.

A7 CHAXBHAN SMITH: Nr. Erwin?

2i

MR. ERNIH: Nr. Chairman, the witness has stated

that he partially agrees with this but he went on to state

that he considers that the impedence to inspector access and

restriction of freedom of movement, at the site was related
'

in some unspecified way to requirements of the NRC.

X asked him whether ne was familiar with whether

or not anybody e."se in any other, plant, any other inspectors

at any other plant had objected to the licensee impeding
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eb3 access or xestr'ting freedom of movement. I think that's a

legitimate question to follow up on his response to my first
question.

CHihXRKQ! SMITH".Mr. Reis'9

MR. REXS: You'e asking for—
5R,. ERhXN: He's the one who referred to Yankee

Rowe. He made the compazison.

MR. BBXS: Ne're asking for negative inferences

on hearsay regarding other plants that are not being looked

at here, and it gets quite removed. In other words, we'e

supposed ta— what they 're asking foz is an inference from

not saying something an some other plant of people who are not

here and who are not witnesses.

17

CHAXRMN SMITH: I think we'l allow him ta

answer this. The relevance is theze hut it is very strained

and very remote, but it has ta be a judgment call and I'm goin

to allow him to answer.

18
t,

T9

NXTNL'SS LONG: I do not know if there aze state-

ments on other plants. X haven't read all the statement- at

the bottom. But I do not eithez know of any case where we

. have had other than minor impeding of inspector a- ss.

Whenever this question comes up I hav - fcund 6'at
it somehow involves the L'censee's interpr"tation of his

Isecurity reqm.renents @hi"h are very strong on the .metier

of acc ss control. 2nd the NRC people have provided no
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exceptions to the regulations and that's the reason fax it.

At Least that's the reason Chat the Xicensea implies to us.

NXTNESS iiURPHYt I can answax specifically. Iast

weak I received a call from an inspector at another facil'ty
who had been denied access because ha didn't have

px'opex'learance

for access

Na went through the motions~ got the 'proper

clearance for him, and ha went in . Ha are x'equired to ob-

serve the regulations just as anyone else iso

CHAXK4hM SMITH> Hr. Dance, so you jcnow who this
~4

inspector is who made that comment2

12 WITNESS DAiCCEc I think it's four or five dif»

ferent inspectors. Each comment may be one man, or maybe

14 one inspector making ona comment or two comments I don'

know g no e The surveys were taken in conf idence. They were

16 taken confidentially by the survey team

18

WITNESS XQICG: Xt isnot unusual in a facility for

inspectors to complain or bring this question up+ Nhen I
19

20

2'E

go there to a site it doesn't bother ma to be held up for

routine access control because I don'0 go that often, But

those inspactox's who go frequently feel like valuable time
I

of the day is lost in routine delays over accesso

BY MRo HE44XHc

H". Lang, you previously stated that a number of

men have testified regarding Appendmc B —a number of
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ah5 i inspectors have inspected the Robinson giants X believe the

number if 57 is i not?

{NicJhess Dance) V1JJP.c.'s the number o» 2.nspec&onso

42 is the numb r ox inspectors. X'm sorry, Xsn't

that correct? Xsn't that what's tabulated?

fo Right

42

42 people.

And they also inspect other'plants< do they not?

Yes

And they don't )ust inspect plants that belong to

OPAL, do they?

{Witness Long) That's right
0 So we'e not— Since this survey its conducted

in confiaantiali y encl the names ot the commentators mere not

kn'own, would you not expect to find other comments to the

same effect about other plants if this in fact ware only a'

generi.c problem relating to security requirements?

{Witness Eiurphy) Sir <

A {Mtness Xsong) Let me answer if you w lip please ~

X would like to SCate that to my knowledge~ Chere

! are not any two similar security plans at >ro difforent
l
I

sites ~ Every one Mat X havo coma across is diffe"cut> and
1

M, was my opinion chat the Bruns~sick security p3an was mora
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~ eh 6 stringent than others. That was only an opinion at .the time

X honestly don't know how it stands today»

But you really cannot make a true< honest corn

parison of the security access control at two plants because

there is such a vide spectxum of conditions that stilL would

have met the security regulation reguireIaents

(Witness murphy) lM. Erwin, in NHC's Region XX

0)

310

10

$ 2

19

20

we xecently issued lettex's to licensees identifying to tham

specific individuals to them that would routinely be coming

to their plant in order to incx'ease —decrease the access

time of those individuals in passing through the security»

Ance I think that, this in itself shows that there is a generic

concern about, if you will, wasting time in getting the people

thxough the access controls and to make it easier for this

type of thing.

So there have been some civil penaLties issued

on matters of security The utilities ax'e rightfully very

sensitive to the matters of security. Ance )ust because we

~ are in HRC and offer a set of credentials, they willnot

bypass their security plans to speed up our access.

The fact that someone made a point of it at one

facility and not at another, it is a problem generically,

or has been.
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There's a gxaoh or a plot of points on each

of "'~ese individual plants, is wxeze not, ~ppe>-.>:~g at 4"a

top of Me gage fo each plantP

I'l address that question again to'jib» Dance

(>U.tness Daucej 'Res< there is».

All xight.

How that plot has various rating categories and

they include, do they not, over-all safety, attitude hoteard

safety~ cooperation with NRC, technical competence, quality

design,. administrative control and operations," 'emergency
I

planning, radiation control safeguards, and quality assuz

Correct

Q Now whexe de Robinson and Brunswick fall on this

plot between acceptable and e-ceptional, most if not alX, of

these rating categoriesP

15', REXS: f4@ Chairman, X object. I thhak the

exhibit —or the document, i 's not an exhibit,> but the

document speaks for itself, I think we'xe just wasting time»

2 '50 na

There are a great number of questions which the'attorney has

asked, that the exhibit be recounted or read, and it seems

to just. fillup tho transcript The evAibits speaks for it-
self

Let him wk his questions. The docuraaut pcaLcs

for itself, and not wk what the document says,
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~ saba CKiXBtS& SL1XTH: The document is not in evidence

Let's begin with that as a premise. Aud apparently it is not

going to be in evidence at all, unless the Board— X guess

if we examine so much on it we may have to put it. in, That

creates additional prob3.aeons because it certainly is not

reliable evidence So he's going to have to restate enough

in the question to make the question make sense to the wit

nesses and for the record to explain what has happened.

X guess truly the problem we'e facing here,

10 21r. Reis, is that somewhere the Commission has elected to

alert the Board to a series of anonymous statements and wnat

we'e supposed to do with this information is beyond me~ I
just don't know.

One thing we can do with it is to allow the

End NRB
HEX fls ~

15

17

19

20

Xntexvenor to cross-examine se we'xe going to be xather

liberal in allowing him to do it.
X do have one obsexvation to make, though He're

sitting here on a big pile of testimony where we have eyeball

witnesses who raise problems that are equal and more serious

than the Staff, and I hope that you'l take advantage of your

thorough cross-examination when we come to .tnose testimonies
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MRo EPT0Xw>: Mx. Chairman~ I believe ~sr Murphy

has sta"ed that thexe a=e three ways in which to compare

plants. He's also sta. ed: I believe, that all operating

plants today meet acceptable crit r"'a, I m a[temp" VJÃ„ to

cross-examine them as to the relative nv»~bars of non-complianc-

'in Robinson and in Brunswick, and the LER's at Robinson and

Brunswick, to see whether Robinson and Brunswick fall in the

spectrum of operating nuclear powe plants.

I believe I have the right to do so, and believe

it's very material and directly relevant to the issues.

CHAIR?IAtT SMITH: Neat would vou have done if this

repozt was not submitted to youV

HR. ERIN: I would have asked M'z. =-Murphy and Mr.

Dance and Mz. Long and Yw. Brownlee what the comparative

numbers of non-compliances for Brunswick and Robinson were

f6

)7

'18.

in relation to other plants in their region.

CHAXBMW SMITH: This would have had, some

relevanc to theix dixec testimony?

EK. ZRNXH: I believe it would.

CHMRNM SMITH> Yes, X believe so.

ZRNXN: I mean &fr. iluzphy stated that there

nave been three attempts to quantify this problem, and none

of then was successful. But apparently all three of them

have been pu out for some purpose, fox'ome meaning.

CHAXR&hVH Si~sXTH All ight~ I'm just pointing out
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to vou that we'xe going to allow you to cross-examine on this

report su'-mitted to--
rm. ERNXH: X believe -f the witnesses frere not

so defensive about it, that we could get through with it
very quickly. Py qu stions, X think, are very brief.

MR Q "HEXLL: Mr. Chairman, X'm almost reluctant

to introduce another problem, but X think X must.

Ne received a copy from.Mzo O'Reilly some weeks

ago of a document that purports to be in most cases similar
$0 to this one, that apparently was sent to all licensees, again

saying it was a preliminary study by the Commission. And the

l3

document that we zeceived again had the graph that counsel

was zeferxing to for Robinson and Brunswick, aplong with the

other plants.

One of the things that concerned us this morning

was that when we compared the graph that was being looked at-
and it*s the one for Brunswick, Docket Number 50-32S, which

counsel X believe was referring to, along with one for
Robinson, we note that it's a completely diffezent graph, and

we have no explanation whatsoever o«Thy that graph was

changed, even though the numbers which suppozt it underneath

that> the rating, is exactly the ski , which demonstrates the

unzeliability of anything in this docu~~nt fox pu"pos s of
this reco-d

These witnesses have already stated that they did
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not prepare this report, d-.c=y are unfam'liar with it, and,- as

a matter of fact,'t~ey have criticised it and sai» i 's
unrel ab~. 'o "" And no'7 T. thin'~. tha4 ")e have a '"Gal problem

with counsel asking a direct question as to how does

Robinson ox Brunswick fall into this acceptable-ta-e::ceptional

plant, when we have two different graphs, both of which have

been sent to us by the Corimission.

CHAX&fAN SNXTH: Okay..The witnesses can make it
clear that thev" re not basing their answers based upon &is
graph, if this is the cas

What. Mro Eayin has done is he has demonstrated his

questions are appropriate, in;my view, under the direct
witness testimony 'of these 'witnesses, even without this.

Now, if this report should remind him of some

questions he wants to ask, let him do it.
Everyone is on guard. But the Boar+ does not.

regard this report, the way it stands right now, as being or

reaching the level of reliable, probative and subs tantive

evidence. Xt's only being used because of Commis ion policy

which requires the Staff to alert the Board as to a po sible

area oR inquiry

Ãe Q ust got it@ wa haven ". t read it, and we 'e
going to e:ercise our discretion and a3.low Hr. Hain a

reason~«le amicunt of cross™e,.aminatioa. Ard I da think that
he's correct, that 'f people wil3. just give accu"ate and,
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responsive answers to his questions about this report, we'l
get on w'th it, and then we'l go on to the dirac." written

3 testimony.

Xf you don't know, say you don'5 know, and we'l
go on'o other matters that you do know.

WITNESS 51URPHY: llr. Chaixman, we,axe aware of the

jo

f2

contents of this zeport. Ne az also aware of the methods by

which it. was obtained.

Ne are aware of the experience of the inspectors

and their varying backgrounds.

Vke are aware of the differences in requirements on

the licensees across the country.

This report„or a version of it, was placed in the

public document room some weeks ago, and received wide

attention of the media.

18

There are recognized problems with it that ha:~

been pointed out to the Commission. As an example, the
I

spector that commented on the plant in Region V'as probably

never seen the plant in Region IX~ Andf therefor+@ there is

20 not a standard of comparison that he has used that would be

the sacra as used at other regions.

The requirements on the plants differ vastly,

primarily in the line of ti e age ox the plant.

The panel, I don't think, has been trying to

avoid answering the questions. The panel is having great
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d" -f"OQltty in knowing the severi Q'f t"le problGT~Ts and trying

t0 ma-'"6 a 00'apP risen - (>i1en 821ere az'e unquant ified <1aziaL les

tl1Q,t are irsvolved o .:. le SVa) Jeoti'V~~'1esS Of ..te ~1t8'CQCtors „ t-se

differences in tl1G requirements tl:en;selves on tree plants,

and tl1e dxfferences in the pla1sts s2?emselves z as well as the

human. traits of those people at the plants.

Xt makes it very aifficult, Yes, we can verify
that a neer appears on the page~ but to b= able to say

tl'.a~ that nu~.e'er has any real meac1ing to us, an8 that Ue

sQPPozt it or re3ect itg we are 3ust not ir} a Position to 60
h

CHAXBIRN S'JXTH: Ask your questions.

Was thexe an answr„.-r to you-. last question?

MR. ZRNXN: X don't even remember <shat it was.

X'll go on.

BY NR. ZR1'1ZN:

r'1- . Murohy, you earlier stated u at tQ.ere were.

three attempts ~vithi@ the HRC to quantify the co~i. arative-
ve3.l, vould you restate for me what you said earlier about

three different attempts within "he NRC to quantify whatever

it. was you thought they were attempting ta quantify?

(Hitness lfurphy) X tron't ask tb~ Reporter to go

bacJc. X'll tv~ to recall it.
Tv.ere llKLvP beet1 i"Gree " e iJ106 'vrc~o ~ 'd a"-1+ QD

I

to some use in '.rq<-h.ng to quan"i:.y the .erfozv~~ce of l"cense. s.

this report is Qe result of one of those methods.
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wel 6 The other one uses a ¹rm "licensee event report."

All plant technical specification - and the regulations

2:emselves. require +>at licensees report cextai~ events.

These vary greatly from p2.ant to plant. Xn

general, the more st ingent requirements are on Che never

p3.ant.s, and the less stringent requirements are on the older

plants, which maLes it hard to quantify

Some plants report almost anything that occurs,

if you will, to be on the safe side so thev don't get a

citation for non reporting. Others reporC Chose mattexs which

they consider to fall within the realm of the reporting

12 requirements, and it is their responsibility to determine

14

the reportability of a matter.

And then the notices of violation. Notices of

violation are written up against regulations as implemented

by the commitments made by the licensee. These commitments

are in their SAR's for the most part and vary greatly from

plant to plant. Therefore, the non-comp3.iances wi3.1 vary

greatly from plant to plant, based on the fact that they axe

being held Co different standards~ if you will
So each of the three systems has some serious

flawso There has been a proposal made to Che Commission that

a lengthy study be made —an a tempt be made to take the

best of the th-ee wor1ds and come up with a system of

evaluating the performance of lic nsees on a relative basis.
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That has not been done as yet.- and, in fact, Commission

approval has not been obtained, to mt> h~o~rledge, as yet to

have the study performed e

Z would like to get on the record vhere Brunswick

and Robinson relate in Region XZ on these three< &e non-

compliance records, the XZR's, and —if you can simply ™-

A 'ir, >re do not keep comparative statistics on

Don campliances g to my knowledge j nar do vs 'keep comparative

statistics an LBK's, to my knowledge.

Therefoxe, we do not have a method of comparing

licensees relatively on the- basis on non-campliances or ~+R's.

0 Mr. Long, do you keep any record af the number of
non-compliances on the individual plants within Region XZ'2

(%itness Long) Ne keep statistics on 8:e numbers

af non-cnmpliances, but, we do not compare th m.

Neil, if you keep statistics on —if you know how

many non-compliances there were at Robinsan, and know ho»

many there were at Brunswick, and lmovr how many there were at
any other plant within Region XX~ then you can say where

Robinson and Bruns»ick lie within a spectrum of the oDer

plants within Region XZ, can you notP

1Io. You can'.
(8xm=s 'diphy) 71r -'z-n one of th

Por Whatever pzobati~j-e valuep

One of the stud'es Rat was made, K-.. Enin,
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ind'cated that there was a strong correlation between the
II

number of inspection hou s and the nuiWer of non-compliances

identified, without giving a relative value to the non-

compliances themselves.

also under ™ab 6 there is the admittedly anonymous

)0

comment. on an inspector in regard to the fact that "licensee

.reports only those items that. are conspicuousgy reportable."

So if we were to take that comment, we irould

assume that, the numbers attached to Robinson would be more

likely conservative than liberal, would they not?

A X don't know what the man vho made the statement

was attempting to convey. Xf he had stated that the—
What did he mean when he said that 5xere were—
HR. HZXS: Your Honor, X object to asking the

15

16

witness what another non-witness meant when -«

NR. ERHXH: He just stated wha the—
BY MR» ERHXN.

$ 8 9 Mro Murphy, you recent1y, just a few moments ago,

you stated that somewhere in this report here is a statement

to the effect that there is a correlation between the number

of inspector hours and the number of non-compliances?

(N'tness Murphy) No, X said that there had been

a study ---X don't, know that it is in that report —made, that

dicated that there was a correlationl to an extent, between—

What did +3>at study reveal'P
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from the study> other c".han '8-e fact that the numbers

of non co"..ipl3.ances could nol De used Rs a method g Qy 2.tself g

to compare performance of other licensees.

Q But the study indicated that the number of. non-

compli.ances rose when the number of inspector hours rose,
I

is that rightP

,X said that there appeared to be a correlation

between that ~

I'm asking what the correlation was. Did it rise?

meath. s~ey

There seemed to be indication that the numbers of

'on-compliances increased linearly, ar somewhat linearly,
with .the num>er of inspector hours And that was a study.

Does that hoM true for Brunswick and Robinsonl'

do not 3mow.

3'eclat is the significance of that s;tatement or

study to you2

A X have not drawn any conclusions from it.
Then may X ask you why you mentioned itP
You asked about a correlation, a comparing of

licensees, using the numbers o non-compliances.

Q 2'es, but you still have to draw soa~a conclusions

from the + Lucky?

A That is not one„of my tasks: and Z have not dratm
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any conclusions from it. I am aware of it.
Nr. Long, you said earlie-- today ti.a."' re@i!irement

in a construction permit was a dxa tic action, is that correct?

{Vlitness Long) Por me „'-o recomm~md one would have

to be drastic< or vexy unusual, because in l6 years I have

nevex done that, nor seen the need for it.
Have you ever known of any other case in which it

has been done in the construction permit?

I imagine Licensing ha, conditions routinely, every

IO day, but X don't th9nk they add too many based on our

, recommendations, because we don'8 outguess them vexy often.

So Mr. Cantrell's recommendation to Mr. Dance in
l977 was actually a'request for you to do something you had

nevex done in your entire lG years of experience with the

NRC and its predecessor, is that right?

A Nell, the request wasn'c to me, but if I had

received the request I would not have made the recommendation,

IS and I would have explained to Mr. Cantrell why I was not

making such a recamn!endatS.on.

But I was,not particularly directly involved in

3Lnd yet you stated that you receive up to 20 memos

a day, and that this particular n.emo requesting an action that

you had neve" taken in 16 year., you didn't rememu'er?

A No, I said I get as many as 20 notes a day. I'ra,
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ca~~ing about hanQNritten notes ~ '"s was not What eve call

a Demo g 7.t 'e'ras

1 don ' care what 3.t was ~

Zt was a very informal thing, is what I'm getting

-at. X, get lots of infoxmal notes evex~ day. All of us do.

7

Bow many'nformal notes have you got recommending

to you that. a licensee have a condition put. on his construction

pexmit?

I don't think X have ever received any.

But this doc~~. nt by Mz. Cantrell was such a one+

was it Got?

26

I said X did not see Yir. Cantzell's note.

You'e sean it since then, haven't you?

X've seen it since.

tfouldn't you describe it as such a one>

Z would handle it no diffex ntly if I—
I didn't ask you that. X asked you whether or not

28 it iras in fact a recommendation to irrpose a license require-

ment on the—
Xt was a recommendation for an entry or a part of

the testimony package,'and Z would not have included i.t in
the testimony package. T. mean even then X don't think I
would have - put i" in the testimony package.

Z may have considered it, zom hindsight. zeal ly
couldn't give you an honest ans:rez.
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Now, when you said drastic, why is it drastic2

Why would it have been dra-tic for you to recommend the
V

condition?

Because it would be non routine, and X would have

to consider all other facilities, precedents, and that sort
of thing.

You say all other facilities? What do you mean?

Anybody else at the same stage of pew~it issuance

of operat.ing plantso

f0 g Other utilities and other plants?

A Yes

So you would have had to compare ahe plan that you

were considering this action for in regard to another plant?

15

l8

20

{Nodding affirmatively.)
Ox all the other plants in Region XX at that stage>

is that right?

A Nell, X rrould have at least had to look to see if
there were ether s&nilar problems, because we do that with

specific problems, we do look at our ezperience in other

facilities.
You do compare them?

Specific problems.

Yes. You don't treat any given plant in isolation,
do you2

No, but we never compare two plants'erformance.
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Ne don't take Plant '"2" and measure it. against Plant '"B."

K'gh p. Qt look '" == problem ~n a co~~,:.~anent ~n ~~

sy. tern p oz a testy or 6 7Aanagemen" problem@ and many 0f these

things aze similar. But the plants certainly are not

necessarily similar.

Q Xn~ other words, you compare trees, but you Qon't

compare ::forests, is. that correct?

A That's your . . . X wouldn't say.

Now, you wez the one th'at used the wczd "drastic."

liat would it have required for you to recommend such an

action on the part of the Licensing Board?

Knowing as much as I think X know about CPSL, and

many of the facilihies, as much as I recall that..X knew at

that time, the long years ~hat X have worked with CPaL,

directly familiar with them and their abiliti.es and capabil-

ities., T. would have been pretty shocked i.f l found real strong

evi.dence that theze was a major management weakness in any

area.. X would have been quite shocked, because X have kept

'p with that facility, that utility, for a long time.

Z have inspected them foz quite a number of years,

: 'and X am quite familiar with thei.z activities years before ~

cara to Re Commission. They have been in the nuclear

busi;Bess longex'han most utilities
~ ~

Many y~vr. be'~re

.Ro~inson they were involved) or:manv of tneiz key people had

"been involveQ, in nuclear plant operation.i
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X just have a strong confidence in the people,

knoving what. X know about many of their key people and,

background, conversations, inspections X"'ve had with them,

and many meetings that X've participat d in. X have not ever

felt concerned about. theix capability.

And that'ould outweigh any except the very most.

unusual recommendations about, qualifications..
And yet, by your ovn words, your most experienced

inspector —X mean you stated he had ten years ezper9ence—

IO reconmended just such a drastic action in a note to a

subordinate of your, and, you did not consi.der it. so unusual

I2 as to pass on to this Board„ or to take any action regarding

it. at. the time2

As X aid, X did not see the note at. the time Xt

IS vas a long time later that X saw this note.

X was avare —and that's all that X have stated—
X vas aware of concerns about CPGL management qualifications
and coopex'ativeness, or some other general feelings. This

Ig was not unusual. X'm aware of these concerns at several

20 facilit9.es.

A specific recommendation for incorporating

something 9nto the license did not come to me at that time.

CHAXKQH SVXTH: Nov, that question, in one form

ox another p has been asked and an~rered, by my count, three

or more times.
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'WITNESS LONG: Nr. Chairman, I'd like to make

one statemep t

I feel like if we are still —and X presume we

are off this —but—
CHMK98 Si~lXTH: (Sat does that mean?

MXTNESS LONG: The performance evaluation thing~

But X believe that «- I know Z do, and X think the

rest of us feel a little bit awkward in defending the docu~~nt,

because X personally never accepted this document. I don'

f0 think the Commission has endorsed it or accepted it.
Xt's something that, was done as a test.
So we have never really attempted to defend or

contradict the doc~~ nt and its contents.

Z've spent a lot of time on it, and I can'. prove

or disprove almost anything looking at it. Xt really is not

a useful document, from my standpoint, as far as I'm concerned>

for evaluating anyone.

$ 8 And X believe in the front of the book the

Commission makes it pretty clear in the statement that they

,Con't discredit 3t,, or disown't, disclaim it+ but I think
it does clearly state th t this was a type of tzia1 system

that was used. because the Commission felt a need for being

ab1 8 to make some col'Aparison Qf performance~

I never was at all satisfied with counting

non-compliances, because X can —in fact, X could use an
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example at Robinson, ix X wanted to, and a real good on

m gox~lG'o . Zoo.i at a 7'Qn compliance g X can call soiviething

an infraction at one plant or a non-coHlpliancoz and X can

go over to another plant and they m~y hav one 'nfraction

or one non-compliance, and one ox . hem aey be absolutely

unimportant, but it's still classified as still a non-complianc ~,

but the other one may, in terms ox the effort. that we'e

required to put into it, and. management problems related to

it, may be many times more significant.

And the same applies to an LHR. Everything that

happens at a plant is —X don'0 of too many things that

could be excluded from the LER reporting system.

X remember, at least. at the Robinson plant, there

was, way back there, one LER related to pump seal failures

that was probably —you could just about take all the other

~MRs that happened during tb~ year, and they wouldn'5 be as

impo'rtant as that one. But statistically, there's one XER.

CHAXHMM SATB: Yir. Long, perhaps this would be

an appropriate "ime to clarify for the record our rueotions

about the significance of the HUHEG-0366, which we have asked

the Staf f to present to us p fox 1977, ano. X have a part of

a copy of HUHEG-0366 foz 1976 here.

X yironQer " f X coul d hand xt to youp and vou mignt

look at i~, and <~'en perhaps «ou can give us an z-,.lanation

of:shat this is, and what does the Conmcssicn Qo with this
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inÃormation? Why do they publish it?
X ~ox it.'s out of context, but X think .che

pezcentages stated chere are percent of LERs by plant compared

to all plants i~> the category fox'he x'eporting period.

l0

Are you familiar with tha'c xeport?

(Docunent handed, to Nitness Long.)

MXTNESS LONG: X'm not too familiar with it, but.

X have seen some of the data that. vent. into the x'eport, and

it really is... it's someth'ng that... X hate to use

the vordu but more related to reliabilicy data> data

collection, than it is to plant safety.

Xn other ~rords,. a certain component fails so

many times. Each plant- reports it one time or more. And

certain categories of incidents occur.

Naturally, if everybody in the country has one bad

type of instrument, or one bad, poor quality pump, or something

3.ike that, that failure, or failure of that device may occur

frequently at many planes.

Xf only one plant has a bad one, that plant might
I

look bad in the statistics on that particulax component,

because it came from a bad supplier.

And thac's about a3.1 X nave ever gotten out. of

chis typ thing.

CP~RKli S1KTH: Could anybody on the panel he3.p

us with the purpose of Rat report?
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Xt appears that each year this document comes out,

apparently, and divides all the reactors, operating reactors,

into BQEs and P~~Rs, and it calculates all ox the ~Re and

se s forth the pzopoztion that each reactor has had as a

pere nt of the total.
On that particular document 'you have there,'t

seemed that Brunswick —which Brunswick is that, Brunswick-. l?'

NXTMESS LONG: This is a boiling water plant.

CBKXRlPN SNXTH: Bzunswick-l has—

50 7lXTt&SS LONG: Brunswick-2 ~

CHKXHMAH SHXTH: Brunswick-2 has a rather

substantial proportion of the LERs for, that year.

HXTNESS LONG: ~lell, .we cah—
CHMEBN SMXTH: Xf you can't help us with that—
HXTNESS IKRPHY: 'Nr. Chairman, X don'- <hink that

t8

we can really provide you the background information that
~iould make zeal good sense of the thing. X bel'eve .Lhat it

J

is put out as a, "Here's the information, and if you can

'make use of it, try."
X can'ee that a utility. that is having a problem

with a particular system may g t with another utility that

appears to be having problems with the same system~: to see

i,f their problems m y not ba
common.'a&

XI'MXTii: So/ as far as vou Macaw no L3 censxn">

actions are .taken based on this report?
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NXTNESS LONG: I" has nothing to do wi& licensing„

as far as I know. Ho~r, they may uti3.ice the figures in

$ 0

evaluat'ng and making safety analyses of certain systems

whexe the e seem to he a lot of probl ms.

But this xeally is a statistical data. There is

a rather compxehensive form for evezy event.. Xt has a lot
of statistical matter, in classifying &e event. They just
take all of these, feed them into the computer, and then

tabulate Me occurrences.

CHAIR'KH SMITH: A3.1 right, would you pass that
report along to counsel table?

NR. ERIN: I was going to ask same questions

about it, anyway.

CHAXRP227 SKETH: It is one of the official
15

$ 7

Commission publications. I%hen I get it back, I'l read it
into the record, and the parties may take —well, <re will
take official notice of it, and the parties may cite it in

$ 8 their proposed findings, absent. objection.

'!9 MR. ERMINE Mr. Chaimmn, this w9.11 appear in—
these taro tables will appear in the record?

CHAXRYAH SFXTH: Nc 'll just put that in the

transcript. As a matter of fact, ve'll just. insert it into
the transcript, which would probably be the easiest way,

because it will be coupled with our discussion at this point.
So @hen I get it back, we'l take official notice
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of it, insert it into .the record.- and we also have the 1977

ve '3 on oC trav aha Le I t aMsk c76003 Q go J lito t~ 'cor4l am &see

p 1sa>cie t3 Ee; because Chat; as 'ecala: sno"itic a ~i'i:event

breakdown .of report~~le ev nts. Xt shows Brunswick to be
a

quite favorable.

But we'l put thera in. back to back, when you'e
'one passing it along.

The purpose of raising it now is that I just want.

to e ta'@lish that this panel cm't really help us too much

on it, and, in any event, it doesn', function in their
licensing procedures.

HXTNESS XCNG: Ne don't use it at all.
MR. ERNE.. May I ask a auestion, so-that it—
CHAIR?997 SMX'Ma. Yes.

SY ?%,„ HRhIM:

Hay I ask whether or not, Mr. Kong, the 13.70

shown for Brunswick-2 in his table is not the highest value

for any plant on the document?

CHAXREQN S?RXTH: VTe13., don't spend much time on

that, because it dces speak for itself. You know, it's more

than double, I think, the ne..t one.

HR. ZRPTXN: That's all I wanted '"o—
NXLKBSS LONG: The thing 's, reporting requirements

vary across the, hoard, and—
CHAXP2D?i~ S?IXTH: Mr. Long, I can answer that questi
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as well as you can. X mean,, you knower, ''s right Chere, and

Chere's no use wasting Cime on Chat. XC'3.l be zighC in the

transcript, Z'ight he e.

1W. EBNXM: X don'C have any othe" auestions of.

this panel.

CHAXRKQl SMXTH: A11 right.. Nhy don'C ve tale a

Cen-minute break.

(Recess.)

Madelon X3.

10
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Madelon
~ms NBL

c8 mpbl

CHAXMW SMXTH: Does the Attorney C~neral have

"eros's-ezanination2

3 MR. Fl"-HS: Ho, sir, no at Chis t~~o.

CKXXRMBN SMXTH: 2~m. Jones?

NR. JOKS: Mr. O'Nei2,1 is handle>g the "cross«

'ezahiLination of this panel,.

MR. O'IlSXLL: Thank you, Zr. Chairman.

BY MR, O'NEXLL!

X'd like to direct the first f60 'qiiestio'ns to

the'panel at large.

X note that Appendices D„ E, and P do not have

l7

a column that is'ntitled Xtems of Hxhmordinary Merit and

Praise, or words to that effect. Do X take it that this is

because the focus of NRC Xnspection and Enforcement inspec-

tions is in identifying deficiencies in lie~sees'ctivit-
"ie's as ccmpared to regulations and technical

specifica'talons%'Witness

2tu~hy) That is correct: it is mega'-

tivea

19 And therefore of necessity and hy desicjn, 'is it
20 not true thar, the XGE inspection reports discuss any

deficiencies which it'ndght identify2

That's correct.

0 You do not have a policy of identifying things

pn that 476 might consider to K18 praiseiforth j'2

'silat is correcto



9 And on page 26 of your testimony, the statement

~"
I is made, "eginning with line t.'~ro and parentj"..et~cally:

"(These 'reports, incidently, appear Co the

layman to be very negative toward Che li"'ensee

since they highlight problems and do not empha-

size areas of good performance.) "

Xs it fair Co say that when you QSEGr Co the

Excuse mo.

l5

Page 262

That's correct, of your panel one testimony,

Okay.,

The parenthetical statement beginning on line 2.

Yes. I have found it now.

When you refer t¹re to Che leman, is it fair

20

to 'say Chat you'e really referring to anyone who is not

famil'iar in some detail and experience with these XGE

inspection reports sufficient to place the findings in
perspective compared with that kind of experieri'ce that would

. he gained with some familiarity2

That is correct.

Are your docket files on a licensee composed

primarily of Chese reporto, these Xa™ inspection reports

and the licensee responses Co those reports on any particular
lic'ensee?
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mpb3 Oux docko fi3es are composed of many things,

including every piece of coz espondence. BuC the pr~4 ary

th2 ng that we have in theme our inputs Co Chem p 'are the

inspection reports and the documents related Qo dmse

inspection reports;

So once again, when you would go Co the 'files

10

to prepar'e testimony concerning events that happened in '75,

'76, or perhaps. earlier, most of the.infonnaCion in the file
that, is in writing would he negative o advexse comments

'=and you would have to xe3y on your mmmry to present positive

examp3.es of 1icensees'erformance.

Mould Chat generally he true?

X would state Chat the inspection-reports that

1-'3 Che person reviews reflects the findings of Che inspector

at Chat particular time, and without zegard Co the Cone of

Che report.

l7 The xeport i,tse1 tends Co he negative. Hhat

Che'ev'iver would see mould he the insp ctox's findings,and

what is important to him would he what are hi's findi.ngs.

Hell, 1et me xephxase my cassation,

NS.th respect to your role sometimes in prepax'ing
\

testimony, if it invoXved events that were at some time in theI
l.

past., 9C i's perhaps easier Co f9nd examples of deficiencies

2

26

. in licensees"" p xfo~ice because it 4s already in your file?
That's correct.
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~Thereas you might have to "ely on youx memory

to conjure up'ome particular examples of good perfoaMnce?

A Ne do not keep records except of "the inspection

fizidings which are, as X have said, somewhat negative.

Nr. Long, in your 3.6 years, as you mentioned,
X'be'lieve,would you say that. there has been an evolution of the

Xnspection and Enforcement program xrom what it vas pre-

Robinson to what it is today, and.perhaps that evolution

might be growth?

A (Mitness Long) There has vexy definitely been

an evolution. X mean, gush in numerics alone in our organiza-

tion, obviously ve are much stronger, a much larger organiza-

tion.

Our people ax'e much more experienced. He have

many years of expexience in inspecting. There's a tremendous

16 advantage in inspecting more plants because you can--if you

find a problem at Plant A you may also'xpect to Kind it at
some other plant.

19 Xn numbers alone, back in the Robinson days

20

23

'X imagine ve vent from less than about a dozen or so

inspectors to over 100. The licenses in terms of thickness

~ X imagine have doubled or tripled in thicMess,'he typical
license.

The cpxality assurance program, which is a very

basic part of the regula+ion process, has developed and
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matured. Nore and more people ~~ e becoming ezperienc d in
1

QA Brea ~

9 And this has, X ta1'e it, been accompanied or

perhaps dictated by growth in regulatory requirement's by

.which - you inspect the plants.

A Regulatory requ3 amass havs ~m. Security,

emergency pl'ans, many things have grown with time, pM> Q,c

pressure, more thorough comprehensive safety eva'uat&ns,

'fo'r many r'easons.

Xaoking again at the operations side of your

'program, Nr. Zing, in general would you ex@set a 19.censee

to he more'ately to he cited by your inspectors for

operations-related non-compliance during a start-up period

than, during other periods of this opmation?

A X thiPJc, during the ear3.y —the fev months

fo11owing licensingt the numbers of non compliances it Q

"more''a technical.ity than anything else. Xf it's a non-

comp3.Rance, that's what it is, regardless of whether it'
19 ma)or or minor. That's not the issue.

20 But numbers -'- X th&dc the record would show

that during the first fan months of operating v9;th a ne:v

license there rmre more non-cenpkiances.

Zsn't it also t=.ue that your inspectors might

be more 3.irately to cise a 13.cGQsee for non 'complLQQCGB Shen
l

there is the implementation of a rat< regulation? You mentioneP

I
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X don't f~~ow that it's intentiov~~l, but any new

regulation or new.r qvixement ultimately must be inspected

for compliance. And if the regulation, as an example, is
not very specific in some areas, there axe probably going to

he 'so'me interpretation problems. Nhere our. people ca1L then

non-compliance they are non-interpretation. The licensee

may not feel 1Q:e the requirements maan specifically what ve

'th3.id: they mean.

And perhaps philosophically would you'gree that

f3

- the"inspects.on and enforcement. program is part of the inter-
action and educational process of a licensee which flushes

out the specific implementation of nev regulations to inhere

the licensee and enforcement agree as to what the corda mean

on the new regulationP

That really— The Licensing Office I believe gets

17 more directly involved in vhat the regulations real3.y mean,
I

and"there probably axe some problems that, ve have in inter-

20

preting them, as well as the utilities. Ãe have had problems

sometimes in interpreting Che neaning Xn those cases ve

axe obligited to go to Licensing to find out what they eaaa,

22 'as wIa11 as the licensee.

Perhaps oftentimes it isn't necessary to go Co

Licansi'ng because your office is able to work in combination

saith'the licensee as to what these regulations mean Xsn't
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eb2 that often the case?

tiono

iso, X Ron't third that we osould work an accommoda-

'Nhat ve really look for is "omething that me can see

is a generic or MRC position. That"'s <shat X look for because

if X see something pop up at, one p3.ant, X vaunt to make sure

that that's the pos9tion we have when me go Co th next plant.
r

And c~hen things are black and white, and a lot
of times they'e not, we can make. findings and X think v9.11

be p~etty uniform within all fac9.litchi.es. There ar'e some

areas rzhere we may not he full» uniform, particularly where

there 9s considerable variance between licenae imposition

or the technical spec9.fication.

X guess the thrust of my creation-,- Nr. Kong, is

2G

that. it's 'not blac1c and white of~ and one of the <says in

which the ambiguities in the language often are fL'usher out

9.s that there is a finding and the 19.censee v9.2.1 agree to

comply 9.n 'the way that the inspector has found. Arid that

wi11. then become ho+ that regulat9.on Ls interpr8tect. And as

you ment9.oned, he td.l1 then apply that, to She extent you

can,'niformly to the other plants that you 9.nspect.

dould you agree wi.tI. that statemexitT

X don't think that would he too noel, too

rrv

routin . Z imagine it wouM happy, hut Z Con't Chink ve

40016 IJcMlt to Use aha» QS Qe e o e

r

9 Tfr. D~ace, you mentioned that Brunawic!c vms net a i
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~ eb3 trouble-free plant. Xs there such a thing as a trouble-free

plant in your exp rience in the context in which you used it
far Bx~swick?

(Hitness Dance) X think all plants have differen

problems. Xt depends an She personnel; it depends on theiz

equipment; it depends on their procedures. Ne see a certain

amount of problems in all plants that we eeek to resolve

the issues normally.

At the time in question that we axe reviewing

Brunswick, X think we had more than nodal.

9 You'e saying at the time in cgxestion That'

referring to what period of time2

The time covering ted.s hearing. -Me'x'e talking

about the time frame of '75 to '77'n that time frame

'f6

17

Can X imply from'hat statement that you suggest

that that condition no longer exists at Brunswick where you

might refer to some txouble2

A Xf you'e asking me is Brunswick a trouble-free

29

20

plant now, E would say No> we still have issues. Re think
'\

the issues we have done have been addressed corrective

action has been talcen, and ~'xe on a good upward trend.

9 But again, as you used the term, you wouldn'

say that any af your plants axe trouble-free in your region2

A No

tK. O'NEXLL: X have no further questions.
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CHAZP~GDC 81'4 ~ TH Ne R,Qnot Cake 9;nto account '>n

Gl>~ orQer of pro enure' 'uppose the lest >Pa~ ng ~ o Qo
I

~~oulQ he for Che Staff tc >reit for ze8irect, so. Ce spa~,-

un il a Cer the Boa"8 asks its questions.

MR. RES: That's perfectly acceptable Co me.

EXAMXEKTXON BY TBE BOARD

BY MR BRXGHT:

9 Mx. Rang, X'icke8 you eut because X noticed at

one time you vere a branch chief ef Operating Reactors and

noir you appear to he associateQ arith Constructs.on.
-'" A' (Nitness Xeng) Ho, sir, X staetu6 'eut @is

'Censmuctionand Chen to Operations and X'm gust Cemporar9.3.y

:rea'ssigneG.

A1X, right.
So you have"experience in both.

E~srienca in hoth

9 Just 'for my e6ucation, wuubX you try te te13. me

the difference betmeen what an inspection amounts Co 'and what

axe you 1oolcing for, an@ various types of areas Chat you gat

into, contrasting Che construction and the operating'ypsa2

A Yes.

P3.rst, xfe always Chink oP. Chc urgency as Che

major significance between the Gum. Zn Cha operating plant
j

obviously Che p3.ant must ha maze right ncnl Co continua

operating or start up, and Chat, Cypa of urgency is not m
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~ ~5 important. The ~e frame is much more prolonged in the

constzuct2 on phase o

But we hava essentially Cwa organizations or twa

programs for inspecting plants~. One major pragxam covers

the entire construction peziodgeven before the permit is

issued we inspect, mostLy in the area of quality assuxance

fox construction, the capability of the utility to manage

and handle the construction program

The inspection people in construction axe of twa

types p one a pxoject inspector much the same as we have in

the operating area. He coordinates and sort-af has oversight

xesponsibiD.ty for the project He does some inspectionp

particularly those in management-oriented areas Like QA

1.4' pe@grams and training and that, sort af thing, qualificatians

)i7

of peoples

The construction bxanch also has quite a number

and quite a wide variety of engineering or specialized people

18 in vcLzious disciplines y the civilg Kschani cal p e1ectzical

S areas, seismic~ soils and Chat sort of thingo They axe able

20 to verify the adequacy of voxk in almost all areas of con

.g5

2P.

stzuction.

Then following their vozk is usually a one-shot

type of thing Zn other words, it follies the construction

along from excavation and concreting, early concrete, through

the containment structure, installation of piping systems~
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eb6 the electrical system„ aad on up thxough the comp3,etioa of

3

the plant, as things changa and the specialisod effort vax'ies

sligM1y with the status of the plant

)g7

8

~%bout a year bexore the issuance or Me time that

the license to operate is due, our inspectors in the Operation

Branch become involved ia the preoperatioaal test program

and they verify the adequacy of everything related to opexa

tion, safe operation of the plant, the operatincf procedures<

$ 0

the txainiag and qualificatioas of personnel< radiological

programs, eaviroamenlhal progxams, security programs> all these
I

things that must be ready at the time the licease is issuedo

')3

Ne sort. qf give aa okay on it when we'e
satisfied to issuance of the License Xn other words ve agree

that they are ready and capable aad qualified to coaduct

operations o

As soon as Chs license is issued tlley then must

240 37

78

have authority to load fuel HE pick up Gur Operations

Branch continues under aa operations progxam,. the iaspectioa

20

of all of these factors oa the basis of compliancei Thon it
*

~
>'s

a matter of compliance because everything fx'om that license

date on must be done ia accordance with the License aad With

those regulatioas goveiaiag the operating
plant'e

have pxoject iaspectors who Likewise manage

or coordinate the inspection pxogram for the assigned facility+
Ne also have — About half of the operating people are
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semi-specia3.ised. They are not in We eagiaea"iag oz those

~ .'>"C

disciplines but 'a fuactioaal areas suM as operating pzo

cedures or fuel loading, fuel handling, quality assu";ance,

many things that happen —oz occur zoutiaely,

Aad Che big difference theze is tu 4~e opezat.~g

~ Q

p2:ant this program is cyclic. There aze orderly 'aauual aud bi

zlaaual t>Jpss of inspections procedures that QG doo'hey
recur aad have some periodic frequency.

1

As X said, the urgency of the opexaCiag inspection

$ 0 results aze so much more pronounced'e have to take some

pretty pzompt action oa'things that ve feel are advarse

That'. brief, but .

X keep scieing quality assurance coming up all the

FiL time aad X personally have a little difficulty ia distinguish-

iug between quality assurance construction and qual,ity

assurance operating o

!7 A To be hoaest, X never did Like the term applied

je to operations. Hevertheless, the Appendix Bt PaW 50 has

".

ZQ'learly baca identified as a requirement at bohh Che operating

plants and plants in construction ~ THey are Chs The quali

assurance criteria are mora easily recognised iu coastzucCion

activity but iu We opax hing plant it may ba better to think
c

/

of it as a management cont~3. system for operations

2"c There is a diff@rant operational QA program. Xt

is made up especially for opercLtioas ~ Xt does about the same



~ eb8 thing- Pox'xample in an operating plant you are definitely

going to have design problems, assurance of design, the same

in construction. Procurement must-be followed in the operating

2~289 ™'8-

plant as well

Many of these are the same They really are not

different~ But the difficulty in understanding is the

quality assurance is purely operational matters and there ax'e

license requirements that sjddrass these~ as well as certain

standards< hÃCX and other standards thit address one equiva»
'' lent x'equix'ements in parm of the license+

But it is a management system and X.:would agx'ee

l2 that it is difficult to see the similarity pureLy on the

operational

g Nell, would it be faix'o say that, in tsruus of the

difference between the two, that you would have quite a bit
more flexibility'in deteanining what would come under some kin

T8

of quality assurance program in an operating mode rather than
a

construction where you have many codest standards< and approv

procodures2

X think in construction it is more clear what the

21
progxam is applied to Xt may be you would need more

flex'ilihy

in adapting the QA program to the operating plant

~a 5

~ 412

Xt's not, as clear cut I think it's pretty well spelled out

from custom, fxom practice in the industry Xt is not too

difficult to establish what is applicable to the QA program+.
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Something else X've been wondering abouti You'e

t'Qgion XXo

68

And there are '"iva regions over 'hhe United
States'eso

Q X've heard a lot of words about comparing the

reactors in question with othar Ragion XX riactors X'm )us@

curious as to hcw much interaction among the five areas~ hmt

much cross-fertili"ation of ideas there is~ Xs Chere any

t'0 way that. you have of being able ta, say, compare the way

the boys axe shaping up hera with the way they are out in
Region V> which is quite.a dish@ace away2

A Xh is more difficult, than it, userl Co be because

Chere are so many inspectors ncw, we can'4 travel as much

bzitvesn regions, obvious3.y That. has baca curhailed~

Nba we have done is inst.igaCa more periodic meet-

ings bet;veen She supervisors.or the branch chiefs where they

X believe iC's hypically about <~ice a year,'sn'0 it2 About

gg

'P2

P~r I
C

z5 I

Niice a year the branch chiefs,'onstrue@ion or oparationsp

: geC together and they go over this, and then we have many

enforcemen coordinators+ Each region has an auforcemen4

coordSLLa4oro His 3ob is pcLv~cularly uniforHLLCy bsCHBGn LEG

regions Aud their ob3ect. is Co see drat one regs,cn isn'

enxorcing in an a"ea where another region is not,, that ~Ma

same general weight, is applied to certain typas of
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non-compU.ances between the regions.

They have very frequent meetings where they dis

cuss what's going on and look at everybody's results and sort

of compare Sham

Q One last thing; the good old learning curve

processe

You undoubtedly have learned quite a bit from

going from Robinson ta Brunswick to Brunswick 1 'and now

Harris Shan the time comes to, really start taking an in-
terest in the adequacy of the operational aspects of this

plant+ do you th~~ you'e Xeixned anything from this2

I mean it sounds like a ridiculous question but

A I think we have+ X know one thing-for sure< based

on expauience, and that is that Harris 1 villbe inspected
J.

probably much more by what factor I wouldn't guess 'but

it vill be much more heavily inspected than Brunswick, and so

was Brunswick inspected quite more heavily than Robinson was+

Ne are growing, gush like the utilities growing in number of

clients. Ne have more peoplet people are getting sm~usxo

20

2t

They are becoming moro efficient, hopefullyi

Ne are. finding areas that ve need to dvell on

or change our efforts in certain directions, Ha're getting

some order like that, Neat X mean is we want to put them

on a par where the safety problems are and where the concerns

have been And that's gush what we vill doo
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'I

g ~

Ile have means Pox adapriag our MspecU.on effort

2.n chat mLQnQ ~o But ~ ~™»s QQ3 ce a YA~y opGx'a'~onM1yo

'

constzachion inapections of course have bean undemay at

H~ziso but that is still may down the broad zor operating

13.censss y

M. the appropz'its Lima va vil3. defiuiteXy havo

-a'ery st ong effort applied Chme~

"end MPB 5 I -HR.. BRXGHK': Thank youi.

NRB Sls

b 2b

l2

2Q
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CHAXRYiKH SNXTH: X notice Mz. Emrin w~s summoned

out of the zoom. Perhaps we can take a moment to go over

some, procedural mat t - zs g hoping he vli1 1 return ~

X understmd, Mx. Tzowbxi'dge, that CPS'~ would like

to install some sound equipment in the room. And so X thought

9.f we were to adjourn, say, at quarter till five that would

give them— X understand they must'be out by si::.

MR. L'RONBRXDGE: We understand.

We also understand fox this puxpose it's quit

possible a few minutes extra may be allowed. We antic9.pate

it won't take more than an hour to install 9.t.

CHAXRNM SMXTH: So 9.f we adjourn at quarter till
five crill that be enough time, do you think?

MR. TROBRXDGE: That'l give us time, as X undex.-

stand it, for installation of the sound system.

CPNXKGN SNXTH: All r9.ght. Then we'l plan on

oux regular schedule of starting at. nine in the morning, which

X will state'again when 'Hr. Erwin gets back.

Mr. Erwin isn't here, but he can get it from the

transcript.

The Board—Nr. Reis, X understand you had no

othe ~ optS on but to produce this document to us thxs

morning. Aad nothing we are saying in any ~ay s'Qgg-sts
criticism of you 3ut h~e 'e simply not happy with this
Siluation ~
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wb2 First, the report. is an inch or an inch and a

quarter thick. Xt is specifically designed apparently as a
/

board notification document. We simply have had no oppor-

tunity to 1'ook at it. E know X've seen«« The testimony has

indicated, and X've seen some remarks which X would think

everyone would agree axe less than favorable with respect

to Robinson. X. never cauld find the remarks about Brunswick.

Other people seemed to be able to do that.. X couldn'.

10

Even though it is not evidence, under the situatio

prevailing at the Commission we'e expected to do something

with this information; And X don't know what. And you don'.

know what. Xt seems to be a circular problem. We toss this

information around.

But the point that X want to get to is, whatever

the staff feels its obligation is under the Boax'd Notifica-
tion Program, we at least, don'C agree that that Board Notifica

tion function is accomplished by assuring a person that the

information they provide will be treated undex the Privacy

<9 Act, and giving's information which in no way can be used

8) adgudicatively. Xt gust doesn'C reach the problem.

Several questions pop in our mind. And it's )ust
a very casual informal observation. Xn the first place, we

wonder if the Staff does have the authority to assure any

member of the staff that information that they give in the
'ourseof their employment will be immunized from presentation
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wb3 before .the Bo. rd because of the Privacy Act.

So w.:at we'rc-: going to do io -o ask you and -''re

a'0'l>licant Pzid everyo?le wI 0 s inter=sted in this Gearing

to try to think about rabat has happened h re.. The applicant

is entitled to address sguare3:r and full unfavorable comments

about Robinson a'od, if any remain, about Brunswick. Ne,

under Commission policies, are not permitted apparently to

walk away from a statement such as this and say, Bell, okay,

you notified us right in the middle of a hearing, and just
$ 0 walk away from it.

So we4re trying to figure out what to Qo. Ne'd

like to have some input from the Staff and from the Applicant.

17

18

And X'm going to give you a chanc to comment.

But one of the things you might, consider is going

back to these people: one of the things you might consider

doing in this instance is going to the people who were the

orig'nators of the statements and asking them if their assuranc

under the Privacy Act could be put aside fo" the purpose of

this hearing.

thin1c ve re in a difficult situation. Fven

though we might question whether the officials of the staff
had a right to assure privacv, or ce they have done that we

don want to be a party to saying, No< a"l '.=- s are of"-.

Jut g'e have a- 4roblelii he' r and we wan nput

from everybody on how .to solve it consistent with the
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applicant's rights and our responsibilities.

MR. R-XS: First of all let me say these were

unidentified questionnair s, so we cannot go back and identify-

these employees and call them in and say, ttlhat do you think

in this particular situation.

You set forth some considerations. The Commission

also feels, although it seeks unidentified statements,. also

TO

16

18

20

has an overall concern aoutside the adjudicatory process,

and X think much of thisinformation was gathered that. way in
ordex to assure itself that it is doing some kind of a job,

that there was nothing falling through, and so asks for
unidentified, comments. Xn othex'ords, there are two con-

flicting policy-reasons here for why the Coneo".ssion does

what it does. And X don't know how we can synthesize these.

Let 'me say hexe, though, that in this--particular

record in this case, without addressing the question of
whether we have authority to immunize the employees,, we did

go back and circulate at least every inspector st'l.l on the

staff of Region 2 who looked at, any CP&L facility. Me did

supply what we thought everything was on operations, Re

summarized those on construction. Nhat we have there ax'e

specific replies. He published the name of every inspector

here with the neer of inspections they did and gave you

a number, thinking that if the Board wanted o get all the

inspectoxs and put them in the jury box, or. all who made over
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wb5 f'e inspec ions g Qr made over ten inspections of the plants,

they could come in. Ne d'd circularize this, as 'aid
before, the employees, and we have their writ~ en comments

have come in.
As you know, it is Me policy of the Commission

that no adverse action of any type be taken against any

employee who speaks his mind on any matter of safety concern..

And that has been re«emphasized and r'e'emphasized again at,

all levels of supervis'on„- and to the employees themse3ves,

so that there is no jeopardy to the employees. And the

Commission has made the policy as clear as poss'ble that.

there is to be none. So X don't think it's a real question,'.

There are hearsay statements in here pre-dating

the later identifi d statements that. are in the record, or

will be put in the record. So X don'4 think 'we. have to be

$ 8

too conc rned with that.
I

Now the purpose of the — X'm sorry> Dr. LeedsP

DR. MEDS: X thought.you had come to a stopping

point

MR. REXS: The purpose of the Board in setting

this forth, of course, is to raise questions and to lead you

intro inquiry, whether or not it is an unsolicited anonymous

letter from the public that could lead you into inquiry into
a=eas o looking a4 things. And essentially that's what

~.is is. Ard X think you have some ans'~rers in the circulara
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wb6

3

that we have, which do show ihat there are essentially no

more employees who wane to come forward.

CHAZRtGN SMITH: Can it bed termined that the

circulars to the employees which we now have, or will have

in evidence, include chose employees to ~whom the circulars

were sent? X mean—

MR; REXS: I cannot guaxantee it, because people

transfer "'n and ouc of Region 2, people have left the

employment of the Commission. To the extant they'x'e still
10

12

13

in the Commission we have circularized every single employee-.-

And I can guarantee it on the record. —working in Region 2,

whoever inspected a CP&L facility.
CHAXRMM SMITH: All right. So then it would

necessarily be that the answers in response to Panel 2 and

16

Panel 3 include the anonymous responses to the cix'cular in
I

the Board Notification Report?

MR. REIS: There is a small lii:tie hole in that.

18

19

And I do think it is small. But X don't want to be misleading

the Board.

Xf somebody quit we didn'8 circulari"e him. If
somebody was transferred—

CHAIRMAN SMITH: But this pre-dated.... I see.

MR. REXS: This px'e-dates that. Xn othex'ords,
if somebody was here the middle of '77, subm'tied this ques-

tionnaire, and by the time we went back to him in the fall of
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'78 and he had left the employ of the Commission or transferre

to another region,;~e would not have re;ched h.'im

circular ~

CHAZR~RN SMXTH: But you could check that fact

by calling the Mlanta off ce and asking them to look at the

employment records. So we'13. know when you,make that phone

call whether or not that's a hole or not.

MR. REXS: Okay. Hell, X will ask my ."people, at

the directionof the Board, to check with the Atlanta office
for the number and thy names of the inspectors who left the

Atlanta office between the time of this survey and the t ime

they surveyed their office in the fall of '78.

DR. MHDS: I have anodxer prob3.em with this.
Xt's not just. a question of whether or not that'

complete. But X .remember a long time ago the Atomic Energy

Commission w'as criticized for passing pieces of paper around

and not looking at them. »;and very, very drastica13y criticiz ~

And now ve have a very similar situation.

The Board is gi.ven "Board Notification" of a

document which is an attempt to eva3uate, as X understand it:
now X may be i:ncorrect on this because X haven'0 had a chance

to read it: but it is an attempt ho evaluate maybe methods of
eva3uati.ng different licen ees'e--formance". Ue're in the

process of evaluating a particular 3.icensae's performance.

Now in some ways you may he asking me to read
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wb8 and then erase what X read. But my problem is, How do X take

this document which I have now been not f'ed about into

account, or how do I disregard it completely, and. still not be

perhaps wrongly disregarding it with respect to the evaluation

of a licensee?

Obvious'.y some people in here must have thought

about the problem of evaluating a licensee in some detail-

And now I'm handed this in a hearing in which I am doing the

very thing that this do anent is attempting to do.

So I guess X have a problem with the whole process.

Xt's not the kind of document that would have come in, if X

may make an analogy< came in, say evaluating the performance

'of steam generator corrosion problems, or something like that,
which we'e not dealing with in this particular hearing.

But this is a document dealing with subject matter with which

we are dealing in this area.
P

So that's where X have my difficulty. At least

I think it is. i'm not sure yet.
End 2B

Zf
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l1P.. BEXS: X cannot help youo

DR. LEHDS". 'f you ™drought about itp could you

possib2.y2

r, II (Xaughtero)

MRo BBXSs X think it does raise areas X Chink
»

it can help you in that it does raise a-eas that you should

look at and areas Chat shoe that the Commission -'hat you

. have highlighted concerns Chat the.Commission also has

Nhat X think the document ~~ls~ if you look at

$ 0 it as a whole is Chat the Commission as such, in any kind of

a generic way, has not focused on a method of rating 'applican

4'»r»
IG

Cg

or utili,ties, Chat there are several methods 'f»loating around

But X think Chat it also says~ and .X think that. this is

important, as you know decisions can be made in 'a generic
\

method or in an adjudicatory method They,can b'e made on a

general basis or a, specific basis And X Ch~»'ou'.re still
~ »

free to make &em.one.y on the case 'specific basis.

e'HAXRMAMSMXTH! So the planta people're going

~ Co txy to figure out if there is a gap and ho+ big it is.
-20 MR. REXSa Right.

9'5

22

CHhXRH&2l SHXTHc Of course X also obierye that
r ~

comments of this nature and perhaps even mozoe a+paar iu the

responses to Ka cpmstiouna9.re sent out by X guess it @as

Hr Long ~~d Cnew''0 Has no ~ocu3$ ~ on anv of the pc+ ~ties CQ

pursu@ +Pose f~ tIQi?Iz'~
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~ li7RB/ab2 BY DR. ZZEDS:

Q Let me make a preliminary comment. And X want

each of the —well, if you don't understand the question X

ask, ask me again, would you, to explain it to you ? Because

X.don't want to get trapped into using a word that willmean

something different to you. A11 X'm trying to do is to make

sure that X understand what you old me in you- testimony,

and if it's not, clear when X ask you a question please

straighten me out. Ny skin will he quite tough on that.

Xf X ask you "Do you have any facts?" X don'

want to be legalistic and say "facts, information, evidence,"

0)
and on down the line with every synonym X can think of, and

perhaps leave out one and get something left out of the

record.

18

19

So it it is not clear, if the question is not

clear, gust stop me and clean me up.

X have a preliminary question that has arisen

from gust the general set of questions that have occurred

earlier. And X think X know the answer, but X want to make

sure.

Hhen you inspect different licensees do you make

an attempt to treat them equally insomuch as possible?

(Witness Murphy) Yes, sir, we inspect to the

regulations as they apply to the licensee. Although they may

vary somewhat, we try to, if you will, give all of them a
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RB/eh3 fair shake and b consistent between them.

And so is an attempt made to make an inspection,

3 in a sense, independen'f the insp ctor, the particular

person do"'ng the inspection'?

Ne recognize — I'm sorry; I would ask you to

restate your question.

Sure.

Xs an attempt made to make the inspection

independent of the particular person ma'ing the inspectionP

Yes, sir; to the extent that we even send differen

inspectors to re-inspect the same areas, or carry on an

$ 2 inspection that had been previously started.

Yes. I think in. your testimony on-this panel or

on another panel you mention that there was an optional

piece of the inspection where the inspector couM go look at.

things he wants to look at. So I'm excluding that as being—

That obviously is peculia= with respect to each individual

inspector.

Fall let me ask the next auestion, then.

Xf X were to go looking around for data on this

applicant and data —this licensee; pardon.me —on this

licensee and other licensees, their perfo"mance, +he e would

I find i besides in the Beg'on '&= of2'e'?

All o- the inform tion generated as a res lt oz

an insp ction dc s go into the Public Doc~ent Room.
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QIRB/ab4 Okay.

So the pieces of paper in the Public Document

Room and the personne1. But the personnel and the records

are also in the Atlanta office?

Yes, sir.
Okay ..

Nell could you tell me why, if you have all this.
8 information in the Atlanta off9.ce, plus the people who have

made the 9.ndividual inspections, and you have attempted to

i0 make the inspections independent of the'particular inspector,

t$ why, then, you can'. make comparisons between 19.censees?

f2 The second part of the question is: Xf you can',
tS who could?

A Ne can —and Mr. Long alluded to it earlier. Ne

can make a comparison with a 19.censee, most often w9.th the

same inspector, by . knowing the characteristics of the

f8

Mspectors, and we9.ghing particularly their idiosyncras9es in
a given small area. But recognize that X'ave, as I say, for

gg example, thirty-four plants that my people are inspecting

20 right now. The people spend roughly 30 percent of their
2~ time inspecting. There 9.s a wealth of information there

gp that —and believe me, we are trying to find if there are

problems, if there 's anything wrong. And so our focus is on

those problems, and does that licensee meet the particular
requirements imposed upon him, not hoor he really ranks with
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omeone else. Ne vill hav ti e gut reaction type of th'ng

a" to how he ranks. But even '.i~i.~h the dizferent inspectors

you have pe sonalities, and so on, thai does build a d~f-

zerence. The coi~itments and the requirements of the

icensees differ in themselves. The time zrame is different.
The plants are different. The var'ables overwhelm us,

really.

Q Am X at, the right horse trough, so to speak, to

drink? There is only'ne horse trough where thisiinforma-
'fo tion resides; is that correct'P

That's the reason XSE is attempting, and has

been for several years, to develop a system that has some

$3 reliability to evaluate. Xt's not particularly the need of
XGE but recognizing the need of the Soaxds and of the public
itself .

Q Let me go to a slight'y different top'c, because

in the back of your testimony you list various meetings that
occurred 'arith regard to a different plant.

And as a preliminary auestion to the next one X'm

aftez — Let me get the right appendix here. Appendix Z

deals viD- Brunsvrick and it. stops in September '76.

listing o

Xt's a

PFny dad xt stop xn S -otembe>P

Just gl~~lcing ac ~ 3isr Z belzeve these are con

struciion inspections, and the construction inspections vrould
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have stopped at, that point in time.

So this is on'y construction inspections?

A- -- - That s correct p S2.r ~

Have we got a list of operations inspections?

(Witness Dance) X think Rppendix C gives one for

Robinson and one for —we have a tabulation for Brunswick,

but it's not in the submittal.

MR. REIS: Sir, if you want me to submit one

that was prepared by the witnesses for Brunswick, we have

such a tabulation.

DR. LEEDS: Well, wouldn't that make the record

complete with respect to that?

MR. REXS: Ne will submit it,.

DR. LEEDS: Okay.

855 DR LEEDS:

X think it. was in Mr. Cantrell's testimony there

was mention about a meeting with CPGL management that, occurred

in January of '78. Now X pulled, from the Public Document

Room a file on that meeting. And it was relative to Brunswick

and Robinson. And, as X understand it from that inspection

report; Nr. Long and i~1r. Dance were at the meeting, and the

meeting occurred on 11 January 1978 in the Atlanta office.
Do you all remember that meeting?

(Witness Dance) Yes.

The report was rather brief, but I would like to
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read a paragraph out of a letter rom Mr. O'Heilly and ask

you essentially what the meeting Iras about.

"Our concerns about recent operator

errors,ardthe implementation of your management,

y

and what were your concerns, and so forth'?

control system that pexmitted their occurrence,

were related to you in the meeting. This and

other subjects discussed are included in the inclosed

inspection repoxt."

Could ou amplify on what the meeting was about

I have a copy I'd be glad to hand you.

Would the inspection report be the best thing?

That would be'.fine.

(Document handed to the panel.)

CHAIRIQH SMITH: While they'e .looking at this,
'r. Reis, the new list that you are going to provide in

response to Dr. Leeds'uestion, do you intend to make that

a part of this panel's testimony?

MR. REXS: I intended in xedirect to make it an

exhibit. I could do it at this time. Or I could bind it in

if I hive an opportunity to get enough copies. But at this

point I intended to make it an exhibit. I don t have su fici-
ent copies ~

BY MR. LEEDS:

Do you remember the meeting?
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oasy~b8 1

2

(Nitness Dance) Yes.

The meeting dealt with CP&L's operating per-

formance involving their enfoxcement, history, their licensee

event, reports, their staffing and safety performance, their

emergericy planning, their procedural and administrative

6 controls, specific occurrences as a result of personnel

7 errors. It was an evaluat"'on that we had given them at that

time based on their —on the non-compliances that they had,

the Licensee Event Reports.

'fO Was this in a minor meeting or was this a fairly
major thing to occurs —a major event, if you will. I'm not

I2 quite sure how to phrase that question.

He do have pxogram requirements that at least

I4 every three years we meet with licensees. This satisfied that

requirement. Plus, their history had, not been the best.

So we combined the two issues.

End NRBloom I7
NELandon fls

IS
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The document room contained a list o"" agenda—

".?el , a letter or a notice. of significant lic"-nsee event, and

"as C'a'd X QQGBs December 28, l977, and that's the earliest

date on any of those documents.

Could you tell me when you set up this meeting, and,

whoever decided it, when it was decided to have this meeting~

Xt was probably, decided to have that, meeting the

latter.~<a3.f of December.

I'helatter half of December, but it was rather

quick notice.

Had something happened between October and

December to cause a meeting to be held? October '77 and the

latter part of December of '777

The reason X'm as3-ing, October is when we had our

hearing.

A No specific incidents, no specific event had

.occurred, no, that T. recall, that brought about the m eting
A combination of statistics, the three-year

19 'iriterval, our desires to ~~ press upon them the need to "follow
1 i ~ aW Pe.

regulatory requirements, which they already i<11e%T but h~e
I

wanted to reemphasize.

Are you asking me if th hearing had a bearing on

our meetingP

Nell, no, Z was not asking if the hearini~ had a

bearing on ~we meeting. ~3hat Z was really as3cing, indirectly,
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was whether or not we should have been told that it was at

the point, where you wer contemplating having a meeting in

December at the hearing. Xn aMer words, was the situation

with respect to CPGL in such a state that Region XX was

5 planning to have what the agenda calls —or the notice said,

6 Notice of Significant Licensee Yweting, which occuxred some

two and a half months, or maybe three months, after our

hearing.

i&at X want to know is what happened between the

~0 time we heard the testimony in October, and January that would

have caused the significant licensee meeting to occur? Xf

fp it' gust the clock running, just the time interval, that '

one thing. Xf 9.t's some collection of events occurring, then

>4 that's something else.

16

X'd like to Know what, they are.

X think it was the clock ..running. But we did have

a message to tell also.

All right, What kind of things were bothering you

then, that you had a message to tell about?

Mz. Long, you were involved with this, too. Xf you

have anything to add, please don't sit silent.
A {Witness Long) X just don't remember the details<

unfortunately. Xt appears to me —my bes memor.'f that
was that it was a programmatic meeting, one that comes up at
an interval. And when we have those, we always evaluate the
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record for the previou's six to twelve months, or some interval
ox tihe sine the last meeting with the management.

Would .t¹ agenda he" p»ou? Zt ta ks about staffin
of personnel errors, and response to non-compliance items by

Hr. Dance; emergency planning deficiencies, by Mr. Jenkins.',

And then it goes into inspection progzam presentation, which
I'

gather is telling how you do things. And then a. discussion

of fueling the facility, and matez'ial safety inspection

program, and a safeguards inspection pr'ogram, vrhich looks
C

like an infor'mat9.on trans fez'.
E

VTould that help youP

That's part of the programmatic function>that we

are required to bring them up to date on all of the program

I4 'changes, discuss all of these azeas, introduce new inspectors,
"and that sort .of thing'.

I8

X know that that, was a major part of it. And I
I ~

I

"do.recall some discussion of environmental problems. You

see something in that agenda from. each of the branches.

9 ..Hhat 's administrative prccedural con+rol that you

:gave a presentation on? What does that. mean?

A X third'erai that had to do probably. with the

contro3., their m shod for controllir g theiz procedures„ the

s atus of ~hem."

~~ellr ~7slp.'c d3.Q vou telJ. them?

X find'.it difficult to remember the details of
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9 Well, Mr. I:ance, what did you tell them about

staffing of personnel errors?

(Nitness Dance) I feel confident that we included

many of the same words tha" we had included 'n our testimony,

that, there has been personnel errorsr'hat they have been

slow to respond in the past, they have made staffing changes,

and we have noted that.

What about response to non-compliance 'items? Was

that answered also in here, or is there anything else you want

to add to that?

A I think the responses to non-compliances, we wanted

to get their verbal assurances that they were indeed —that,

they had the same feeling about responding to non-compliances

that they were giving us in writing.

What about what Yu'. Jenkins talked about, emergency

17 planning deficiencies? Sprat were those?

18

79

I don't recall.
Does anybody?

(No response,)

You see, I don't have my report . ~ . oh, yes,

1 ere it is.
I guess you were not the"e, Nr.."h~~hy, is that

right?

(Witness l<urphy) That's correct.
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Azgd K" Bro<TDlee was not the e

I'ono=hing hap~ene" in we '.im be<":;.een October

~QQ tnt.8 Fleet~ ng that we ~.~ QQR '. 'o'c": '~ ou' ~ ~"n Ceto."ez- is
that corzect2

(Witness Dance) To the best of my .knowledge, yes.

Q
' L4r. Longf

A (H.'".tness Long) Z don't zecall anyNing that. would

have instigated an urgent meeting. i>Iy recollection is that
this was a prograrea ic meeting, due in that ca endaz rear.

Probably the only thing that would be different. would he

those inspection zesults of several inspec- ions between then

and the t~~ of that meeting. 2tnd without the benefit of.

those inspection repor'ts, it moused be difficuD= to say what

th specific problems were.

That meeting does not imply that theze were serious

problems. Ffe meet at least about once a year with everyone,

and we always bring up matters across the hoard. Ãe give

each branch an opportunity to discuss with them issuesp" the

T9 things really that Rhea reflect on where improvement is
needed +

Xt's not recognized as an important method, but

it is an Qr 8 where we feel oQ iga cede and ~de maker a practice
of info~ina then of Q.. Qblei:s Qt each Q~~por":up i y

Zlac vas zat;<Qr 'i jjp~cgl at the txIMg 'f~hzt s;i=' xPig

them in sp-cifically for a pxoMev.o 3ut ~iis:;as not,- as X
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recall, the basic purpose of that meeting.

What kind of verbal assurances did you get from

them?

A X recall that we were satisfied with what..tney

were planning to do, or what they had done. l do recall that

as having been a vezy productive meeting at the time. There

weze commitments for management attention to these areasg

personnel erxors, as X recall, we discussed quite a bit@ the

importance of it,. ~d that: sort: of thing.

Q You have the document,. I don'8 remember reading

in that document anything about any commitments on the part

of Carolina Power 6 Lighto

Does that document. not fully reflect, then, the

content of the meeting?

A Sot commitments in the way that commitments would

be follow'ed and checked for specific items like a general

commitment for looking in on, or, you know, concerning

themselves with these mattex's and taking action, looking more

':en 'theix own in their. internal auditing process into these
'!

matters.

You don't make them put that. in writing?

$ometjyng when there are urgent —we'ze not.

necessarily talking about violations, or mattexs of compl'ance--

but enforcement, th y are specifically developed in wzi ingo

Reflections on where performance can Le improved, many of
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these things, are not in the area o" comp3.i~nce and not

necessarily ™-4

Ne're not talking now about a tech spec which says

measure this, and if it"s below this neer you'e got

problems„ we'ze talking about an evaluat'on of their concern

and their attention to personnel probl ms, and so forth
~en't these also amenable to written things, like, "He will
solve by so-and-so this problem that vou pointed out to usP"

Som-times they are, and other times they would

ho"'' be Trends, ifwe'e concerned about the direction
's'omething is taking, it really is putting them on notice of

~ problems that they could have with compliance unless there

were improvements made.

And when these commitments are made you don'

reduce them to at least a notice in a little inspection

report that, hey, they' going to do something about "Z"2

A (Witness Dance) Yes, we do. Xe na explain.

Okay

If we had a specific concern, we would ident~ify

'it. If we were talking in general terms if we were t~ing
to undexstand how they were responding to issues, we may not

puc Lt 3.n vr"t2.ng

If they are reassuring us that they have been

deeply involved in these matters, we may not nut that in

writing as such. ~hiy specific ccn~~tment $ 8xich we would
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wel 8 expect to correct a specific problem, we would put, in writing,

ves

Now~ with respect to the testimony in October

about the management capabilities, and so ford+, you thought

at that time, in October, everything was okay with respect

6 'o their, management attitude, and so orth, is that correct?

A'e thcught it was px'oceeding along a- good path,

right, and, therefore, I'l say it'.s okay, or we need

som thing more, yes.

10 And that nothing had changed then between October

and the time this meeting occurred?

That's correct.

And these deficiencies which are still very

ia nebulous —I still don'5 know what they were, they'e the

)5 ones you say you pointed out in your October testimony, but.

f6 X don't know specifically what you talked about in the .

I7 meeting, but they were not of significance to write down their
corrective action, or anything? Mey were not of that

$ 9 importance to cause you to write down what corrective action

20 they wexe going to take2

That's coxxect.

Q .Do you happen to have minutes ox anything,.'or. any

sort of written notes, or ~~ything liJ e that, that would

xeflect what you told the Company in the meeting in January?

X'd have to chec!<. I may have.
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Would you, please2

Yes, sir.
Nr. Long2

(Witness Long) lee'll have to lcok into that.

CHAZKihi~l SEXT=.: r,"e'll proceed down the testimony

in numerical order.

BY CHAXRiRB SHXTH:

The next question X i ave is at page 7.

Mr. murphy, vou indicated at page 7 —or. X thought
P

30 you indicated -- 'hat Ae Shearon Harris plant is less than

I| ; 3 percent constructed, hut X don't see hat on page 7, so X.

have a wrong notation on that.

(Hitness Y~urohy) Excuse me, sir? Por Panel 1, sir?

Hell, X guess X have this zrom the strong panel

)S'ere.
DR. LEEDS: X think somewhere you did say 3 percent.

X remember seeing it.
;BY CHAXBMMN. SNXTE:

Q He11, X know you'e testified to that,, but it
po vasn't on this panel. So X'll pick it up on the next panel.

Ne 11 f what. X 'm asking you, then, is: " Xs that your

testisaony somewhere in this proceeding?

(Witness Murphy) X +auld be able to zind out for
you the current completeness of the facility. An order of

magnitude of 3 to 5 percent.
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Xt's page 17

That woulQ be ~ rom our testimony. Yes, sir, 3

pezcento

And I don't know why I attribute that to you,

because that wouldn't be in your sea anyway. Oh, yes it is-»

ox is it.? Xs that your testimony?

A Xt still is in the construction testimony, yes.

Could you describe the 3 pere nt, or whatever you

9 believe the current percentage to be, in texms that perhaps

X could undexstand? Is this in texms of money spent, or work

done> or a combination? Hedxessable impact@ or

A The figure 3 percent probably cams from what we

f3 call the Yellow Book, but I'm not positive of -that, statement.

f4 A member of my staff is on the Construction Load Forecast

)5 Panel, and the information would have been supplied from his

$ 6 people, and from the project inspector.

Xt would probably be a combination of judgment and

information received from the utility.
I'm looking at a photograph of the plant —have

you seen it —attached to the Appli.cant's testimony, and

2$ just looking at it anQ making an estimate, I thi< it would

Zp be a lot more than 3 percent.

Would 3 percent of the money be a rough measurement?

I do not feel qua3.ified to answer that. The

licensees do use various Qevices in reporting, including
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equipment ordered, expenditures made, manhours expended—

.." s t v'pe Q'hing
Pig olfD ~1'H: frolic have.ng been a ~ Harris a couple

of mo1 ths ago p ci7ould be that and thi8 is J udgment on 1'
~ '4

constm~ction exper3.ence —would be &at .chat fig'uze would

not- be far off, based on the progress of &e plant for a

4-unit plant. „There's a lot of work left.
)fiade ion

'EO
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BY DR LEEDS:

Q Nr. Murphy, I think %us is your testimony. Xt

':says at the bottom of page seven, it says:

"During all phases of inspections,

'l0

~ c

So this is a case where you go in and fin'd

whenever deficiencies are identified, XE

'requires licensee action to prevent re-

~ "."""'currence as we1.1 as to correct, the specific
t

'eficiencies."
1

I

'so'methi'ng like A is wrong, and you say fQc A.

12

The next sentence says~

"If the results of a single inspection,

15

20

" " or. a sequence of inspections, indicate-a

'deterioxation in the pexfoxmance of the
N

licensees'xogxam, in-,depth inspec~on

willbe conducted to upgrade the degxee

'of control exercised at the highest level

of the control system pyramid to assure

that. the detexioration is checked and the

. progx'am as a whole returned to a satisfactory

level of ~lity."

23

Now my cyxestion is:
What criteria do you use to decide there has

been daterioration2

(Nitness Murphy) There is not. a formal criteria
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mpb2 developed for this. Na do count numbers of no'n-compliances

within a period of time and keep a running tab on 'this> the

number of action poiIltsg if you vill~ But R3.8o v<8 3cok Gt

the number of discrepancies, deficiencies, say, w9;hhi'n a

~giv'en area.

Xf Chare appears to be acme pattern to xmMing

= ~sheik'nesses; for cmaanple, it vi11 trigger. The action can be

'tr'3.ggered 'y the individual inspectors themselves . =o

alert management it can he tziggered by the section chiefs
'ip and it. can be tr9.ggexed by my own overview.

He try to keep the threshold level quite low.

Ne3;1, counting those deficiencies ~u1d be one

triggex, though.

A Counting deficiencies woul'd be a trigger, yes,

f7

Okay

Nell, let's focus on that one for a second.

Xat me suppose that Licensee A has ten defic-

iencies. Do X corapare that with Xicensee 8 to see if that—
We look at the background of those ten defic-

iencie8 ~

Do you do a QC control
chart%'ot

as a formal type of matters

Xn going back to Che @Sample~ if ve hav

inspectors that go to f326 site and they Qo find Qn Crea
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c9

3

—a problem in one area of the welding, another area of

non-destructive ezaminat9.on associated with that and so on/

another one to document control in that area, we do take—
have the meetings with management, or, as X did last week,

cal1' manager to be alerted to his problems.

Th9.s review of the non-compliances, if you Mill,
~ is not a hit. or miss. $fe have the non~ompliancss and a

'brief description entered into our computer And we do'et
'feedouts from this on a program basis.'nd if the action

'10 point's —and these are points assigned according to the

severity of the non~ompliance —reach a certain total,
'then we formally have to raise the cpxsstion as Should we

have a management meeting or not.

Okay.

Let's go to the computer, then. So somewhere

sitting in a computer, then, are two kinds of points added

17

18

19

20

for things, correct2 X got timt point from your'answer,

Correct me if X'm wrong: One is the numerical count and
W

one is the 'severity of the deficiencies.

Is that correct2

Me can get the two informations fram the computer~

Xt is one program.

Q AI?d so f then coming out of that program/ the n g

would be a punchout that tells you Hey, look at this guy

because the number is too big. Xs that right2
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The nurnero are approaching a level of concern.

The actual data m'ht shG'rl tha» Mt~e conc~ n io no

c" '?at significant Because the computer can t put c )udgsu8QC

to the numbers.

Q
. The Chairman has reminded me Chat X may have

""asked an imprecise question, so X want to try who c1ear it up
E

X gaCher in the computer 'you'e got Che number

;"of events.

$ 0

A'es.
By asking the computer for the nuinber o8 events

12

'to a" certain document. *

l

' 'nd then you also have severity of eyenta', if
'you i'll.

That's correct, sir.
~ 'Q, And X used the word "weighting".

I

Then does the computer automatically Cell you

:Hey,'ou ought to look at this situationP

,

—A Twice a year we are required to loolc at iC
L

programmatically, regardless of +hat the computer tells us.

20
' Okay.

21 Xn hetw'een the Cmice a year, does the compuCer

t'ell you to go lookP

A &reuse nmP

Xn between the A6ce a year, dceo Che computer

sav the number her is too large, go lookP
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No. The computer does not tell us that. Nore

often than Urice a year it would be quite obvious because

of the numbers of the inspections that ~re performed.

Ne have a man, a project inspector, who is keep»

ing day to day track of the inspection results.

Q'kay.
A Then when X asked the question about weighting,

what X meant 'was that you would take somehow each event and

'add a weight to it and then somehow one of those might be

mox'e severe than the other, and therefore you would get a

trigger out of the computer when the weighted number, rather

'than gust the number of events, was high.

In other words, you might have only three events

hut'their weight was so severe you would get an indica-

tion 'from the computar —well, you might have 20 events—
Xt's according to the degree of depth you mean

'by weighting, sir, we hav'e the enforcement program that

assigns so many action points to a violation level'on

compliance, so many to an infxaction level and so many to a

deficiency level. And it's when these totals reach a

total of 70.

Q So the action point is a weighting. '

Thai= is the only weighting that is done by the

computer. Then the weighting that is done outside of the

computex determines whether the meeting is actually held ox
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mpb6 not, the reviems by the inspectors, the section chief, and

myself, to see vhat ally ar hhe significants of these

non comp1iancese

Q Mote, if you have that kind of information,'hy
can't you make the comparisons again, you seeV Xt keeps

coming back to the .points.

You have an immense amount: of data on youx hands

The Board doesn't have data like'.that. And so why is it
that'ou all feel so reluctant to make

comparisons'0

A ' don', think< sir, that it, is a reluctance on

the paxt of anyone to make such a comparison. And X believe

that this document here villpoint it out, that when vo

attempt to make a'omparison ve .find that ve-have holes in
the method. Xt is a terrifically complex type"of'operation.

IS Xt involves the differences of the licensees
I

aIld our people+ ~

CHAXBMhÃ SMXTH: You vavect a docmnewt. %hie is
the report, the Baard Notification of hicensingP

NXTHESS HURPEPZ: Yes.

CEiAXRHAN SMXTH: Okay.

X think vm'd better give this thing an e&dMt
number.

Let's ra~2ce ~Ms Board Nchibit —and it may not

25

be used. Zt's a Board e:Aibit simply for identification.
$fe -wi11 have to dete~e later the e~ctent that 9,t can he
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Do you have any objection to'ss9gning a- Board

exhibit number to this document?

MR. O'HEXLL: halo, s9x, not if you'e g9ving 9.t

a numb'ex.

CHAXRMM STtZTH: A11 xight

This- villbe Board Exhibit, 8, the Board

'ot3.fication of Licensee Regulatory Performance Eva1uation.

Olhereupon, the document

referxed to was marked as

Board Xhchib9t No. 8

12
~ for ident9.fica&on.)

BY DR LEEDS:

Nell, Mr. Murphy, let me go to the next page.

is On page 8, at the bottom of the page> X t3dnk
tit's your testimony that:

"Xf the 19.censee's program" —this 'is ta1king

'about the 1icensee's cpxality assurance program —"is

work9.ng propex1y.. ~ ", X have the same cgxestionc

20 How do you decide whether or not the 1icensee's

'program is working proper1y?

A (Nitness Murphy} X think you 1eft, out a "not".

You said, "Xf the 19censee's pxogram is working properly..."

and it says "not propex'ly".

Oh, X'm sorry, there are Mm sentences. The
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C

first one says if it is ~corking prop rly, the second one says

iz B.t is not sfozking properly o 2nd it doesn't make any
n difference in my Question Mhic11 Clay you go

What X want to Knot@ is how'ou decide whether it
is or isn'.

Xf ve find non-compliances, it's not working

properly.

Q

Q
' Xf you find any non-compliances, the licensee's

QK program 'is not, working properly?

Certainly

I' 02 . T3 Q Doss any licensee's program "rory-properly, then2

That type of success is something that al3; of us

15 would lee to see achieved, but ve recognise tbat it cannot

0'ur first step, sir, is the enforcmnant letup,

19

and. it is triggered by any non~ompliance.

Q Am8 if the Qh, and the applicant did not catch

20 9.t; then it is not wwrking properly.

That is correct, sir.
Q Would a count at the time the QP. dia not catch

a problem he an evaluation2

Zci Th number of inspection a=.aas —the QA program

is an overv9.acr, gust: as ours is. Re actually look at
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activities; their QA program is also a function-type. Xt,

does not examine everything. During any given period of

time their program may or may not have looked at the

specific area that we looked at.

That does raise the question: should theirs

'have looked at fthm.. He found the problem.

Q X'll go hack to my cpzestion. X .don't ttLQQc you

understood it, or at least X don', think you answered it.
10 Xf X look at the number of times that their QA

12

pxogram did not work properly, is that a measure of the

performance of the management of that ccngmny2

Hot in itself, no, sir. And X shouM have

14 prec'eded my previous with that. statement.

15

17

18

'19

So that would go with the
answer2'es.

On the nyct page you testify that:

"The XE sampling inspection is not a

'statistica1 random sample. "

X understood that a large number of sample

24

programs ar'e statistical in nature and you do pull random

sampleso

Mhat is the reason for not doing hoth2

A Sir, X am not an e:>pert in this area. X am

aware that we tried a statistical random sample inspection
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C which facility. X have seen

my undex'standing was that it
workable system.

no documenCs xeally ''on it, and

was '-« did not. appear to be a

effort on a trial basis at a facility, X'm not eve 'sure

Does anybody else have any continents on it?

A (Hitness Long) One of the obvious things about

statistical samples is it lends itself only to certain types

of very small percentage of the areas'hat are looked'at.

The records, of course, might lend themselves to that/

30 radiographic, the record examination, some of those things.

But we have found that our sample more Chan

12, 3.ikely would exceed a value axxived at by statistical analy-

si.s determined by that more complex method;

Q Xn other words, you oversampled in a senseP

A Xt would be easier often than'determining what

'the'tatistical samples or omsthing would he.

A' {Nitness Murphy) Sir, we probably, if you wilX,p

'oversamp1e in some axeas, undersample in others, baaed on

19

20

ouz experience, and that collective experience and )udgment.
"

0 But if you chose the time to go inspect at

random and you choose in some sense the things that you look

at at random, aren't you in a sense doing a statistical
random sample?

A. Neer one, our hasp ction times are not done

ar. zan8om. |fe aiba a~rasa of t'na genera3. areas o8 warR ehnh
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I will say actually in this that where ve had

a particular problemmatic plant here a while back Me

actually did do a statistical sample because we vere look-

ing at a very small area. And the statistical sampling

did give us a confidence level.

9 . Okay.

8 In the 'same paragraph you talk about:.

'Our review of Che overalX program

l0

'l2

'gives considerable confidence that our spot

'checking and sampling review provides an

accurate assessment, of the licensee's per-

formance in meeting regulatory require=
'ents."

Hhat review2

The sampling review of QC actions. X Cake'hat

to mean the review>our inspectors do review the QC actions

of the licensee's as a part of their inspection effort.

f9.

20 program o ~ ~

But it says here "Our review of the overa11

Xs that referring back to the IE sampling

'inspection program2 Am I misreading the sentence2

~ .>73

A

Xet me get hare.

(Pause.)

That says our review of the licensee's overall,
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imposed. upon them by Append' 9 and contained in Chapter 17

of their SER.. And tnat is a structux d. program. End then

a program description, and then our reviews of the 'program

implementation.

Okay.

Now where is the assessment, then2

A The assessment, you -have the formal and the

informal assessment, sir. The assessments actually of the

op'crating of the program come with each of the inspections

that we perform.

Xt's the reports2

The reports, yes, sir.
Now X still have a problem %13.th this samplingy

this xandom stuff. X'm trying to get myself scpmred away,

when you .do random stuff and when you do regular stuff and

'so. forth.

20

, On page 10„ the bottom of 'the page, thire 'is n

- 'qu'es'Cion that says!
I

"These events, sometimes called
)

P

'. Abnormal or Reportable Occurrences ox
)I

~:, ' ',Unusual Events are reviewed by inspectors
I

on a sample basis..."

VQlcLt Rind of samp2,62

Actually these are the reports over into the



mpb13 operations area, sir.
Okay

(tfitness Dance) May X address that?

Surely. Anybody. X don't know who to as'he
questions.

A There are two types of reports, immediate reports

which recpdxe a written report in 14 days, notification and

a written report in 14 days, and another type wthat requires

f0

a 30 day report, no verbal notification previously.

Of the immediate reports of the program we

inspect 100 percent. We. review onsite 100 percent.

Of the 30 day reports we review a certain percent. Xt's
Y /

"30'ercent plus any we suspect we may have problems with,

'f5

17

that we may have non-compliance with.

So that is our random sampling of those 30 day

reports, the licensing event reports. Xt's up to the

ins'pe'ctor or his supervisor, if they spot a problem/ Hey,

X want you to review that, one. Otherwise it's simply

$ 9

20

~ inspe'ctor's judgement which one he reviews.

{}
Okay'here

is no.statistical underlying sampling

mechanism?

Other than requiz'ed, a certain percent

A (Mitness Murphy) Sir, X might add, that as far
as:construction deficiency reports are concerned, we review
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100 percent of them.

DR. XEEDS: Nell, the Chairman is reminding me

that the witching hour has occurred and ve must all leave.

CHAXK~ SMXTH: Have the people in the back

of the room, since the crowd has cleared out, hive you been

able to hear all right2 Has it improved2

VOXCE FROM THE AUDXENCE: Ho problem.

CHAXRMM SMXTH: 'Ne m9ght take that into aCcount.

5K. TRONBRXDGE: Ne've already made the

Mr.. Chairman, may X. talce a minute more2

The Board'recpxested that the Applicant maRe

available as 5 witness the Manager of the Corpora'te Nuclear

15

Safety and Quality Assux'ance Audit Section. That is Mr.

"~~us. And ve'll make him available

At the same time, Mr. McManus has had several

predecessors to his gob, one of whom is Nr. Banks, who vi11

b''.here's a vitness on another panel, and one of whom is

20

Mr. Loflin. Mr. Banks and Mr. Xof1in villbe offered at

the same time

Ne would suggest that because ve have a not

'too'ong piece of prepared testimony fax Mr. 2LJianus that

ve distribute th9.s now, along with the qualifications of

24 Mr. Xaflin. Y~. BarJ:s's cjua3.ifications ax in his other

testimony and Mr. McManus's are in his prepared testimony
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that we villdistribute. This vill give the Board an

opportunity, when ve ge" to We area where ve need it;
whether we read it or whether ve put. it in the record as

if read.

CHAIRMM SMITH: Fine. Ne vill appreciate it.
Okay, if there's no further business this evening/

ve vi11 adjourn until 9:00,a.m.

The hearing is adjourned.

(whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the hearing in the

above-entitled matter vas adjourned, to reconvene

at 9:00 a.m., the follovtng day.)


